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Abstract
Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) technology has recently attracted much research interest
due to its appealing features in short-range mobile communications. These features
include high-data rates, low power consumption, multiple-access communications and
precise positioning capabilities. Space-Time Coding (STC) techniques, such as block
coding and trellis coding, are known to be simple and practical ways to increase
both the spectral efficiency and the capacity in wireless communications. The the-
sis aims at designing robust and efficient space-time coding schemes well adapted to
single-band UWB signalling. Thus, this work incorporates a fine analysis of a stan-
dard Single Input Single Output (SISO) single-band UWB system, scrutinising every
important aspect of this system including transceiver structure, channel modelling,
multiple-access techniques and detection process. Research also leads to the deriva-
tion of a novel closed-form approximation for the average probability of bit-error for
single-band UWB systems. This in-depth study highlights drawbacks inherent to
UWB systems such as time-jitter effects or rake-receiver complexity and proposes
schemes that benefit from spatial diversity to mitigate these problems. Thus, the
thesis concentrates on the design of new multiple-antenna space-time coding systems
Abstract iv
tailored for UWB communications. As a result, this work derives and generates gen-
eralised full-rate space-time block codes based on orthogonal pulses to capture both
spatial and multipath diversities. Space-time trellis coded modulation is then revis-
ited to further improve the spectral efficiency limit and to deliver the high-data rates
promised by UWB technology. A new version of space-time trellis coding is developed
for the peculiar UWB signalling structure. Finally, thanks to a novel closed-form ap-
proximation, a theoretical comparison is undertaken between any SISO-UWB system
and the multiple-antenna UWB systems proposed in this thesis. The results clearly
underline the impact of STC on a single-band UWB system in terms of enhanced
robustness against timing-jitter effects, higher spectral efficiency and capacity im-
provement. These advantages are finally confirmed through the numerical evaluation
of the error-rate performance.
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Introduction
1.1 An Overview of Wireless Technology
Second-generation communication systems, such as Global Systems for Mobile
communications (GSM) and the North American interim standard (IS-95) were the
first successful wireless systems to deliver voice and low-rate data services throughout
the world. Relying on this early success, considerable investment has been made to
explore new ways of communication and to radically extend the possibilities offered
by wireless technology. In one decade, from voice, low-rate data and coverage driven
cellular networks, wireless technology has evolved towards high-rate data multimedia
transmissions over cellular and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). From a
technical point of view, a new page in the history of wireless communications will
soon be written when each and every electronic device will be able to communicate
together and relay any type of information forming a ubiquitous wireless network.
Consequently, the technological race towards absolute performance in terms of band-
1
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width or data rate will be of lesser importance, allowing the user and marketing
approach of Quality of Services (QoS) to become the most prominent driving force of
future wireless-technology development. Due to the numerous types of data a wireless
network can transport, it would be wise to cleverly allocate its resource and attain
maximum benefit. Therefore, the QoS approach is becoming increasingly relevant
from both technical and economical points of view, striving to optimise the use of
wireless technology according to user’ requirements and budget. Resource-optimised
ubiquitous networks will be achieved by developing numerous novel complementary
wireless communication systems dedicated to specific applications and designed to be
compatible. This is where Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has an important role
to play.
1.2 The Rise of UWB Technology
The surge of public interest caused by wireless technology and the phenomenal
growth of internet services imply a highly promising future for high data-rate wire-
less networks. This trend has already been witnessed in the increasing popularity of
3G cellular systems that deliver high-speed data services including multimedia and
support for advanced interactive applications. As far as Wireless Personal Area Net-
works (WPANs) and WLANs are concerned, Bluetooth and Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi)
have already proved to be reliable and user-friendly technologies allowing communica-
tion between various equipment and providing access to broadband wireless internet
connection. In order to further increase the data-rate limitations in WPANs and to
breed a new batch of wireless applications, the Federal Communications Commission
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(FCC) in 2002 issued a ruling that a new technology known as UWB could be used
for data communications, radar and safety applications. UWB is a fast-emerging
technology which finds its roots in military communications and radar technology.
This technology is based on the transmission of very short low-power pulses across a
wide spectrum of frequencies, several GHz in bandwidth. Therefore, the FCC allo-
cated UWB systems a very large bandwidth (3.1–10.6 GHz) at the noise floor, where
UWB transmitting power has been restricted severely, i.e., UWB transmitted power
< 40 dBm/MHz, in order to coexist harmoniously with other licensed Radio Fre-
quency (RF) systems using the same frequency bands. Following this ruling, similar
regulatory processes are currently under way all over the world, especially in Eu-
rope where the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT) has
recently drafted two spectrum-allowance masks for indoor and outdoor communica-
tions. Meanwhile, industry and academic institutions responded eagerly to the FCC
ruling by consequently increasing their research efforts in this cutting-edge technol-
ogy, leading to the release of physical layer and Media Access Control (MAC) layer
specifications for a diverse set of applications, under the supervision of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.3a (high data rate) and the IEEE
802.15.4a (low data rate) standardization groups, and also leading to the publication
of numerous reference books on the topic [51], [21], [43]. Because of its physical layer
signal structure, UWB is a versatile technology that can be used either for short-
range high data rate or for long-range very low data rate communications, allowing
a new range of applications. Consequently, two different physical layer standards are
still considered in the implementation of this technology, one based on multi-band
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Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and the other on carrier-less
signal known as single-band UWB. Considering short-range high data rate communi-
cations, UWB promises to: free people from all wires; complement other longer-range
radio technologies such as Wi-Fi, Wi-MAX and 3G cellular; enable wireless connec-
tions of multiple devices for transmission of video, audio and other high-bandwidth
data applications; develop high-resolution ground-penetrating radar and through-wall
imaging. In the consideration of long-distance low data rate transmissions, UWB can
be used to: design sensor networks; perform localisation at centimetre-level preci-
sion navigation and asset tracking. Finally, UWB technology possesses advantages
that makes it a possible contender for future consumer communication applications
because of its potentially low cost and low complexity; its strong immunity against
multipath distortions and jamming; its noise-like signal; its reliable time-domain res-
olution. Unfortunately, all is not so bright in UWB’s world, especially in terms of
synchronisation, timing-jitter effects, rake receiver complexity, power constraints and
interference with other existing wireless systems.
1.3 MIMO & STC
The capacity of the wireless medium characterises the maximum amount of error-
free information (bits) which can be transmitted over that channel over a given band-
width (Hz) and in a given time (seconds). A theoretical maximum achievable capacity
bound was derived by Shannon in 1948 for an additive Gaussian noise channel [49].
Since then, theoretical capacity bounds were derived for wireless Single Input Single
Output (SISO) channels and, later, wireless Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
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channels. The latter has been proven in [55] and [20] to outperform both the capacity
and spectral efficiency of any SISO channel. Therefore, transmitting over this kind
of channel allows higher data rates without bandwidth extension or power increase.
Although UWB systems have been allocated a very-large bandwidth, introducing
spectral efficiency can still prove highly beneficial for some high data-rate applica-
tions.
MIMO channels can be designed through the use of multiple-antenna elements for
the transmission and/or the reception of signals. For instance, using several antennae
when transmitting over a wireless channel could be useful to:
• increase the antenna gain and therefore reduce the transmit power of the mobile
transmitting device.
• suppress interference.
• provide spatial diversity, i.e., replicas of the same information signal are trans-
mitted over uncorrelated spatial channels thereby increasing the robustness of
the wireless link and its performance, regardless of the channel type.
• achieve spatial multiplexing, i.e., independent information is transmitted simul-
taneously on different transmit and/or receive antennae which implies higher
spectral efficiency.
Both capacity and spectral efficiency for MIMO channels depend principally on
the correlation between the transmitting and receiving antenna elements [56]. Highly
correlated sub-channels tend to provide similar capacity and spectral efficiency as a
SISO channel; therefore, it would be necessary to insure minimum correlation between
antenna elements in order to deploy a MIMO system. Correlation among the antenna
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elements is firstly influenced by the surrounding environment and secondly by the
transceiver hardware design.
In order to fully exploit the potential of MIMO channels, Space-Time Coding
(STC) techniques were developed by relying on transmit diversity and receive diver-
sity [56]. Practically, they introduce temporal and spatial correlation into signals
transmitted from different antennae, in order to provide diversity at the receiver and
coding gain without impairing bandwidth efficiency. Following extensive research on
that topic, several STC schemes have been designed for various applications with
regards to decoding and transceiver complexity, error performances and data rates.
Achieving a perfect trade-off between these criteria is not an easy task; in order to
simply assess and easily compare STC scheme performances, any of these schemes
can be characterised by two simple criteria, namely coding gain and diversity gain.
Coding gain refers to the increase in efficiency that a coded signal provides over an
uncoded signal; it indicates a level of power reduction in decibel (dB) that can be
achieved for a given type of code. The diversity gain is the ratio between the signal
field strength obtained with diversity combining techniques and the signal strength
obtained with a single link. In wireless communications, diversity means transmitting
replicas of the same information at different times, frequencies or places, expecting
them to be affected differently by the surrounding environment, in order to provide
greater robustness and reliability.
The earliest so-called STC scheme was proposed by Wittneben in [59], where
a simple delay-diversity scheme was achieved using a repetition code of length two
as the channel code. The output of the repetition code is split into two parallel
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streams, so that each of them can be transmitted from separate antennae. Thus, the
bandwidth expansion due to the repetition code is compensated by simultaneously
transmitting two orthogonal symbols from two different antennae. This basic diversity
scheme achieves diversity gain proportional to the number of transmit antennae and
provides marginal coding gain. From this basic diversity scheme, STC schemes have
been designed according to transceiver complexity, error performance and data-rate
criteria. Amongst the most popular are Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) [6], [53],
Space-Time Trellis Coding (STTC) [54], Space-Time Turbo Trellis Coding (STTuTC)
[56], Layered Space-Time architectures (LST) [19].
The STBC technique became famous thanks to Alamouti’s scheme which was the
first Space-Time (ST) block code to provide full transmit diversity and low-complexity
decoding, considering two transmit antennae systems [6]. Previous delay-diversity
schemes [59] could also achieve full diversity, but at the expense of added interference
between symbols and, therefore, complex decoding. Alamouti’s scheme employs a
spatial multiplexing technique to transmit orthogonal sequences over two transmit
antennae. The information data is mapped to either phase shift keying or quadrature
amplitude modulation symbols and is divided into blocks of two symbols s1 and s2.
For each block an orthogonal counterpart block is created and two consecutive blocks
form a code matrix such as
S =
 s1 −s∗2
s2 s
∗
1
 ,
where s∗1 is the complex conjugate of s1. Considering two block periods, during the
first period s1 and s2 are sent simultaneously over antenna one and antenna two,
respectively. During the second, −s∗2 is sent over antenna one and s∗1 over antenna
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two. Therefore, this scheme can be classified as a ST coding scheme since the encoding
process is clearly realised in both space and time domains. Furthermore, since the
transmit sequences from the two transmit antennae are orthogonal, the code matrix
S presents the following property:
S · SH = (|s1|2 + |s2|2)I2,
where SH is the Hermitian (transpose conjugate) of S, and I2 is the 2 × 2 identity
matrix. This last expression confirms the potential of Alamouti’s scheme to achieve
full diversity. Since this scheme was designed for only two transmit antennae, it has
been generalised in [53] for multiple transmit antennae and multilevel modulation
schemes in order to increase spectral efficiency. STBC schemes provide low decoding
complexity and can achieve full diversity, at the expense of the coding rate. Only a
few Block Coding (BC) schemes achieve a coding rate of one, the coding rate being the
ratio between the number of non-coded input symbols required to achieve a number
of coded symbols. It is always desirable to construct BC schemes with a code rate
of one, since full-rate codes are bandwidth efficient. More generally considering any
arbitrary number of transmit antennae, BC schemes attain only half-code rate. In
the end, ST block codes achieve full diversity but without coding gain and barely full
coding rate. Therefore, the concatenation of these codes with trellis codes has been
proposed in [54] as an appropriate solution to obtain coding gain from the simple
STBC structure at the expense of decoding complexity.
The STTC technique was proposed by Tarokh et al., and follows the development
of STBC schemes. It was introduced to enhance coding gain and to increase spec-
tral efficiency. This scheme can support high-level modulation techniques and gets its
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name according to the way data are encoded. From a practical point of view, informa-
tion data are trellis encoded across multiple transmit antennae; received over multiple
antennae; then decoded using the Viterbi algorithm. In terms of performance, the
first STTC scheme designed in [54] exhibit full diversity and a coding gain greater
than that of the delay-diversity scheme. However, with respect to the theoretical
design criteria proposed in the same paper, Tarokh’s hand-crafted codes were not
optimal. A gap soon filled in [8] where optimal codes were found based on system-
atic code-search algorithms. In order to further increase spectral-efficiency limitation,
STTC schemes with a growing number of transitional states and larger constellation
sizes were constructed regardless of the environment [12], and optimum codes were
obtained gradually. This was a progressive process due to the exponentially growing
number of possible codes for large constellations and number of states, which leads
towards a new code search strategy [4]. Researchers have also focused on improv-
ing the coding gain by applying serial concatenation of STTC with channel codes,
which implies a code-rate reduction in the process [42]. As a result of all these de-
sign improvements, STTC schemes perform remarkably well for any transmit/receive
antennae configuration, constellation size and fading environment, at the expense of
the decoding process. The complexity of the decoding process increases exponentially
with modulation levels, number of states and number of transmit antennae. Herein
lies the major drawback of this scheme.
Turbo codes with iterative decoding are well known for their ability to achieve
very low bit-error rates [11]. Generally, these codes are generated via parallel con-
catenation of two recursive convolutional codes. They represent a good trade-off
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between diversity advantage, coding gain and bandwidth efficiency, since they com-
bine the advantages of STTC, turbo codes and coded modulation. Research work in
this area includes the construction of recursive STTC schemes that satisfy the design
criteria in [54], appropriate puncturing patterns for STTC [3] and iterative decod-
ing algorithms. As previously stated, STTC schemes are unserved by their decoding
complexity, which is even more true for STTuTC, since this scheme is usually con-
stituted of two STTC encoders/decoders. Therefore, STTuTC provides very good
performance; however the cost is greatly increased complexity.
A distinct area of research amongst the STC techniques is LST architectures. The
first scheme of this kind was proposed by Foschini from Bell laboratories, and is known
as the Bell laboratories LAyered Space-Time (BLAST) architecture [19]. LST is sin-
gular in comparison with other STC techniques already presented, as it allows the
processing of multidimensional signals in the space domain by 1-D processing steps,
where 1-D refers to one dimension in space. LST architectures are built through a
multi-layer transmitter scheme that achieves spatial and temporal diversity, with op-
tional coding of information data at each layer. It relies on powerful signal processing
techniques at the receiver and conventional 1-D channel codes. The LST architecture
decoding process is peculiar as it requires a combination of interference suppression
and interference cancellation in order to decouple and detect the LST signals sent
through every layer. Consequently, to optimise such an architecture, the most suit-
able interference cancellation technique must be found amongst the numerous existent
ones that already exist such as zero forcing, minimum-mean squared error detectors
and parallel interference canceller, combined with maximum a posteriori probability
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methods regarding decoding processes [38]. In terms of performance, the BLAST
structure is attractive because of its ability to realise very high data rates over fading
channels by using the scattering characteristics of the environment to enhance, rather
than degrade, transmission accuracy. Due to its layer structure, instead of decoding
the constituent code received from each transmit antenna, as in STTC, the codes
are decoded individually. Otherwise, the transmitter is fairly simple and like most
of STC schemes counterparts, the price for enhanced performance is an increase of
receiver complexity which grows rapidly with cutting-edge schemes for detection and
powerful schemes for decoding.
1.4 Aims & Outline of the Thesis
In this thesis, the design of robust and efficient multiple-antenna systems for single-
band UWB communications is considered for exploration. UWB is a very promising
technology but it still requires some major research efforts to overcome the power
constraint and synchronisation issues, to improve the distance of transmission, and
to assess interference with other existing wireless systems.
In the past, multiple-antenna systems in wireless communications have been de-
veloped to: increase the antenna gain, suppress interferences, increase the robustness
of the wireless link, increase the spectral efficiency, and increase performance. More-
over, they have proved to be useful in mitigating the effects of multipath fading in
narrow-band communications.
The issues faced in single-band UWB communications, which is a baseband tech-
nology, are different from the problems encountered in narrow-band communications
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for which multiple antennae systems were designed originally. Therefore, these sys-
tems are combined to provide some new answers to a different problem. The aim
of this thesis is to discover what sort of improvements can be provided by multiple-
antenna systems in single-band UWB communications and how useful this combina-
tion is to solve some of the major issues faced by UWB technology in becoming more
reliable and efficient.
1.4.1 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The fundamentals of single-band UWB
communications are introduced in Chapter 2. This chapter which serves as a basis
for analysis includes the formal definition of a UWB signal from signalling and reg-
ulatory points of view, and presents the different schemes and techniques required
to generate and process a multiuser baseband UWB signal. Moreover, along with
the SISO single-band UWB transceiver design, this second chapter proposes a com-
prehensive derivation of the SISO single-band UWB signalling and obtains several
decision-statistic variables for various combinations of transmitter and receiver ele-
ments. These variables are used in Chapter 4 to theoretically assess the performance
of SISO single-band UWB systems.
In Chapter 3, the UWB propagation characteristics are discussed and the most
popular channel model for short distance high-data rate UWB communications is
presented. Both the path loss and multipath general requirements for the UWB
channel model are introduced. The IEEE 802.15.3a channel model is then analysed
thoroughly; the theoretical definition of its CIR and the specifications of the four sce-
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narios composing this channel model are presented. Next, a method to theoretically
derive the distribution of any IEEE 802.15.3a channel model attenuation factor and
obtain its mean and standard deviation values is designed. This method is assessed
numerically and results compared with simulations prove to be reliable. Finally, the
results of this method are used along with the decision-statistic variables derived
in Chapter 2 to obtain theoretical bounds on the achievable performance of SISO
single-band UWB systems in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 4, a comprehensive assessment of the performance of the SISO single-
band UWB system over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel is undertaken. Knowing that the
multipath amplitude distribution of this channel is log-normal, a parametric accurate
closed-form approximation of the average probability of error over a log-normal fading
channel is derived. Using this mathematical tool along with the decision variables
obtained in Chapter 2, and the results for the channel multipath attenuation factors
gathered in Chapter 3, a theoretical analysis of the performance of SISO single-band
UWB systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel is proposed. These results, combined
with some simulation results obtained through our single-band UWB communication
system simulator provided in [1], show the most suitable ways of transmitting and
receiving data. They also illustrate the necessity of collecting a large number of
multipaths to avoid self-interference and achieve suitable performance, and they point
out the sensitivity of SISO single-band UWB systems to an increase in transmission
distance and loss of synchronisation. This chapter sets the expectable performance
of SISO single-band UWB systems and serves as a basis of comparison with the
multiple-antenna single-band UWB systems presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
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In Chapter 5, a novel multiple-antenna system tailored for single-band UWB com-
munications is proposed and its performance is assessed over the IEEE 802.15.3a
channel. The signalling design of this novel system is presented and then compared
with the other existing multiple-antenna UWB systems designed in [61] and [60]. In
contrast to the latter designs, our system can generate full-rate codes regardless of
the number of antennae. Then, the signal-reception process is discussed, our STBC
single-band UWB system is derived and several decision-statistic variables are ob-
tained. Comparing these variables with those obtained in Chapter 2 for SISO single-
band UWB systems reveals that our system can provide enhanced diversity, but the
cost is Inter-Antenna Interference (IAI). Next, using these variables along with the
closed-form approximation derived in Chapter 2, the theoretical performance of our
multiple-antenna system over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel is assessed. These results
are combined with the simulation results obtained through our single-band UWB com-
munication system simulator provided in [1], and are then compared against those
obtained in Chapter 4. This performance comparison points out that our system can
improve the overall performance and, moreover, provide a good level of protection
against mistiming effects.
In Chapter 6, an adaptation of the STTC technique to single-band UWB commu-
nications is performed and analysed, and this leads to the design of two novel STTC
single-band UWB systems. First, the transceiver structure of the multiple antennae
multiuser STTC single-band UWB system is presented, and a new upper bound on
the probability of error for this system based on the Euclidean distance path metric is
derived. Following this presentation, two novel STTC single-band UWB systems are
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proposed, their signalling structures derived, and their Euclidean distance path met-
ric expressions obtained. These expressions show that our novel systems can achieve
an additional coding gain compared to the STTC system, with an unscathed diver-
sity gain. Next, a new upper bound on the average probability of error for our novel
systems is derived, and novel code design criteria are extracted from these expres-
sions. These criteria are used to obtain optimum codes which maximise performance.
Finally, the performance of the several STTC single-band UWB systems is assessed
through our single-band UWB communication system simulator provided in [1]. The
simulation results reveal that these systems can increase the transmission distance
and can be robust against timing-jitter and antenna-coupling effects.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes the thesis and provides some recommendations for
future work.
1.4.2 Contributions
The following contributions were made throughout the thesis:
1. In Chapter 2, the definition of an M -ary modulation scheme taking full advan-
tage of the repetition gain and achieving better performance than the other
presented schemes. Also, in the same chapter, there is the derivation of the
decision-statistic variables for SISO single-band UWB systems applying a co-
herent detection method.
These works are published in [31].
2. In Chapter 3, a novel method to derive the probability distribution of the
attenuation factors of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model and to obtain their
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mean and standard deviation values. This method has been assessed for dif-
ferent channel configurations and proves to be particularly accurate for some
of them. The results of this method are useful in the derivation of theoretical
bounds on the achievable performance for SISO single-band UWB systems.
The method and its results are submitted for publication in [29].
3. In Chapter 4, a novel highly tight closed-form approximation of the average
probability of error over a log-normal fading channel. This closed-form expres-
sion is useful to analyse and compare the performance of communication sys-
tems over log-normal fading channels. It is used in the thesis to establish the
theoretical performance of the various single-band UWB systems presented.
Also, in the same chapter, a theoretical analysis of SISO single-band UWB
system performance over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel is undertaken. Finally,
some novel simulation results are obtained through our simulator.
The closed-form approximation is derived and submitted for publication in [32],
the theoretical performance analysis is proposed in [29], and the novel results
are included in [31].
4. In Chapter 5, a novel multiple-antenna system tailored for single-band UWB
communications. The system signalling is based on the transmission of block
codes using several different orthogonal pulses to convey the data over various
transmit antennae. Then, the chapter includes the presentation and analysis of
different transceiver elements. Next, a novel theoretical performance analysis
of our system over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel is given, using the closed-form
approximation previously derived. Finally, some novel simulation results are
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obtained through our simulator.
The novel multiple antennae system and its analysis are published in [31] and
previous results on the topic are presented in [27] and [26].
5. In Chapter 6, an adaptation of the STTC technique to single-band UWB
communications and a comprehensive analysis of this system. Moreover, a new
upper bound on the probability of error for this system based on the Euclidean
distance path metric is proposed as well as design of two novel STTC single-
band UWB systems, the expressions of their Euclidean distance-path metric,
novel design criteria and new optimum codes. Finally, some novel simulation
results are obtained through our simulator.
The adaptation of the STTC technique along with some simulation results
are reported in [28] and [33], and expanded in [30]. The two novel systems,
their theoretical analyses and simulation results are proposed and submitted
for publication in [30].
6. Available on request at [1], a single-band UWB system simulator, programmed
in C++, which can be used to compute the Bit-Error Rate (BER) or Frame-
Error Rate (FER) of SISO, STBC or STTC single-band UWB systems for
different modulation schemes, type of rake receivers, type of detection methods,
channel scenarios, antenna configurations, and number of rake fingers. It can
also be used to simulate the effects of timing jitter and antenna correlation.
This simulator has been extensively used to generate the simulation results
in [31], [30], and in this thesis.
Chapter 2
Overview of a SISO Single-Band
UWB Communication System
2.1 Introduction
UWB communication systems have recently generated much research interest due
to appealing features for short-range high data rate communications, e.g., multimedia
applications, and long-range low data rate communications, e.g., sensor network appli-
cations. These features include low complexity, low-cost implementation, low-power
consumption, good time-domain resolution allowing accurate tracking and position-
ing applications, and high immunity against multipath and jamming effects. UWB
is a baseband signalling technology characterised by a very large bandwidth and a
simplicity of implementation. Since UWB is a versatile technology, two physical layer
structures can be considered in the implementation of UWB communication sys-
tems. These include a multi-band carrier-based structure supported by multi-carrier
18
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spread-spectrum technology and single-band structure implemented via various pulse
modulations [21]. In this thesis, the focus is on the single-band UWB structure which
emerges as a strong contender to be selected as a physical layer standard, following
the recommendations of the IEEE 802.15.3a group.
The aim of this second chapter is to present the basic characteristics of the UWB
signal and the general architecture of any SISO single-band UWB communication
transceiver, i.e., the Single Link-Impulse Radio (SL-IR) transceiver. The emphasis
is on the specificity of UWB communication systems compared with other wireless
existing communication systems. This chapter begins with the definition of the single-
band UWB signal from standardisation and regulation points of view in Section 2.2.
Then, a step by step analysis of a single-band UWB communication system is pro-
posed, including an overview of the various waveforms, data modulation schemes and
multiple-access techniques used to generate a SL-IR signal in Section 2.3, and a pre-
sentation of the different possible rake receiver structures, detection techniques and
decision methods applied to process a SL-IR received signal in Section 2.4. Finally,
the main achievements are summarised in Section 2.5.
First and foremost, this second chapter is designed to provide the required knowl-
edge about the UWB single-band communication system and serves as a basis for our
analysis in the following chapters. The main contributions of this chapter includes
the definition of an M -ary modulation scheme in equation (2.12), and the derivation
of the decision-statistic variables for SL-IR systems applying a coherent detection in
the expressions from (2.31) to (2.39) and reported in [31].
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2.2 Single-Band UWB Standard and Regulation
The IEEE 802.15.3a standardisation group has been created to define a new physi-
cal layer concept for WPANs, including short-range high-data-rate applications. This
group intends to develop standards for a cable-replacement technology capable of
multimedia and video transmissions with a minimum data rate of 110 Mbps over
approximately 10 metres. In addition to the data rate and the coverage distance
requirements, this novel physical layer must meet other targets. Thus, it should:
coexist with the other existing IEEE 802 physical layer standards, be robust against
multipaths, and provide precise-positioning capability. Moreover, the IEEE 802.15.3a
group has been requested to design a channel model which accurately describes the
propagation behaviour of SL-IR signals.
Single-band UWB communication, also known as Impulse Radio (IR), refers to
the generation of a series of very narrow pulses in time domain, i.e., nanoseconds
and below. Consequently, any pulse generated has a wide spectrum of frequency.
Also, the power of any pulse is spread over this wide spectrum to maintain an overall
low power level of transmission. This implies the transmission of several pulses to
reliably carry one bit of information. Both frequency spectrum and transmit power
should meet requirements edited by regulatory bodies. Consequently, in 2002, the
FCC proposed four radiation masks for various UWB applications and introduced a
novel definition of the UWB signal [21]. Any signal with a corresponding bandwidth
at least equal to 500 MHz and a fractional bandwidth Bf at least equal to 0.20 can
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be categorised as a UWB signal. The fractional bandwidth is given by
Bf = 2
fH − fL
fH + fL
,
where fH and fL are the higher and lower -10 dB points of the UWB spectrum,
respectively.
From a regulation point of view, industrial companies in the USA organised an
intense lobbying campaign to allow license-free use of UWB technology under the
FCC Part 15 regulation limitations. This regulation ensures that the level of harmful
interference, created by unlicensed devices to other users of the radio spectrum, stays
below a reasonable threshold. In 2002, following this piece of regulation, the FCC gave
permission for the technology to be commercialised. As far as Europe is concerned, the
regulatory process follows a more cautious route. In general, the European regulation
bodies require that any new technology first demonstrates its harmlessness towards
other existing technologies before further development. Nevertheless, the European
regulatory bodies have been influenced by the FCC’s rulings and the CEPT have
produced some recommendations of their own, slightly different from those of the
FCC. In Fig. 2.1, the current proposal for the European and American spectral-mask
limits are depicted, for indoor and outdoor data communication purposes.
2.3 SL-IR Transmitter Structure
The creation of a SL-IR signal can be broken down into three steps. The first
is the generation of a train of pulse waveforms; then a data modulation scheme is
applied to carry the information. Finally spread-spectrum techniques are used to
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Figure 2.1: UWB radiation mask defined by FCC and CEPT.
randomise the signal and allow multiple-access. In this section, the proposal is to
examine each consecutive stage of the generation process for any SL-IR signal.
2.3.1 UWB Signal Generation
A SL-IR signal is a baseband signal composed of thousands of discontinuous pulse
waveforms and denoted s(t). The most common monocycles used for UWB signal
generation can be divided into two groups: the waveforms based on Gaussian or
Laplacian functions and the waveforms based on orthogonal designs.
Common Waveforms for UWB Communications
These include Gaussian, Laplacian, Rayleigh, and other waveforms derived from
the Gaussian monocycle.
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The generic Unit-Energy (UE) Gaussian pulse can be expressed as
wg(t) =
√
2
T0
exp
[
−2π
(
t− T1
T0
)2]
, (2.1)
where T0 sets the width of the pulse and T1 defines the centre of the pulse. Any
normalised to UE pulse w(t) is a pulse defined as
∫ +∞
−∞ w
2(t) = 1. All the subsequent
monocycles satisfy this statement. Some popular monocycles are derived from the
Gaussian pulse, such as the Rayleigh monocycle obtained from the first derivative of
the Gaussian pulse and expressed as
wR(t) =
√
16π
T0
(
t− T1
T0
)
exp
[
−2π
(
t− T1
T0
)2]
. (2.2)
The Gaussian monocycle is obtained from the second derivative of the Gaussian pulse
and is given by
wG(t) =
√
8
3T0
(
1− 4π
(
t− T1
T0
)2)
exp
[
−2π
(
t− T1
T0
)2]
. (2.3)
Finally, the Laplacian monocycle is expressed as
wL(t) =
√
4
√
π
3T0
(
1− 4π
(
t− T1
T0
)2)
exp
[
−
√
4π
∣∣∣∣t− T1T0
∣∣∣∣
]
. (2.4)
As shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, where the time response and magnitude spec-
trum of some of the most common UWB waveforms are presented for T0 = 0.5 ns,
T1 = 0.5, 0.6, 0.6, 1.5 ns, respectively, any UWB monocycle must be narrow in the
time domain in order to meet the ultra-wide spectral requirement in the frequency
domain. The width of any monocycle w(t) = wg(t), wR(t), wG(t) or wL(t) is denoted
Tw. Frequency spectrums have also to comply with the regulatory bodies’ radiation
masks in Fig. 2.1. This can be achieved by modifying the width of the monocycle
or by combining several pulses with different shapes in order to match the targeted
radiation mask as closely as possible.
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Figure 2.2: Time response of common UWB waveforms.
Orthogonal Waveforms for UWB Communications
Several sets of orthogonal pulses have been developed for UWB communications,
including Modified Hermite Pulses (MHP) [22], orthogonal pulses based on wavelet
packets [13], and orthogonal pulses based on prolate spheroidal wave functions [16].
Modified Hermitian Pulses MHPs were obtained from Hermitian polynomials
in [22]. These polynomials are not orthogonal, but were cleverly modified to become
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude spectrum of common UWB waveforms.
so. The time-domain representation of any normalised to UE MHP can be given by
υHn (t) =
√
2(−1)nT (n−
1
2)
0
(8π)
n
2
√
n!
e
2π
(
t−T1
T0
)2 dn
dtn
e
−4π
(
t−T1
T0
)2
, (2.5)
where n is the order of the pulse. Notice also that υH0 (t) = wg(t) and υ
H
1 (t) = wR(t).
The magnitude spectrum of any normalised to UE MHP is given by
ΥHn (f) =
jnF
(n− 12)
0
(2π)
n
2
√
n!
e
2π
((
f
2F0
)2−jfT1) dn
dfn
e
−π
(
f
F0
)2
, (2.6)
where F0 = 1/T0. The time response and the magnitude spectrum of normalised UE
MHPs, for n ∈ {1, 4}, T0 = 0.5 ns, and T1 = 0.75 ns, are depicted in Fig. 2.4. This
figure shows that all MHPs have the following features [22]:
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Figure 2.4: Time and frequency responses of normalised to unit-energy MHP of orders
n = 1, 2, 3, 4.
• the pulse duration is almost similar for any order n.
• the pulse bandwidth is almost similar for any order n.
• the pulses are mutually orthogonal.
• the pulses have nonzero DC components.
• the number of zero crossings is equal to n.
• the pulses are easy to simulate and implement.
Furthermore, as reported in [15], the orthogonality between any MHP can be con-
served at the receiver side, taking into account the distortional antenna effects, via a
modification of the shape of any MHP at the transmitter side.
Orthogonal Prolate Spheroidal Waveforms The Orthogonal Prolate Spheroidal
Waveforms (OPSWs) are based on prolate spherical wave functions. These functions
have the feature of being practically time limited over t ∈ (−T/2, T/2) and bandwidth
limited over f ∈ [0, F ). The main properties of any OPSW are such that [16]
• the pulse duration is very similar for any order n.
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• the pulse bandwidth is almost similar for any order n.
• the pulses are double-orthogonal.
• the pulses have nonzero DC components.
• the pulse length and bandwidth can be controlled simultaneously.
The OPSWs cannot be described by a simple relation. A number of these are pre-
sented in [16] along with the circuit diagram required to generate them.
Wavelets Packets’ Waveforms The Wavelets Packets’ Waveforms (WPWs) are
built from a Wavelet family such as Haar, Biorthogonal, Coiflet, or another [13]. The
functions used to generate wavelet packets are obtained through an orthogonal scaling
function, and satisfy orthogonality properties. The wavelet packets are finite-energy
functions. The main characteristics of any WPW are such that [13]
• the WPW duration is almost identical for any set.
• the WPW bandwidth is almost identical for any set.
• the WPWs within the same family are mutually orthogonal.
• the WPW has its own centre frequency and its own shape.
• the WPW length and bandwidth can be controlled simultaneously.
The WPW cannot be described by a simple relation. A number of these are presented
in [13] along with the circuit diagram required to generate them.
Design Rules
SL-IR signals can be generated using any of the waveforms previously presented
and are built according to design rules and constraints. In order to limit the level
of interference between UWB systems and other existing wireless systems, the trans-
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mitting power of each monocycle is very low. Therefore, each transmitted symbol is
spread over Nw monocycles to compensate for the low amount of power contained in
a single pulse and to insure a reliable and robust transmission. The repetition gain
inherent in this process is expressed in dB and given by 10 log10 (Nw). Subsequently,
an expression of a baseband train of short pulses can be given by
s(t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
Nw−1∑
k=0
w (t− (iNw + k)Tw) , (2.7)
and represented as in Fig. 2.5, where a snapshot of the signal s(t) and its correspond-
ing normalised power spectrum are presented, for T0 = 0.5 ns, Tw = 1.2 ns, Nw = 5,
and using a Rayleigh monocycle, i.e., w(t) = wR(t).
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Figure 2.5: Time response and normalised power spectrum of a UWB pulse train.
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2.3.2 Data Modulation Schemes
There exists a variety of different data modulation schemes compatible with single-
band UWB signalling, either based on antipodal or orthogonal structures and suitable
for combination with various multiple-access techniques. The most common modula-
tion schemes for UWB systems are presented in Fig. 2.6 and are described as follows:
Binary Pulse Amplitude Modulation Binary Pulse Amplitude Modulation
(BPAM) uses two-point antipodal constellation, where any symbol I(i) ∈ {−1; 1}
can be defined according to any bit b(i) ∈ {0; 1} such that I(i) = −((−1)b(i)). The
data modulation is achieved with two antipodal pulses as shown in Fig. 2.6, top-left
corner. The baseband representation of the modulated signal using a BPAM can be
given by
s(t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
Nw−1∑
k=0
I(i)w (t− (iNw + k)Tw) . (2.8)
On-Off Keying On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation is a binary modulation based
on on-off keying. The baseband representation of the modulated signal using an OOK
modulation can be expressed by inserting I(i) = b(i) in (2.8), as shown in the top-left
corner of Fig. 2.6. Contrary to BPAM, if b(i) = 0, then nothing is transmitted.
Binary Pulse Position Modulation Binary Pulse Position Modulation (BPPM)
is a binary orthogonal modulation, where the temporal position of the pulse charac-
terises the bit value it represents, as shown in the top-right corner of Fig. 2.6. In
BPPM, the two possible temporal positions taken by any pulse are separated by a
delay Td < Tw defined such that Rw(τ = Td) = 0 to insure the orthogonality of the
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Figure 2.6: Most common UWB modulation schemes.
modulation, where Rw(τ) is the autocorrelation function of w(t) given by
Rw(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
w(t)w(t+ τ)dt. (2.9)
For instance, on the left side of Fig. 2.7, the autocorrelation function of a Rayleigh
monocycle is plotted and it is shown that Td = 0.2 ns is the optimal time-shift value
in this case. The baseband representation of the modulated signal using a BPPM can
be expressed as
s(t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
Nw−1∑
k=0
w (t− (iNw + k)Tw + (iNw + k + I(i))Td) , (2.10)
where I(i) = b(i), b(i) ∈ {0; 1}.
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M -ary Orthogonal Pulse Position Modulation M -ary Orthogonal Pulse Po-
sition Modulation (M -OPPM) is similar to BPPM, but with Td ≥ Tw. It can support
a higher level of modulation at the expense of a lower data rate than BPAM, OOK
modulation, or BPPM. It is based on an M -dimensional orthogonal constellation.
Practically, a bit or a group of several bits influence the position of the pulse within
a time period Tm, defined such that Tm ≥MTw to insure no overlapping of position.
For instance in the bottom-left corner of Fig. 2.6, an example of a 4-OPPM is de-
picted. The baseband representation of the modulated signal using M -OPPM can be
given by
s(t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
Nw−1∑
k=0
w (t− ((iNw + k)Tm + I(i)Tw)) , (2.11)
where
I(i) =
log2(M)−1∑
m=0
b (log2(M)i +m) 2
m,
i.e., I(i) ∈ {0,M − 1}. In order to take full advantage of the repetition gain, Nw
pulses can be sent in a pseudo-continuous way and the baseband representation of
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the modulated signal using M -ary Orthogonal Continuous Pulse Position Modulation
(M -OCPPM) can be expressed as
s(t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
Nw−1∑
k=0
w
(
t−
(
(iM + I(i))
Tm
M
Nw + kTw
))
. (2.12)
M -ary Pulse Shape Modulation M -ary Pulse Shape Modulation (M -PSM) re-
lies on the orthogonality between waveforms to represent transmitted symbols. For
instance, using a Rayleigh and a Gaussian monocycle to convey the information rep-
resenting either ‘0’ or ‘1’, respectively, a 2-PSM is plotted in the bottom-right corner
of Fig. 2.6. Actually, a 2-PSM can simply be built with pulses of opposite parity.
Otherwise, Orthogonal Waveforms (OW), such as MHPs, OPSWs, or WPWs, pre-
sented in Section 2.3.1, must be used to achieve a higher level of modulation. The
baseband representation of the modulated signal using an M -PSM can be given by
s(t) =
+∞∑
i=−∞
Nw−1∑
k=0
wI(i)(t− (iNw + k)Tw), (2.13)
where I(i) ∈ {0,M − 1}.
The cross-correlation between any two waveforms wn(t) and wm(t), n,m ∈ {0,M−
1}, used to form an M -PSM must be equal to zero when there is no relative delay
between these waveforms. The cross-correlation between any two waveforms wn(t)
and wm(t) of similar length Tw can be expressed as
Rwn,wm(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
wn(t)wm(t+ τ)dt,
=

0 , if n 6= m and τ = 0,
1 , if n = m and τ = 0,
0 , if |τ | ≥ Tw,∫ Tw
|τ |
wn(t)wm(t− |τ |)dt , otherwise.
(2.14)
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Figure 2.8: Cross-correlation of MHPs of orders (n,m) = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Using (2.14), on the right side of Fig. 2.7 the cross-correlation function of a Rayleigh
monocycle and a Gaussian monocycle is plotted and it is shown that these two wave-
forms can be used to create a 2-ary PSM, since RwR,wG(0) = 0. Moreover, using
(2.14), Fig. 2.8 illustrates the cross-correlation function of any two MHPs υHn (t) and
υHm(t), where n,m ∈ {1, 4}, and m > n. The results show that these pulses are
orthogonal for any combination of indices (n,m), since RυHn ,υHm(0) = 0.
2.3.3 Randomising and Multiple-Access Techniques
On the one hand, continuous-pulse generation implies spectral lines in the trans-
mitted signal that may create interference with other communication systems at
short range [44]. On the other hand, as with most of the wireless communication
systems, UWB is designed for data transmission between several users at the same
time. Therefore, UWB communications require robust randomising and multiple-
access techniques. Until now, Time Hopping (TH) and Direct Sequence (DS) have
proven to be the two most popular of these techniques for UWB systems.
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In any multiuser UWB system, a frame is defined as a part of the signal that
contains only one monocycle for each user. The width of any frame is denoted Tf and
is such that Tf ≥ Tw. The ratio between Tf and Tw is called the duty-cycle. This ratio
can be tuned in order to mitigate the impact of continuous sources of interference and
to provide good protection against catastrophic collisions in a multiuser environment
[57], at the expense of a lower data rate depending on the number of users. The duty
cycle is expressed in dB and is given by 10 log10 (Tf/Tw).
Time Hopping Multiple-Access Technique
The TH technique uses Pseudo-Random (PR) codes to break up the repetitive
pulse position pattern. The technique is performed by defining Nc possible positions
for each pulse within a frame and by then generating a different and unique PR code
that defines the position of each pulse in each frame for each user. This technique
allows the randomisation of the signal in both time and frequency domains and,
therefore, removes spectral lines in the transmitted signal. It can be also used to
accommodate at most Nc users and to minimise the collisions between other users,
since the pulse position pattern of each user is distinct [57]. The TH technique can
be combined with any of the data modulation schemes introduced in Section 2.3.2.
Nevertheless, the pulse position modulations such as the BPPM and the M -OPPM,
in (2.10) and (2.11), respectively, are better adapted to this multiple-access technique.
Assuming that Nu users are accommodated applying the TH technique, most of the
multiuser interference can be avoided if Nu ≤ Nc and Tf = NcTc +Tg, where Tc is the
chip duration and Tg is a guard period for processing delay. The width of Tc depends
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on the modulation used, for instance for a BPAM, an OOK or an M -PSM Tc = Tw,
for a BPPM Tc = Tw + Td, and for an M -OPPM or an M -OCPPM Tc = Tm. The
PR code for the u-th user is denoted CTHu , and C
TH
u (k) ∈ {0, Nc − 1}. The baseband
representation of the u-th user signal, using a BPAM in (2.8) and for a transmission
of Ns symbols is given by
su(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Iu(i)w(t− (iNw + k)Tf − CTHu (k)Tc), (2.15)
where
√
ǫu
Nw
is an energy normalisation term. Similarly using a BPPM in (2.10), the
baseband representation of the u-th user signal is expressed as
su(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
w(t− (iNw + k)Tf − CTHu (k)Tc − Iu(i)Td). (2.16)
Using an M -OPPM in (2.11), the u-th user signal is given by
su(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
w(t− (iNw + k)Tf − CTHu (k)Tc − Iu(i)Tw). (2.17)
Consequently, the symbol rate per user for any data packet of Ns symbols can simply
be expressed as
Rs(Hz) =
1
Ts
=
1
Nw(NcTc + Tg)
, (2.18)
where Ts = Nw(NcTc +Tg) is a symbol duration. Finally, Fig. 2.9 depicts a TH-UWB
signal combined with a BPAM and using a Rayleigh monocycle, for Nw = 5, Nc = 4,
Tg = 0, and C
TH
0 = [1, 3, 2, 0, 3] when either the symbol ‘0’ or ‘1’ is transmitted.
Direct Sequence Multiple-Access Technique
The DS technique uses a PR code to spread the data into multiple chips and
then to modify the polarity of any of these chips as in a conventional DS spread-
spectrum system. In UWB systems, since a symbol is composed of Nw pulses that
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Figure 2.9: Snapshot of a SL-IR transmission using a BPAM combined with the TH
technique.
carry the same information, a chip is equivalent to a pulse. Consequently, DS codes
are simply a bipolar suite of randomly distributed values within {-1;+1}. Nu users
can be accommodated applying the DS technique as long as Nu ≤ Nw. In order to
take advantage of the spreading gain, modulation where pulses are sent in a pseudo-
continuous way such that the BPAM in (2.8), the M -OCPPM in (2.12), and the
M -PSM in (2.13), are better suited to this multiple-access technique. The width
of a frame Tf varies with the modulation applied, for instance using a BPAM, an
OOK or an M -PSM Tf = Tw, using a BPPM Tf = Tw + Td, and using an M -OPPM
Tf = Tm. In addition, the width of a symbol Ts is such that Ts = NwTf. Combining
a BPAM, or an M -PSM with the DS multiple-access technique introduces a pseudo-
continuity in the transmitted signal. The PR code for the u-th user is denoted CDSu ,
and CDSu (k) ∈ {−1; +1}. The baseband representation of the u-th user signal, using
a BPAM or an OOK in (2.8) and for a transmission of Ns symbols is given by
su(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Iu(i)C
DS
u (k)w(t− (iNw + k)Tf). (2.19)
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Similarly, using an M -OCPPM in (2.12), the baseband representation of the u-th
user signal is expressed as
su(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)w
(
t−
(
(iM + Iu(i))
Tf
M
Nw + kTw
))
. (2.20)
Using an M -PSM in (2.13), the u-th user signal is given by
su(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)wIu(i)(t− (iNw + k)Tf). (2.21)
Clearly, in comparison to the TH technique, the DS multiple-access technique
provides a better data rate, Nu times better considering an equivalent number of
users, at the expense of a higher level of interference. Thus, UWB systems using the
TH technique achieve a better performance in terms of BER than those using the
DS technique over an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel as reported
in [43]. Finally in Fig. 2.10, a typical DS-UWB signal combined with a BPAM and
using a Rayleigh monocycle is plotted for Nw = 5, C
DS
0 = [−1,+1,+1,−1,+1] when
either the symbol ‘0’ or ‘1’ is transmitted.
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Figure 2.10: Snapshot of a SL-IR transmission using a BPAM combined with the DS
technique.
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2.4 SL-IR Receiver Structure
Single-band UWB signals are characterised by the large bandwidth they occupy
and the frequency-selective radio channel they propagate over. As explained later
in Chapter 3, this frequency-selective radio channel is extremely rich in multipaths
especially when the distance between transmitter and receiver increases. On the
one hand, the multipath components which can be retrieved and combined increase
the received energy. However, the multipath components which cannot be retrieved
create interference. Thus, in UWB communications, most popular receiver structures
include simple energy detectors, banks of signal correlators, matched filters, and rake
receivers [44].
2.4.1 Rake Receivers
In a multipath fading environment, a rake receiver can be used to gather energy
and to increase the strength of the received signal [44]. The rake receiver provides
time diversity by combining various replicas of the signal components which propagate
through the channel by different ways. There exist three main types of rake receiver:
the All rake (A-rake), the Selective rake (S-rake), and the Partial rake (P-rake).
The All Rake The A-rake receiver captures and combines all the multipath com-
ponents of the channel by having a number of rake fingers Nf equal to their number
Nm. This structure is only theoretical for UWB systems, since the number of mul-
tipath components is too large to implement this type of rake receiver, as explained
in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, it can be used for simulation purposes to determine the
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optimal achievable performance of any UWB system. The index subset Fa which
contains the index of all the multipath components is such that Fa = {0, Nm − 1}.
The Selective Rake The S-rake receiver is a more practical and implementable
structure. Its fingers capture and combine only the Nf strongest multipath com-
ponents. It requires a-posteriori channel estimation to do so. This kind of rake
maximises the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The index subset Fs of the strongest
multipath components is such that Fs ⊂ Fa.
The Partial Rake The P-rake receiver is a simplified version of the S-rake. Its
fingers capture and combine only theNf first multipath components. The dichotomy is
that it does not require channel information, but, the multipath components combined
are not always the strongest ones and therefore performance compared to the S-rake
structure is reduced. The index subset Fp of the first multipath components is such
that Fp ⊂ Fa.
2.4.2 Reception and Detection Techniques
Along with the rake receiver structure, a number of detection and channel es-
timation techniques can be implemented to efficiently retrieve the data within the
transmitted signal distorted by the propagation medium.
Various detection schemes can be used to estimate the gain, the delay, and the
phase of the channel taps, with different levels of complexity and performance. They
require a priori transmission of pilot symbols from which information about the chan-
nel taps is extracted. The schemes that require the knowledge of the phase of the
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channel taps are known as coherent. The most popular amongst them are Equal
Gain Combining (EGC) and Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) [43]. The schemes
that do not require the knowledge of the phase of the channel taps are known as
non-coherent. The most popular amongst them are Absolute Combining (AC) and
AC combined with Power Estimation (PE) [43]. Pilot symbols without any estima-
tion can also be used for detection purpose, namely Dirty Templates (DT), as shown
in [31]. Furthermore, the well-known matched filter technique [44] complements the
detection process. This technique requires the generation of the same transmitted
waveform at the receiver end, and then the correlation of this template waveform
with any received waveform in order to maximise the output SNR.
Any single-band UWB transmitted signal su(t) in (2.15) to (2.17), or (2.19) to
(2.21) undergoes distortion during its journey towards the receiver end. UWB signals
occupy a large frequency bandwidth, and therefore tend to be distorted in a frequency-
selective way [17]. Therefore, the mathematical representation of the Channel Impulse
Response (CIR) h(t) of such a channel can be modelled by [44]
h(t) =
Nm−1∑
d=0
αdδ(t− τd), (2.22)
where δ(t) is an impulse signal, αd = |βd|ejθd is the attenuation factor for the d-th
multipath propagation path, τd is its corresponding time delay, βd is the amplitude of
the attenuation, and θd is its phase. The single-band UWB signal being a baseband
signal, the UWB channel is modelled such that αd ∈ R, and θd ∈ {0;π}, as explained
in Chapter 3. Any single-band UWB received signal ru(t) is simply the convolution
of the transmitted signal su(t) with CIR h(t), plus an AWGN n(t) with two-sided
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power spectral density N0/2, and is given as follows:
ru(t) =
Nm−1∑
d=0
αdsu(t− Td) + n(t) = r̂u(t) + n(t), (2.23)
where Td = τd−εd and εd is a zero-mean normally distributed Random Variable (RV),
which accounts for the addition of timing jitter, synchronisation and tracking errors
of any received pulse [37].
2.4.3 Reception and Detection Processes
Coherent Reception
A coherent receiver needs to estimate the channel parameters αd, τd; for instance,
by applying data-aided channel estimation [40] with A, S, or P-rake considering an
index subset F = Fa, F = Fs or F = Fp, respectively. Considering EGC, the
estimated channel impulse response h˜(t) obtained from h(t) is expressed as
h˜(t) =
F (Nf−1)∑
f=F (0)
e−jθ˜f δ(t− τ˜f ) =
Nf−1∑
f=0
e−jθ˜F (f)δ(t− τ˜F (f)), (2.24)
where θ˜F (f) is the f -th estimated phase and τ˜F (f) is the f -th estimated delay of the
estimated CIR. Considering MRC, h˜(t) is given by
h˜(t) =
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜F (f)(t− τ˜F (f)), (2.25)
where α˜F (f) is the f -th estimated attenuation factor, i.e., phase included, of the
estimated CIR.
At the receiver end, a template waveform per user u and per possible location
m is generated according to the waveform w(t), the modulation, the multi-access
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technique and the u-th PR sequence applied at the transmitter end. For example,
assuming that su(t) in (2.19) has been transmitted, the u-th user template waveform
corresponding to this signal can be expressed as
ωu(t,m) =
√
1
Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
(−1)mCDSu (k)w(t− kTw), (2.26)
where m ∈ {0; 1}. Assuming that su(t) in (2.17) has been transmitted, the u-th user
template waveform corresponding to this signal can be given by
ωu(t,m) =
√
1
Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
w
(
t− kTf − CTHu (k)Tc −mTw
)
, (2.27)
where m ∈ {0,M − 1}. The convolution of ωu(t,m) with h˜(t) produces an estimated
template signal s˜u(t,m) per user u, per possible location m. Considering the template
waveform in (2.26) and h˜(t) obtained through EGC detection in (2.24), s˜u(t,m) can
be expressed as follows:
s˜u(t,m) =
√
1
Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
(−1)mCDSu (k)e−jθ˜F (f)w(t− kTw − τ˜F (f)). (2.28)
Considering the template waveform in (2.27) and h˜(t) obtained through MRC detec-
tion in (2.25), s˜u(t,m) can be given by
s˜u(t,m) =
√
1
Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜F (f)w
(
t− kTf − CTHu (k)Tc −mTw − τ˜F (f)
)
. (2.29)
Next, a decision statistic towards the decoding of the i′-th transmitted symbol for
any user u is obtained through the correlation of the received signal ru(t) with the
estimated template signal s˜u(t,m) such that
χu(i
′,m) = χ̂u(i′,m) +Nu(i′,m),
χ̂u(i
′,m) =
∫ (i′+1)Ts+τNm−1
i′Ts
r̂u(t)(s˜u(t,m) ∗ δ(t− i′Ts))dt,
Nu(i
′,m) =
∫ (i′+1)Ts+τNm−1
i′Ts
n(t)(s˜u(t,m) ∗ δ(t− i′Ts))dt,
(2.30)
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where τNm−1 is considered to be the greatest delay of the CIR h(t). Using (2.19) and
(2.28) in (2.30), the decision statistic towards the decoding of the i′-th transmitted
symbol within a BPAM-DS-UWB signal, applying EGC detection and in the absence
of AWGN, can be derived as
χ̂u(i
′,m) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
(−1)mIu(i)CDSu (k)CDSu (k′)αde−jθ˜F (f)Rw
(
[(i− i′)Nw + (k − k′)]Tw + (Td − τ˜F (f))
)
,
(2.31)
where Rw(.) is defined in (2.9). Then, χ̂u(i
′,m) can be re-expressed into a simplified
form as
χ̂u(i
′,m) =
√
ǫu(−1)m[Iu(i′)χ̂ + nIPI,u(i′) + nISI,u(i′)], (2.32)
where χ̂ is the optimum EGC factor in the absence of interference, nIPI,u(i
′) accounts
for the sum of the Inter-Pulse Interference (IPI), and nISI,u(i
′) represents the sum of
the Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). The expression of χ̂ can be derived by inserting
i = i′ and d = F (f) in (2.31), and assuming perfect channel estimation and perfect
synchronization, i.e., εd = 0 in (2.23) for any d, can be simplified as
χ̂ =
1
Nw
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)|βF (f)|Rw ((k − k′)Tw) ,
=
Nf−1∑
f=0
|βF (f)|,
(2.33)
knowing with (2.14) that Rw ((k − k′)Tw) = 0 for k 6= k′, and that
∑Nw−1
k=0 (C
DS
u (k))
2
/Nw = 1. The IPI is defined as the sum of the interference generated by any pulse
on the other pulses within a received symbol duration Ts + τNm−1. The IPI is due to
the great density of the multipath which characterised the UWB c
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shown in Chapter 3. This term could be equal to zero if the delay between any two
consecutive multipaths is at least equal to Tw or if an A-rake receiver is applied. The
expression of nIPI,u(i
′) can be derived by inserting i = i′ and d 6= F (f) in (2.31), as
follows:
nIPI,u(i
′) =
Iu(i
′)
Nw
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
d6=F (f)
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)αde−jθ˜F (f)Rw
(
(k − k′)Tw + (Td
−τ˜F (f))
)
.
(2.34)
The ISI is defined as the sum of the interference produced by any transmitted symbol
on the other transmitted symbols. The ISI is due to the large excess delay of the
CIR of the UWB channel model, as shown in Chapter 3. This term could be equal
to zero if the relative delay between any two consecutive transmitted symbols is at
least equal to τNm−1. The expression of nISI,u(i
′) can be derived by inserting i 6= i′ in
(2.31), as follows:
nISI,u(i
′) =
1
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
i6=i′
Iu(i)
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)αde−jθ˜F (f)Rw
(
[(i− i′)Nw
+(k − k′)]Tw + (Td − τ˜F (f))
)
.
(2.35)
Similarly, using (2.17) and (2.29) in (2.30), the decision statistic towards the de-
coding of the i′-th transmitted symbol within a M -OPPM-TH-UWB signal, applying
MRC detection and in the absence of AWGN, can be derived and simplified as
χ̂u(i
′,m) =
√
ǫu[δ(Iu(i
′)−m)χ̂ + nIPI,u(i′,m) + nISI,u(i′,m)], (2.36)
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where, assuming perfect channel estimation and perfect synchronization, χ̂ is given
by
χ̂ =
Nf−1∑
f=0
α2F (f), (2.37)
nIPI,u(i
′,m) is expressed as
nIPI,u(i
′,m)=
1
Nw
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
d6=F (f)
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αdα˜F (f)Rw
(
(k − k′)Tf + (CTHu (k)− CTHu (k′))Tc
− (Iu(i′)−m)Tw + (Td − τ˜F (f))
)
,
(2.38)
and nISI,u(i
′,m) is such as
nISI,u(i
′,m) =
1
Nw
Ns−1∑
i=0
i6=i′
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αdα˜F (f)Rw
(
((i− i′)Nw + (k − k′))Tf
+(CTHu (k)− CTHu (k′))Tc − (Iu(i′)−m)Tw + (Td − τ˜F (f))
)
.
(2.39)
Non-Coherent Reception
Non-coherent reception is achieved without knowledge of the phase of the channel
taps, or only limited estimation of the channel parameters.
The Absolute Combining Method A non-coherent receiver needs only to es-
timate the delays τd of the channel impulse response within a symbol duration Ts.
For any pulse, the estimated channel impulse response h˜(t) obtained from h(t) is
expressed as
h˜(t) =
Nm−1∑
f=0
δ(t− τ˜F (f)). (2.40)
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Then, the convolution of a template waveform with h˜(t) produces an estimated tem-
plate signal s˜u(t,m) per user u, per possible location m which can be given by
s˜u(t,m) =
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nm−1∑
f=0
s˜u(t,m, k, f), (2.41)
where
s˜u(t,m, k, f) =

m√
Nw
CDSu (k)w(t− kTw − τ˜F (f)) , if OOK-DS,√
1
Nw
w
(
t− kTf − CTHu (k)Tc −mTw − τ˜F (f)
)
, if M -OPPM-TH.
(2.42)
Next, the decision statistic towards the decoding of the i′-th transmitted symbol for
any user u is obtained through the correlation of the received signal ru(t) with the
estimated template signal s˜u(t,m) such that
χu(i
′,m) =
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nm−1∑
f=0
∣∣∣∣∫ Tw
0
ru(t)(s˜u(t,m, k, f) ∗ δ(t− i′Ts))dt
∣∣∣∣ . (2.43)
Notice that the AC method cannot be applied with BPAM, since it requires the
computation of the absolute value of the received signal.
The Dirty-Template Method Non-coherent detection can also be performed sim-
ply by correlating the received signal with a pilot symbol without any estimation [3].
Let a pilot symbol be transmitted at the beginning of each new packet through the
time-invariant channel modelled in [17]. At the receiver, the pilot symbol per user
using the DS technique and the DT detection can be expressed as
r′u(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
αdC
DS
u (k)w(t− kTf − τd) + n′(t), (2.44)
where n′(t) is an AWGN with two-sided power spectral density N0/2. Considering
the TH technique and the DT detection scheme, the received pilot symbol per user
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is given by
r′u(t) =
√
ǫu
Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
αdw(t− kTf − CTHu (k)Tc − τd) + n′(t). (2.45)
The received pilot symbol in (2.44) and (2.45) are called DTs because they are not
processed and contain a noise component. Next, the DT signal r′u(t,m) per user u,
per possible location m for is generated as
r′u(t,m) =
(−1)
mr′u(t) , if BPAM,
r′u(t) ∗ δ(t−mTw) , if M -OPPM.
(2.46)
A decision statistic towards the decoding of the i′-th transmitted symbol for any user
u is obtained through the correlation of the received signal ru(t) in (2.23) with the
DT signal r′u(t,m) such that
χu(i
′,m) =
∫ (i′+1)Ts+τNm−1
i′Ts
ru(t)(r
′
u(t,m) ∗ δ(t− i′Ts))dt. (2.47)
From an implementation point of view, this is the most simple and realistic method
amongst the detection methods presented. This method requires only knowledge of
the CIR duration, but the cost is added noise.
2.4.4 Maximum-Likelihood Detection
Having derived the SL-IR decision-statistic variable for either coherent reception
in (2.30), or non-coherent reception in (2.43) and (2.47), a Maximum-Likelihood (ML)
detection is performed by searching for the location m which maximised χu(i
′,m) in
order to retrieve the value of the i′-th transmitted symbol. Thus, the value of the
received symbol I˜u(i
′) corresponding to the transmitted symbol Iu(i′) is obtained by
the following relation
I˜u(i
′) = arg max
m
[χu(i
′,m)] . (2.48)
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The performance of this ML detection depends greatly on the attenuation coef-
ficients αd and the variance of the AWGN n(t). For coherent reception, the mean
value of the filtered noise can be expressed with (2.30) and either (2.28) or (2.29) as
E{Nu(i′,m)} =
∫ (i′+1)Ts+τNm−1
i′Ts
E{n(t)}s˜u(t− i′Ts,m)dt = 0, (2.49)
and using (2.28) in (2.30), the variance of the filtered noise for BPAM-DS-UWB
signal, applying EGC detection, is
E
{
N2u(i
′,m)
}
=
N0
2Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
(−1)2mCDSu (k)CDSu (k′)e−j(θ˜F (f)+θ˜F (f ′))Rw
(
(k
−k′)Tw + (τ˜F (f) − τ˜F (f ′))
)
,
=
N0Nf
2
, if |τ˜F (f) − τ˜F (f+1)| ≥ Tw, for any f ∈ {0, Nf − 2}.
(2.50)
Similarly, using (2.29) in (2.30), the variance of the filtered noise for M -OPPM-DS-
UWB signal, applying MRC detection, is
E
{
N2u(i
′,m)
}
=
N0
2Nw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
α˜F (f)α˜F (f ′)Rw
(
(k − k′)Tf + (CTHu (k)
−CTHu (k′))Tc +
(
τ˜F (f) − τ˜F (f ′)
))
,
=
N0
2
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜2F (f), if |τ˜F (f) − τ˜F (f+1)| ≥ Tw, for any f ∈ {0, Nf − 2}.
(2.51)
These results will be used later in Chapter 4, to derive the bit-error probability of
SL-IR systems.
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2.5 Summary
An overview of the single-band UWB communication principles has been presented
in this chapter. First, a brief summary of the standardisation process, including
requirements and regulatory issues that lead to the definition of the single-band UWB
signal has been provided. Then, there has been a comprehensive description of the
different steps of a SL-IR signal generation and of its specificity as a baseband signal.
The most common waveforms to create the baseband signal, the most popular types of
constellation to carry efficiently the information, and the most robust multiple-access
techniques to accommodate a large number of users and avoid interference have been
introduced. Next, the different elements composing a common SL-IR receiver, i.e., the
rake receiver, the match filter, the signal energy combiner, the correlator, and the ML
detector have been presented. Moreover, this overview of the transceiver structure
of SL-IR systems has provided the opportunity to comprehensively analyse SL-IR
signals and derive decision-statistic variables for various combinations of transmitter
and receiver elements. In Chapter 4, these variables will be used to analyse the
performance of SL-IR systems. Furthermore, most of the transceiver elements and
techniques discussed in this chapter will be directly applied or modified to fit with
MIMO-UWB structures in Chapter 5 and 6.
The decision-statistic variables derived in this chapter depend mainly on the at-
tenuation factor and time delay distributions of the propagation medium. In the next
chapter, the single-band UWB channel is introduced and then carefully analyse to
obtain the channel parameters.
Chapter 3
UWB Indoor Channel Model
3.1 Introduction
A very large bandwidth of frequency (3.1-10.6 GHz) has been allocated to UWB
systems. A single-band UWB signal propagates differently in the lower and upper
bands of the spectrum due to the size of its bandwidth. The lower part of the signal
can be obstructed more easily and the man-made interferences are not homogenously
distributed over the whole spectrum. The first experimental results obtained by
[58] for a UWB channel show a short-time duration of the CIR, a strong path loss
attenuation and a great number of resolvable multipaths.
Most of the channel models proposed for UWB communications support the clus-
tered ray arrival assumption described in [17] with different multipath amplitude
distributions. As far as UWB path loss is concerned, general propagation physics ap-
proaches are valid, i.e., a longer distance between transmitter and receiver elements
implies a lower amount of energy received. This amount of transmitted energy re-
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ceived at any distance d of the transmitter can be computed by a propagation-loss
calculation. Using the vast amount of measurement data collected in the process of
channel modelling, the UWB free-space path loss model is characterised such that
PL(d) = (d/d0)
−n, where d0 is a reference distance, i.e., usually d0 = 1 meter, and
n = 2. This model exhibits a breakpoint and is characterised by a dual-slope [36].
In order to obtain a suitable model, a great number of experimental measurements
were taken to accurately characterise the UWB channel in different environments.
The results of all these contributions were analysed and compiled in a report edited
by the channel modelling subcommittee of the IEEE 802.15.3a working group for
wireless personal area networks [17], in 2003. Following the consensus reached in
this report, a reference UWB indoor channel model was released for high-data rate
UWB applications, known as the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model [17]. This report
also includes Matlab algorithms to generate the CIR of this novel channel model. In
December 2004, another reference UWB channel model was released, this time for
low-data rate UWB applications known as the IEEE 802.15.4a channel model [41].
This thesis is focused on the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model.
This third chapter introduces UWB channel characteristics and focuses on the
model for high-data rate UWB applications, known as the IEEE 802.15.3a channel
model. To start, the multipath model and the main characteristics of the IEEE
802.15.3a channel model are detailed in Section 3.2. Next, in Section 3.3, a method
is designed to theoretically derive the distribution of the attenuation factors of the
channel model and obtain their mean and standard deviation values. This method
is assessed numerically in Section 3.4 and its results are compared with simulations.
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Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 3.5.
The main contribution of this chapter is a novel method to derive the probability
distribution of the attenuation factors of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model and to
obtain their mean and standard deviation values proposed in Section 3.3. Then,
our method is tested for different channel configurations in Section 3.4 and some
convincing results are obtained. These results will be used later in Chapter 4 to
derive performance bounds. The work presented is summarised in [29].
3.2 The IEEE 802.15.3a Channel Model
The IEEE 802.15.3a channel model encompasses the main features of the Saleh-
Valenzuela channel model [46], where multipath rays arrive in clusters and their
amplitudes follow double-exponential decay. Nevertheless, this channel model differs
from Saleh-Valenzuela in terms of multipath-attenuation-factor amplitude distribu-
tion which was reported in [17] to be log-normal. Thus, each multipath attenuation
factor of this frequency-selective channel model is assumed to be a log-normally dis-
tributed RV. This model is designed for baseband signalling, therefore the CIR is real
and the phase is either 0 or π.
3.2.1 The IEEE 802.15.3a Multipath Model
The IEEE 802.15.3a channel model defined in [17] and [18], is based on the Saleh-
Valenzuela model [46], where multipath rays arrive in clusters. The consecutive cluster
times of arrival Tc−Tc−1 are well-modelled by RVs that follow exponential probability
distributions with mean and standard deviation 1/Λ, where Tc is the arrival time of
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the first ray of the c-th cluster. In the same way, within each cluster, the consecutive
ray times of arrival τc,r+1−τc,r can be modelled by exponentially distributed RVs with
mean and standard deviation 1/λ, where τc,r is the delay of the r-th ray within the
c-th cluster relative to the first-path arrival time of that cluster. Since this channel
models a multipath propagation in an indoor environment, the channel response can
be considered quasi-static for the duration of several symbols, i.e., time-invariant
channel. Moreover, the attenuation is assumed for each cluster and each ray within
that cluster to be independent, as reported in [18]. Then, the CIR per cluster, per
ray, hc,r(t) can be expressed as
hc,r(t) = αc,rδ(t− Tc − τc,r), (3.1)
where the attenuation factor αc,r =
√
Ω0ξcβc,re
φejθc,r/
√∑+∞
g=0
∑+∞
f=0 (ξgβg,f )
2 includes
amplitude ξc, βc,r and phase θc,r components relative to the c-th cluster and the r-
th ray, a normalisation term
√
Ω0/
∑+∞
g=0
∑+∞
f=0 (ξgβg,f )
2 such that
∑+∞
c=0
∑+∞
r=0 α
2
c,r =
Ω0e
2φ, and shadowing effects characterised by a (0, σs) normally distributed RV φ.
The statistically independent RVs θc,r = {0;π}, accounts for the reflections of the
propagated signal. The amplitude component ξc accounts for the fading attenuation
of the c-th cluster, and βc,r is defined as the fading attenuation of the r-th ray within
the c-th cluster. Any statistically independent RV defined as ξcβc,r is the product
of two independent RVs such that ξc is (µc, σ1) log-normally distributed and βc,r is
(mc,r, σ2) log-normally distributed, with µc =
ln(Ω0)
2
− σ2 − Tc
2Γ
, mc,r = jθc,r − τc,r2γ and
where σ =
√
σ21 + σ
2
2, Γ is a cluster decay factor, and γ is a ray decay factor. Ω0
represents the mean energy of the first path of the first cluster. This mean energy is
assumed to be equal to one [17], i.e., Ω0 = 1. Thus, the multipath attenuation factor
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αc,r can be expressed as
αc,r =
e(−
Tc
2Γ
+Yc− τc,r2γ +Xc,r−σ2+φ+jθc,r)√∑+∞
g=0
∑+∞
f=0(ξgβg,f )
2
, (3.2)
where Yc are (0, σ1) normally distributed RVs, and Xc,r are (0, σ2) normally dis-
tributed RVs. According to the nature of Tc and τc,r , one can define a 1/(ΛΓ)
exponentially distributed RV Rc as
Tc
Γ
= Rc +
Tc−1
Γ
, (3.3)
where T−1
Γ
= 0. In the same way, a 1/(λγ) exponentially distributed RV Sc,r is defined
as
τc,r+1
γ
= Sc,r+1 +
τc,r
γ
, (3.4)
where τc,0
γ
= 0 and Sc,0 = 0. Next, using (3.3) and (3.4) in (3.2), any multipath
attenuation factor can be re-expressed as follows:
αc,r =
e(jθc,r+φ)e(Yc+Xc,r)
∏c
i=0
∏r
j=0 e
−
(
Ri
2
+
Sc,j
2
)
√∑+∞
g=0
∑+∞
f=0 e
2(Yg+Xg,f )
∏g
i=0
∏f
j=0 e
−(Ri+Sg,j)
. (3.5)
Since cluster and ray amplitude decays are proportional to e−
Tc
2Γ and e−
τc,r
2γ , for large
values of Tc and τc,r, or equivalently for large values of indices c and r, one may expect
that αc,r → 0. The average number of rays per cluster is defined as nc, such that
τc,nc−1 < 10γ and τc,nc ≥ 10γ, as in [17]. In the same way, the average number of
clusters N is defined, such that TN−1 < 10Γ and TN ≥ 10Γ, as in [17]. Finally, with
(3.1), (3.5), N , and nc, the CIR of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model can be given
by
h(t) =
∑N−1
c=0
∑nc−1
r=0 e
jθc,re(Yc+Xc,r)
∏c
i=0
∏r
j=0 e
−
(
Ri
2
+
Sc,j
2
)
√∑N−1
g=0
∑ng−1
f=0 e
2(Yg+Xg,f )
∏g
i=0
∏f
j=0 e
−(Ri+Sg,j)
eφδ(t− Tc − τc,r), (3.6)
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and this CIR can be simplified using the following notation:
h(t) =
Nm−1∑
d=0
αdδ(t− τd), (3.7)
where Nm =
∑N−1
c=0 nc is the average total number of paths, d =
∑c
g=0 ng−1 + r,
n−1 = 0, d ∈ D, D = {0, Nm−1} is the set of multipath component indices, αd = αc,r,
and τd = Tc − τc,r.
3.2.2 The IEEE 802.15.3a Channel Characteristics
The IEEE 802.15.3a channel model is composed of four different channel scenarios
defined according to seven key parameters, as follows:
• Λ : cluster arrival rate,
• λ : ray arrival rate, i.e., the arrival rate of path within each cluster,
• Γ : cluster decay factor,
• γ : ray decay factor,
• σ1 : standard deviation of the cluster log-normal fading term (dB),
• σ2 : standard deviation of the ray log-normal fading term (dB),
• σs : standard deviation of the log-normal shadowing term (dB).
These parameters are obtained as best effort to match the most important character-
istics of the channel:
• the mean and Root Mean Square (RMS) excess delay,
• the number of multipath components,
• the power decay profile.
The main parameters of the four channel scenarios are reported in Table 3.1,
where NP10dB represents the number of paths within 10 dB of the peak power, and
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Table 3.1: The main parameters of the four channel scenarios composing the IEEE
802.15.3a channel model.
CM1 CM2 CM3 CM4
Target channel characteristics
Mean excess delay (ns) 5.0 10.38 14.18
RMS delay (ns) 5.28 8.03 14.28 25
NP10dB 35
NP (85%) 24 36 84
Model parameters
Λ (1/ns) 0.0233 0.4 0.0667 0.0667
λ (1/ns) 2.5 0.5 2.1 2.1
Γ 7.1 5.5 14 24
γ 4.3 6.7 7.9 12
σ1 0.3907 0.3907 0.3907 0.3907
σ2 0.3907 0.3907 0.3907 0.3907
σs 0.3454 0.3454 0.3454 0.3454
Model characteristics
Mean excess delay (ns) 5.1 9.6 15.3 28.5
RMS delay (ns) 5 8 15 25
NP10dB 17.7 17.7 34.3 53.4
NP (85%) 23.4 34.3 80.6 191.3
Channel energy mean (dB) 0.0 −0.2 −0.1 0.2
Channel energy standard deviation (dB) 3 3.1 3.1 3.0
NP (85%) stands for the number of paths capturing 85 % of the energy. The key
parameters were obtained through measurement data and the other parameters can
be computed by using the Matlab algorithms provided in [17], generating 1000 inde-
pendent channel realisations of the time-continuous CIR, and collecting the average
result for each parameter. The channel characteristics of each scenario depend on
the average distance between transmitter and receiver, and the type of transmission,
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i.e., either Line-Of-Sight (LOS) or non-LOS (nLOS) transmissions. Thus, the CM1
scenario is defined for very short distances, i.e., 0 to 4 metres, and a LOS transmis-
sion. The CM2 scenario is defined for the same range, but with a nLOS antenna
configuration. The CM3 scenario is defined for a nLOS antenna configuration and
a greater transmission distance, i.e., 4 to 10 metres. Finally, the CM4 scenario de-
scribes an environment with strong delay dispersion where the delay spread is equal
to 25 ns. The average delay profile of each channel scenario, averaged over 100 in-
dependent CIR realisations, is depicted in Fig. 3.1 to illustrate their difference in
characteristics. The channel scenarios CM1 and CM2 have similarity in the way their
multipath components are spread over time. Nevertheless, the difference between
LOS and nLOS transmissions is clearly visible between CM1 and CM2; in CM2, the
group of strongest multipath components is delayed by about 5 ns in comparison
with the same group in CM1. The average delay profile of CM3 and CM4 shows that
an increase in the distance between transmitters and receivers implies a reduction in
the number of significant multipath components, and a spreading of the CIR energy
amongst a larger number of multipath components compared to CM1 and CM2.
3.3 A Method to Find the Equivalent RV of any
Multipath Attenuation Factor
The mathematical definition of the CIR in (3.6) is the normalised to UE CIR of
the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model [17]. This usual definition of the CIR is generated
using Matlab algorithms provided in [17] to simulate the IEEE 802.15.3a channel
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Figure 3.1: Average delay profiles for each channel scenario, CM1-4.
model. This definition leaves the multipath attenuation factor αc,r, i.e., relation
(3.5), expressed in terms of a sum of the mixture of log-normal RVs and exponentials
of exponential RVs. In this section, it is shown that any multipath attenuation
factor αc,r is equivalent to a unique RV which follows a well-approximated log-normal
distribution. Then, an analytical method is developed to obtain the mean mαc,r ,
and the standard deviation σαc,r , of this RV according to the channel parameters σ1,
σ2, σs, λ, γ, Λ and Γ, given in Table 3.1 for each channel scenario. Any multipath
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Table 3.2: Definition of the five series of RVs composing the RV Zc,r.
Series definition General term Initial term
U−c,r+1
nc−1∑
f=r+1
e2Xc,f
f∏
j=r+1
e−Sc,j U−c,f =e
−Sc,f (e2Xc,f + U−f+1) U−c,nc =0
Wg,0 e
2Yg
ng−1∑
f=0
e2Xg,f
f∏
j=0
e−Sg,j Wg,f = (δ(f)(e2Yg − 1) + 1) Wg,ng = 0
× e−Sg,f (e2Xg,f +Wg,f+1)
V −c+1
N−1∑
g=c+1
Wg,0
g∏
i=c+1
e−Ri V −g = e
−Rg (Wg,0 + V −g+1) V −N = 0
V +c
c−1∑
g=0
Wg,0
c∏
i=g+1
eRi V +g+1 = e
Rg+1
(
Wg,0 + V
+
g
)
V +0 = 0
U+c,r
r−1∑
f=0
e2Xc,f
r∏
j=f+1
eSc,j U+c,f+1 = e
Sc,f+1
(
e2Xc,f + U+c,f
)
U+c,0 =
+ U+c,0
r∏
j=1
eSc,j e−2Yc
[
V −c+1 + V
+
c
]
attenuation factor αc,r can be re-expressed via a simple transformation of (3.5) as
αc,r =
e(jθc,r+φ)√
1 + e−2Xc,rZc,r
, (3.8)
where Zc,r is a composite RV which can be characterised by a sum of several finite
and convergent series reported in Table 3.2, and can be expressed as
Zc,r=
nc−1∑
f=r+1
e2Xc,f
f∏
j=r+1
e−Sc,j +
r−1∑
f=0
e2Xc,f
r∏
j=f+1
eSc,j + e−2Yc
r∏
j=1
eSc,j
(
c−1∑
g=0
ng−1∑
f=0
e2(Yg+Xg,f )
c∏
i=g+1
f∏
j=0
e−(−Ri+Sg,j) +
N−1∑
g=c+1
ng−1∑
f=0
e2(Yg+Xg,f )
g∏
i=c+1
f∏
j=0
e−(Ri+Sg,j)
)
.
(3.9)
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The series composing Zc,r are described in the following section.
3.3.1 The Decomposition of the RV Zc,r into Five RVs
This section provides an explanation of how to express the RV Zc,r in terms of five
RVs. Each and every one of these RVs can be expressed as series where the general
term has a known distribution, computable mean and standard deviation values. In
order to illustrate our method, an example is proposed in the next paragraph to find
an equivalent RV to the first term in (3.9). Then, using a similar approach for the
other terms in (3.9), the distributions of Zc,r and finally of αc,r are characterised.
The RV U−c,r+1
Let the first term in (3.9) be characterised as a finite and convergent series of RVs,
denoted U−c,r+1. This series can be expanded as
U−c,r+1 =
nc−1∑
f=r+1
e2Xc,f
f∏
j=r+1
e−Sc,j = e2Xc,r+1e−Sc,r+1 + e2Xc,r+2e−(Sc,r+1+Sc,r+2) + . . .+
e2Xc,nc−2e−(Sc,r+1+Sc,r+2+...+Sc,nc−2) + e2Xc,nc−1e−(Sc,r+1+Sc,r+2+...+Sc,nc−2+Sc,nc−1).
(3.10)
In (3.10), all terms of the summation are correlated with one another and therefore
it is difficult under this formulation to find the distribution of the overall RV, i.e.,
U−c,r+1. Thus, the terms in (3.10) must be re-arranged and U
−
c,r+1 is re-expressed as
U−c,r+1 =e
−Sc,r+1 (e2Xc,r+1 + e−Sc,r+2 (e2Xc,r+2 + e−Sc,r+3 (e2Xc,r+3 + e−Sc,r+4 (e2Xc,r+4 +. . .
+e−Sc,nc−2
(
e2Xc,nc−2 + e−Sc,nc−1e2Xc,nc−1
)))))
.
(3.11)
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From (3.11) the general and initial terms of the series U−c,r+1 are obtained as
U−c,f = e
−Sc,f (e2Xc,f + U−c,f+1) , f ∈ {r + 1, nc − 1}, U−c,nc = 0. (3.12)
Using the recursive notation of the general term U−c,f , the RV equivalent to the first
term of the series, i.e., U−c,nc−1, is computed independently from the rest of the sum-
mation. The RV U−c,nc−1 is a product of a log-normal RV and an exponential of
exponential RV such that U−c,nc−1 = e
−Sc,nc−1e2Xc,nc−1 . In Appendix A.1, it is shown
that the result of such a product can be expressed in terms of a pseudo log-normal
RV. Thus, U−c,nc−1 is a pseudo log-normal RV, and its mean and standard deviation
can be obtained through relations (A.4) and (A.5) in Appendix A.1, for ϕ = 1
γλ
,
mz0 = 0, and σz0 = 2σ2 such that(
mU−c,nc−1
, σU−c,nc−1
)
= Ψ
(
1
γλ
, 0, 2σ2
)
, (3.13)
where Ψ is a function defined in Appendix A.1, which returns the mean and standard
deviation of a pseudo log-normal RV in function of the mean and standard deviation
of a log-normal RV and the mean of an exponential RV. The RV equivalent to U−c,nc−2
can subsequently be computed independently of its following ones, but according to
its previous one, i.e., U−c,nc−1, such that
U−c,nc−2 = e
−Sc,nc−2
(
e2Xc,nc−2 + U−c,nc−1
)
. (3.14)
Since U−c,nc−1 is a pseudo log-normal RV, equation (3.14) involves the sum of a pseudo
log-normal RV and a log-normal RV. An exact closed-form expression for the pdf
of a sum of independent log-normal RVs does not exist. Nevertheless, extensive
research on this topic has proved that such a sum can be fairly well approximated by
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another log-normal RV [34], [52], [9], [10]; for instance by using Wilkinson’s method
[9], Schwartz and Yeh’s method [48] or Cumulants matching method [47]. In Appendix
A.1, using Wilkinson’s method, the mean and standard deviation of the sum of any
two log-normal RVs is obtained through relations (A.7) to (A.11). Therefore, x1 =
e2Xc,nc−2 + U−c,nc−1 is a pseudo log-normal RV, and its mean and standard deviation
are obtained with (A.9) and (A.10), for mz0 = 0, σz0 = 2σ2, mz1 = mU−c,nc−1
, and
σz1 = σU−c,nc−1
such that
(mx1 , σx1) = ψ
(
0, 2σ2,mU−c,nc−1
, σU−c,nc−1
)
, (3.15)
where ψ is a function defined in Appendix A.1, which returns the mean and standard
deviation of a pseudo log-normal RV equivalent to the sum of two log-normal RVs
using Wilkinson’s method. Combining (3.15) with (A.4) and (A.5), the mean and
standard deviation of U−c,nc−2 are given by(
mU−c,nc−2
, σU−c,nc−2
)
= Ψ
(
1
γλ
,mx1 , σx1
)
. (3.16)
Since for any pair c and r, Xc,r is a (0, σ2) normally distributed RV and Sc,r is a
(
1
γλ
)
exponentially distributed RV, parameters ϕ, mz0 and σz0 in (A.6) and (A.11) can be
fixed such that ϕ = 1
γλ
, mz0 = 0, and σz0 = 2σ2. Then, (3.16) can be simplified as(
mU−c,nc−2
, σU−c,nc−2
)
= Ψ 1
γλ
◦ ψ(0,2σ2)
(
mU−c,nc−1
, σU−c,nc−1
)
,
= Ψψa
(
mU−c,nc−1
, σU−c,nc−1
)
,
(3.17)
where Ψ 1
γλ
◦ ψ(0,2σ2)(., .) = Ψψa(., .). Adopting similar reasoning for the next term of
the series, the mean and standard deviation of U−c,nc−3 can be obtained from those of
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U−c,nc−2 and U
−
c,nc−1, as follows:(
mU−c,nc−3
, σU−c,nc−3
)
= Ψψa
(
mU−c,nc−2
, σU−c,nc−2
)
,
= Ψψa ◦Ψψa
(
mU−c,nc−1
, σU−c,nc−1
)
,
= Ψψ2a
(
mU−c,nc−1
, σU−c,nc−1
)
,
= Ψψ2a ◦Ψ 1
γλ
(0, 2σ2) ,
(3.18)
where Ψψa(., .) ◦ Ψψa(., .) = Ψψa(Ψψa(., .)) = Ψψ2a(., .). Repeating the same process
on all following terms of the series U−c,f leads to the determination of the mean and
the standard deviation of U−c,r+1, the RV equivalent to the sum of RVs given in (3.10),
as follows: (
mU−c,r+1 , σU
−
c,r+1
)
= Ψψnc−(r+1)−1a ◦Ψ 1
γλ
(0, 2σ2) . (3.19)
Therefore, our derivation from relation (3.10) to (3.19) shows that an equivalent
RV to the first term of (3.9), i.e., U−c,r+1, exists and it follows a pseudo log-normal
distribution. Furthermore, considering U−c,r+1 as a series of RVs and using our recursive
formulation, the mean and standard deviation of U−c,r+1 are obtained in terms of the
channel parameters σ2, λ, and γ.
The RVs V +c , V
−
c+1 and Wg,0
Similarly, the term
∑c−1
g=0
∑ng−1
f=0 e
2(Yg+Xg,f )
∏c
i=g+1
∏f
j=0 e
−(−Ri+Sg,j) in (3.9) is char-
acterised using two finite and convergent series of RVs, V +c and Wg,0, respectively.
These series can be expressed as
V +c =
c−1∑
g=0
Wg,0
c∏
i=g+1
eRi , (3.20)
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where
Wg,0 = e
2Yg
ng−1∑
f=0
e2Xg,f
f∏
j=0
e−Sg,j . (3.21)
The series Wg,0 being similar to U
−
c,r+1, as shown in Table 3.2, the mean and standard
deviation of Wg,1 can straightforwardly be given by
(
mWg,1 , σWg,1
)
= Ψψng−2a ◦Ψ 1
γλ
(0, 2σ2) . (3.22)
Then, the mean and the standard deviation of Wg,0 is expressed as(
mW ′g,0 , σW ′g,0
)
= ψ(0,2σ2) ◦Ψψng−2a ◦Ψ 1
γλ
(0, 2σ2) .
mWg,0 = mW ′g,0 .
σWg,0 =
√
σ2W ′g,0
+ (2σ1)2.
(3.23)
The general term and initial term of V +c can be given according to (3.20) by
V +g+1 = e
Rg+1
(
Wg,0 + V
+
g
)
, g ∈ {0, c− 1}, V +0 = 0. (3.24)
Consequently, the mean and standard deviation of the first term of V +c , namely V
+
1 ,
can be expressed as (
mV +1 , σV
+
1
)
= Ψ−1
ΓΛ
(
mW0,0 , σW0,0
)
. (3.25)
Next, for g > 0, the mean and standard deviation of any term V +g+1, can be expressed
according to the previous term V +g , as follows:(
mV +g+1 , σV
+
g+1
)
= Ψ−1
ΓΛ
◦ ψ(mWg,0 ,σWg,0 )
(
mV +g , σV +g
)
,
= Ψψb
(
mV +g , σV +g
)
,
(3.26)
where Ψ−1
ΓΛ
◦ψ(mWg,0 ,σWg,0 )(., .) = Ψψb(., .). Then, the mean and standard deviation of
the RV equivalent to the sum of RVs in (3.20), i.e., V +c , is given by(
mV +c , σV +c
)
= Ψψc−1b ◦Ψ−1ΓΛ
(
mW0,0 , σW0,0
)
. (3.27)
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Next, the term
∑N−1
g=c+1
∑ng−1
f=0 e
2(Yg+Xg,f )
∏g
i=c+1
∏f
j=0 e
−(Ri+Si,j) in (3.9) is charac-
terised using two finite and convergent series of RVs, V −c+1 and Wg,0 in (3.21), re-
spectively. The series V −c+1 can be expressed as
V −c+1 =
N−1∑
g=c+1
Wg,0
g∏
i=c+1
e−Ri . (3.28)
The general term and initial term of V −c+1 can be given with (3.28) by
V −g = e
−Rg (Wg,0 + V −g+1) , g ∈ {c + 1, N − 1}, V −N = 0. (3.29)
Consequently, the mean and standard deviation of the first term of V −g , namely V
−
N−1,
can be expressed as
(
mV −
N−1
, σV −
N−1
)
= Ψ 1
ΓΛ
(
mWN−1,0 , σWN−1,0
)
. (3.30)
Next, for g < N − 1, the mean and standard deviation of any term V −g can be
expressed according to the previous term V −g+1, as follows:(
mV −g , σV −g
)
= Ψ 1
ΓΛ
◦ ψ(mWg,0 ,σWg,0 )
(
mV −g+1 , σV
−
g+1
)
,
= Ψψc
(
mV −g+1 , σV
−
g+1
)
,
(3.31)
where Ψ 1
ΓΛ
◦ψ(mWg,0 ,σWg,0 )(., .) = Ψψc(., .). Then, the mean and the standard deviation
of V −c+1, the RV equivalent to the sum of RVs given in (3.28) is(
mV −c+1 , σV
−
c+1
)
= ΨψN−c−2c ◦Ψ 1
ΓΛ
(
mWN−1,0 , σWN−1,0
)
. (3.32)
Therefore, our derivation from relation (3.20) to (3.32) shows that the RVs Wg,0, V
+
c
and V −c+1 can be considered as pseudo log-normal RVs with known mean and standard
deviation obtained using our series formulation in terms of the channel parameters
σ1, σ2, λ, γ, Λ, and Γ.
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The RV U+c,r
The last of our equivalent RV, i.e., U+c,0, can be defined in terms of the RVs V
+
c ,
V −c+1 and Wg,0 described in the previous paragraph. Using (3.10), (3.20) and (3.28)
in (3.9), Zc,r simplifies as
Zc,r = U
−
c,r+1 +
r−1∑
f=0
e2Xc,f
r∏
j=f+1
eSc,j +
r∏
j=1
eSc,je−2Yc
(
V +c + V
−
c+1
)
. (3.33)
The term e−2Yc
(
V +c + V
−
c+1
)
in (3.33) can be expressed as a single pseudo log-normal
RV U+c,0 such that
U+c,0 = e
−2Yc (V +c + V −c+1) . (3.34)
Using Wilkinson’s method, the mean and standard deviation of U+c,0 are given by(
mU ′+c,0 , σU
′+
c,0
)
= ψ
(
mV +c , σV +c ,mV −c+1 , σV
−
c+1
)
.
mU+c,0 = mU
′+
c,0
.
σU+c,0 =
√
σ2
U ′+c,0
+ (2σ1)2.
(3.35)
The initial term of the series U+c,r is defined as U
+
c,0 and its general term is obtained
from (3.33), as follows:
U+c,f+1 = e
Sc,f+1
(
e2Xc,f + U+c,f
)
, f ∈ {0, r − 1}, U+c,0 = e−2Yc
(
V +c + V
−
c+1
)
. (3.36)
Then with (3.36), the RV U+c,r can be expressed as
U+c,r =
r−1∑
f=0
e2Xc,f
r∏
j=f+1
eSc,j + U+c,0
r∏
j=1
eSc,j . (3.37)
As a result, for f ≥ 0, the mean and standard deviation of any term U+c,f+1 can be
expressed according to the previous term U+c,f , as follows:(
mU+
c,f+1
, σU+
c,f+1
)
= Ψ−1
γλ
◦ ψ(0,2σ2)
(
mU+
c,f
, σU+
c,f
)
,
= Ψψd
(
mU+
c,f
, σU+
c,f
)
,
(3.38)
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where Ψ−1
γλ
◦ ψ(0,2σ2)(., .) = Ψψd(., .). Then, the mean and standard deviation of U+c,r,
the RV equivalent to the sum of RVs given in (3.37) is
(
mU+c,r , σU+c,r
)
= Ψψrd
(
mU+c,0 , σU
+
c,0
)
. (3.39)
3.3.2 A Unique RV Equivalent to αc,r
Finally, using the definitions of the pseudo log-normal RVs U−c,r+1, V
+
c , Wg,0, V
−
c+1,
and U+c,r, in (3.10), (3.20), (3.21), (3.28) and (3.37), respectively, the expression of
Zc,r in (3.9) can be simplified as follows:
Zc,r = U
−
c,r+1 + U
+
c,r. (3.40)
In Section 3.3.1, it was shown that U−c,r+1 and U
+
c,r are pseudo log-normal RVs; then,
with (3.40) Zc,r is also a pseudo log-normal RV, and its mean and standard deviation
can simply be given by
(
mZc,r , σZc,r
)
= ψ
(
mU−c,r+1 , σU
−
c,r+1
,mU+c,r , σU+c,r
)
. (3.41)
At this stage, relation (3.8) is used to express the squared multipath attenuation
factor α2c,r, as follows:
α2c,r = e
2φ e
2Xc,r
e2Xc,r + Zc,r
. (3.42)
The mean and standard deviation of the pseudo log-normal RV α2c,r can be given in
terms of those of αc,r such that m
2
αc,r = 2mαc,r and σ
2
αc,r = 2σαc,r . Since Xc,r and Zc,r
are two independent RVs, the method described in Appendix A.2 can be applied to
solve the joint pdf of these two independent RVs and then to numerically determine
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the mean and standard deviation of α2c,r via its first moment given by
E
{
α2c,r
}
= e2σ
2
s
∫ +∞
−∞
e
t− 1
2
(
t+mZc,r
(2σ2)
2+σ2
Zc,r
)2
(1 + et)
√
2π
(
(2σ2)2 + σ2Zc,r
)dt, (3.43)
and its second moment expressed as
E
{(
α2c,r
)2}
= e8σ
2
s
∫ +∞
−∞
e
2t− 1
2
(
t+mZc,r
(2σ2)
2+σ2
Zc,r
)2
(1 + et)2
√
2π
(
(2σ2)2 + σ2Zc,r
)dt. (3.44)
Then, the mean and the standard deviation of α2c,r are simply given by
mα2c,r = ln
 E {α2c,r}2√
E
{
(α2c,r)
2
}
 ,
σα2c,r =
√√√√ln(E {(α2c,r)2}
E
{
α2c,r
}2
)
+ (2σs)
2.
(3.45)
In this section, a method has been proposed to theoretically obtain a pseudo log-
normal RV equivalent to αc,r, and its mean and standard deviation have been derived
in terms of the channel parameters given in Section 3.2.2. A Matlab algorithm of this
method was implemented and reported in [1].
3.4 A Numerical Analysis of the IEEE 802.15.3a
Channel Model
In this section, our Matlab algorithm provided in [1] is used to numerically obtain
the mean and standard deviation values of any squared multipath attenuation factor
α2c,r. Then, the results obtained by our novel method is compared with the values
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obtained through the Matlab algorithms generating the IEEE 802.15.3a CIR provided
in [17]. Four different scenarios composed the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model. Each
scenario is defined according to the channel parameters σ1, σ2, σs, λ, γ, Λ and Γ, given
in Table 3.1. Our method required these values as well as those of Nm, N and ng, to
produce results. The average total number of paths of the CIR can be computed in
terms of the channel parameters λ, γ, Λ and Γ, as follows:
Nm =

1 + ⌊(1 + 10ΓΛ)(10γλ)⌋ , for a LOS antenna configuration,
1 + ⌊100ΓΛγλ⌋ , for a nLOS antenna configuration.
(3.46)
Then, knowing that Nm =
∑N−1
g=0 ng, N and ng are obtained for any channel scenario
using the Matlab algorithms in [17]. The values of the three parameters Nm, N and
ng are reported in Table 3.3 for either an average total number of paths capturing
100 % or only 85 % of the CIR energy. The results in Table 3.3 confirm that the CIR
is composed by a large number of multipath components, as shown in Fig. 3.1, and
that the increase of the distance between transmit and receive antennae implies an
increase in the number of multipath components required to collect 85% of the CIR
energy. They also show that the distribution of rays amongst clusters depends on the
antenna configuration, i.e., LOS or nLOS.
The amplitude decay of any multipath attenuation factor αc,r depends on the term
e(−
Tc
2Γ
− τc,r
2γ ) in (3.2). The delay between any two consecutive clusters can be expressed
as an exponential RV with mean and standard deviation 1/Λ. Then, the amplitude
decay between any two consecutive clusters can be expressed such that e(−
Rc
2 ), where
Rc is a 1/(ΛΓ) exponential RV. Similarly, the delay between any two consecutive
rays can be expressed as an exponential RV with mean and standard deviation 1/λ,
and the amplitude decay between two consecutive rays can be expressed such that
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Table 3.3: The average total number of paths (Nm), the average number of clusters
(N), and the average number of rays per cluster (ng) capturing either 100 % (NP
(100%)) or 85 % (NP (85%)) of the energy of the CIR, for the CM1, CM2, CM3 and
CM4 channel scenarios.
CM1 CM2 CM3 CM4 CM1 CM2 CM3 CM4
NP (100%) NP (85%)
Nm 281 741 1551 4029 24 36 84 194
N 6 31 18 27 2 8 5 7
ng
g = 0 108 34 166 253 22 8 48 84
1 86 34 166 253 2 7 23 53
2 53 34 166 252 6 9 30
3 24 34 164 252 5 3 16
4 9 34 159 252 4 1 7
5 3 34 150 252 3 3
6 34 137 252 2 1
7 34 120 251 1
8 34 98 250
9 34 77 245
10 34 56 234
11 34 38 220
12 33 25 206
13 33 14 183
14 32 8 160
15 32 4 134
16 30 2 109
17 28 1 87
18 26 62
19 24 43
20 21 28
21 18 19
22 15 15
23 12 8
24 9 5
25 7 3
26 5 1
27 3
28 2
29 1
30 1
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e
(
−Sc,r
2
)
, where Sc,r is a 1/(λγ) exponential RV. Therefore, the amplitude decay being
time dependent, if Γ ≃ γ, the multipath components reaching first the receiver can be
assumed to be the strongest ones. Moreover, if λ/Λ ≫ 1 the clusters are disjointed [46]
and most of the strongest multipath components of the CIR are within the first cluster,
as shown in Table 3.3 for CM1. On the contrary, if λ ≃ Λ the clusters are interlaced
and the strongest multipath components are distributed amongst several clusters, as
shown in Table 3.3 for CM2.
3.4.1 Channel Scenario CM1
Here, our method is applied through the Matlab algorithm in [1] to obtain the
mean and standard deviation of any squared multipath attenuation factor α2c,r of
CM1. Using the channel parameters for CM1 given in Tables 3.1 and 3.3, the mean,
standard deviation and indexes of the 20 strongest multipath components of CM1 are
obtained. Our algorithm starts by computing the mean and standard deviation of
the pseudo log-normal RVs given in Table 3.2, then it returns the values of mα2c,r and
σα2c,r . The results of our algorithm are gathered in Table 3.4. These results confirm
that over CM1 the first paths reaching the receiver are the strongest ones and most
of the strongest paths are within the first cluster. In theory, the average number of
strongest multipath components in the first cluster is such that
⌊
1 + λγ
ΛΓ
⌋
= 65, for
CM1. This insertion is here confirmed for the first 20 of them. Moreover, it can be
noticed that on average the mean of any two consecutive RVs α2c,r decrease linearly
by about 0.08, and the standard deviation of any two consecutive RVs α2c,r increase
linearly by approximatively 0.008. Therefore, it might be possible to find two simple
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Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath equivalent
pseudo log-normal RVs U−c,r+1, V
−
c+1, V
+
c , U
+
c,r and α
2
c,r for the channel scenario CM1.
c r mU−c,r+1 mV
−
c+1
mV +c mU+c,r σU−c,r+1 σV
−
c+1
σV +c σU+c,r mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 2.639 0.297 − 0.297 0.287 1.395 − 1.599 −2.889 1.009
0 1 2.639 0.297 − 0.858 0.287 1.395 − 1.458 −2.960 1.012
0 2 2.639 0.297 − 1.286 0.287 1.395 − 1.352 −3.034 1.021
0 3 2.639 0.297 − 1.631 0.287 1.395 − 1.270 −3.111 1.030
0 4 2.639 0.297 − 1.922 0.287 1.395 − 1.204 −3.189 1.038
0 5 2.639 0.297 − 2.174 0.287 1.395 − 1.151 −3.269 1.048
0 6 2.639 0.297 − 2.398 0.287 1.395 − 1.107 −3.352 1.057
0 7 2.639 0.297 − 2.599 0.287 1.395 − 1.072 −3.432 1.067
0 8 2.639 0.297 − 2.783 0.287 1.395 − 1.042 −3.517 1.075
0 9 2.639 0.297 − 2.954 0.287 1.395 − 1.017 −3.597 1.084
0 10 2.639 0.297 − 3.114 0.287 1.395 − 0.997 −3.681 1.093
0 11 2.639 0.297 − 3.264 0.287 1.395 − 0.980 −3.765 1.101
0 12 2.639 0.297 − 3.407 0.287 1.395 − 0.965 −3.851 1.111
0 13 2.639 0.297 − 3.544 0.287 1.395 − 0.954 −3.937 1.119
0 14 2.639 0.297 − 3.675 0.287 1.395 − 0.944 −4.025 1.129
0 15 2.639 0.297 − 3.802 0.287 1.395 − 0.936 −4.110 1.137
0 16 2.639 0.297 − 3.925 0.287 1.395 − 0.930 −4.198 1.147
0 17 2.639 0.297 − 4.044 0.287 1.395 − 0.925 −4.286 1.158
0 18 2.639 0.297 − 4.161 0.287 1.395 − 0.921 −4.372 1.163
0 19 2.639 0.297 − 4.275 0.287 1.395 − 0.919 −4.463 1.175
linear formulae to obtain these values for any CIR multipath component.
The Matlab algorithms in [17] are run using the CM1 channel parameters and the
mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components of CM1 are
obtained, averaged over 50000 independent realisations of the CIR. Then, in Table
3.5, these results are compared with the ones found by the application of our method
in Table 3.4. These simulation results confirm the mean and standard deviation values
of the 20 strongest α2c,r. On average, the theoretical method and simulation results
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Table 3.5: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipaths for the channel
scenario CM1.
Theoretical values Simulation values
c r mα2c,r σα2c,r ism mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 −2.889 1.009 1 −2.842 1.016
0 1 −2.960 1.012 2 −2.953 1.031
0 2 −3.034 1.021 3 −3.031 1.021
0 3 −3.111 1.030 4 −3.147 1.041
0 4 −3.189 1.038 5 −3.216 1.038
0 5 −3.270 1.048 6 −3.301 1.027
0 6 −3.352 1.057 7 −3.386 1.003
0 7 −3.432 1.067 8 −3.442 1.008
0 8 −3.517 1.075 9 −3.573 1.030
0 9 −3.597 1.084 10 −3.636 1.018
0 10 −3.681 1.093 11 −3.767 1.064
0 11 −3.765 1.101 12 −3.819 1.016
0 12 −3.851 1.111 13 −3.869 1.042
0 13 −3.937 1.119 14 −4.076 1.132
0 14 −4.025 1.129 15 −4.121 1.048
0 15 −4.110 1.137 16 −4.207 1.098
0 16 −4.198 1.147 17 −4.289 1.101
0 17 −4.286 1.158 18 −4.401 1.109
0 18 −4.372 1.163 19 −4.438 1.072
0 19 −4.463 1.175 20 −4.553 1.107
differ by 1.5% for the mean and by 4% for the standard deviation values.
3.4.2 Channel Scenario CM2
As in the previous section, our method is applied through the Matlab algorithm
in [1] to obtain the mean and standard deviation of any squared multipath atten-
uation factor α2c,r of CM2. The mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest
multipath components of CM2 are obtained and our method results are reported in
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Table 3.6: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath equivalent
pseudo log-normal RVs U−c,r+1, V
−
c+1, V
+
c , U
+
c,r and α
2
c,r for the channel scenario CM2.
c r mU−c,r+1 mV
−
c+1
mV +c mU+c,r σU−c,r+1 σV
−
c+1
σV +c σU+c,r mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 1.393 2.665 − 2.665 0.493 0.64 − 1.010 −2.988 1.092
0 1 1.393 2.665 − 3.009 0.493 0.64 − 1.073 −3.224 1.133
1 0 1.393 2.665 2.315 3.298 0.493 0.64 1.168 1.127 −3.434 1.169
0 2 1.393 2.665 − 3.325 0.493 0.64 − 1.141 −3.450 1.173
1 1 1.393 2.665 2.315 3.598 0.493 0.64 1.168 1.197 −3.654 1.211
0 3 1.392 2.665 − 3.623 0.493 0.64 − 1.210 −3.670 1.215
2 0 1.393 2.664 3.492 3.879 0.493 0.64 1.231 1.342 −3.846 1.262
1 2 1.393 2.665 2.315 3.884 0.493 0.64 1.168 1.267 −3.871 1.252
0 4 1.392 2.665 − 3.908 0.493 0.64 − 1.280 −3.885 1.254
2 1 1.393 2.664 3.492 4.154 0.493 0.64 1.231 1.408 −4.054 1.302
1 3 1.392 2.665 2.315 4.161 0.493 0.64 1.168 1.336 −4.083 1.294
0 5 1.392 2.665 − 4.184 0.493 0.64 − 1.349 −4.095 1.296
2 2 1.393 2.664 3.492 4.424 0.493 0.64 1.231 1.473 −4.258 1.342
3 0 1.393 2.664 4.314 4.473 0.493 0.64 1.386 1.544 −4.273 1.355
1 4 1.392 2.665 2.315 4.431 0.493 0.64 1.168 1.404 −4.287 1.333
0 6 1.392 2.665 − 4.454 0.493 0.64 − 1.416 −4.305 1.338
2 3 1.392 2.664 3.492 4.689 0.493 0.64 1.231 1.536 −4.461 1.380
3 1 1.393 2.664 4.314 4.737 0.493 0.64 1.386 1.605 −4.468 1.392
1 5 1.392 2.665 2.315 4.697 0.493 0.64 1.168 1.470 −4.499 1.373
0 7 1.391 2.665 − 4.720 0.493 0.64 − 1.481 −4.516 1.379
Table 3.6. These results confirm that over CM2 the clusters are highly interlaced and,
for example, the first path of the fourth cluster is stronger than the seventh path of
the first cluster. In theory, for the channel scenario CM2, the average number of
strongest multipath components in the first cluster is such that
⌊
1 + λγ
ΛΓ
⌋
= 2, which
is confirmed by our result. These results for CM1 and CM2 show the dramatic dif-
ference in the cluster distribution for either a LOS or a nLOS antenna configuration
and a transmission distance of 1 to 4 metres.
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Table 3.7: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipaths for the channel
scenario CM2.
Theoretical values Simulation values
c r mα2c,r σα2c,r ism mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 −2.988 1.092 1 −2.978 1.099
0 1 −3.224 1.133 2 −3.149 1.102
1 0 −3.434 1.169 3 −3.301 1.115
0 2 −3.450 1.173 4 −3.445 1.119
1 1 −3.654 1.211 5 −3.589 1.121
0 3 −3.670 1.215 6 −3.685 1.137
2 0 −3.846 1.262 7 −3.782 1.138
1 2 −3.871 1.252 8 −3.887 1.154
0 4 −3.885 1.254 9 −3.989 1.174
2 1 −4.054 1.302 10 −4.072 1.167
1 3 −4.083 1.294 11 −4.143 1.179
0 5 −4.095 1.296 12 −4.221 1.185
2 2 −4.258 1.342 13 −4.304 1.175
3 0 −4.273 1.355 14 −4.349 1.193
1 4 −4.287 1.333 15 −4.430 1.183
0 6 −4.305 1.338 16 −4.469 1.175
2 3 −4.461 1.380 17 −4.567 1.193
3 1 −4.468 1.392 18 −4.615 1.191
1 5 −4.499 1.373 19 −4.685 1.201
0 7 −4.516 1.379 20 −4.749 1.224
The Matlab algorithms in [17] are run using the CM2 channel parameters and the
mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components of CM2 are
obtained, averaged over 50000 independent realisations of the CIR. Then, in Table
3.7, these results are compared with the ones found by the application of our method
in Table 3.6. On average, the mean and the standard deviation values differ by about
2% and 9% between simulation and our method results, respectively. The difference
between our method and the simulation is greater here; therefore, our method seems
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Table 3.8: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath equivalent
pseudo log-normal RVs U−c,r+1, V
−
c+1, V
+
c , U
+
c,r and α
2
c,r for the channel scenario CM3.
c r mU−c,r+1 mV
+
c
mV −c+1 mU
+
c,r
σU−c,r+1 σV
+
c
σV −c+1 σU
+
c,r
mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 3.087 3.053 − 3.053 0.232 0.844 − 1.150 −3.87 1.089
0 1 3.087 3.053 − 3.170 0.232 0.844 − 1.131 −3.93 1.096
0 2 3.087 3.053 − 3.280 0.232 0.844 − 1.114 −3.98 1.100
0 3 3.087 3.053 − 3.386 0.232 0.844 − 1.099 −4.03 1.107
0 4 3.087 3.053 − 3.489 0.232 0.844 − 1.085 −4.08 1.112
0 5 3.087 3.053 − 3.587 0.232 0.844 − 1.072 −4.14 1.119
0 6 3.087 3.053 − 3.682 0.232 0.844 − 1.061 −4.19 1.125
0 7 3.087 3.053 − 3.774 0.232 0.844 − 1.051 −4.25 1.129
0 8 3.087 3.053 − 3.864 0.232 0.844 − 1.042 −4.30 1.136
0 9 3.087 3.053 − 3.951 0.232 0.844 − 1.033 −4.36 1.144
0 10 3.087 3.053 − 4.037 0.232 0.844 − 1.027 −4.41 1.148
0 11 3.087 3.053 − 4.120 0.232 0.844 − 1.019 −4.46 1.152
0 12 3.087 3.053 − 4.201 0.232 0.844 − 1.012 −4.52 1.159
0 13 3.087 3.053 − 4.281 0.232 0.844 − 1.007 −4.57 1.165
0 14 3.087 3.053 − 4.360 0.232 0.844 − 1.002 −4.63 1.171
0 15 3.087 3.053 − 4.437 0.232 0.844 − 0.997 −4.69 1.178
0 16 3.087 3.053 − 4.513 0.232 0.844 − 0.993 −4.74 1.181
0 17 3.087 3.053 − 4.587 0.232 0.844 − 0.990 −4.80 1.189
0 18 3.087 3.053 − 4.661 0.232 0.844 − 0.986 −4.85 1.193
0 19 3.087 3.053 − 4.734 0.232 0.844 − 0.984 −4.91 1.198
to perform better when the clusters are disjointed, as for the channel scenario CM1.
3.4.3 Channel Scenario CM3
Our method is applied through the Matlab algorithm in [1] to obtain the mean
and standard deviation of any squared multipath attenuation factor α2c,r of CM3. The
mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components of CM3 are
obtained and our method results are reported in Table 3.8. These results show that
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Table 3.9: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipaths for the channel
scenario CM3.
Theoretical values Simulation values
c r mα2c,r σα2c,r ism mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 −3.874 1.089 1 −3.783 1.023
0 1 −3.930 1.096 2 −3.877 1.101
0 2 −3.980 1.100 3 −3.906 1.064
0 3 −4.031 1.107 4 −3.949 1.064
0 4 −4.083 1.112 5 −3.968 1.036
0 5 −4.140 1.119 6 −4.076 1.238
0 6 −4.191 1.125 7 −4.138 1.055
0 7 −4.246 1.129 8 −4.249 1.168
0 8 −4.298 1.136 9 −4.285 1.128
0 9 −4.357 1.148 10 −4.305 1.114
0 10 −4.406 1.148 11 −4.369 1.110
0 11 −4.463 1.152 12 −4.379 1.088
0 12 −4.517 1.159 13 −4.453 1.143
0 13 −4.574 1.165 14 −4.497 1.094
0 14 −4.630 1.171 15 −4.583 1.155
0 15 −4.685 1.178 16 −4.592 1.098
0 16 −4.739 1.181 17 −4.673 1.206
0 17 −4.797 1.189 18 −4.708 1.201
0 18 −4.853 1.193 19 −4.743 1.130
0 19 −4.908 1.198 20 −4.813 1.090
the 20 strongest multipath components of CM3 are within the first received cluster
of multipaths. They also show that each of these components contains less energy
than its counterparts for CM1, since the mean values of α2c,r for CM3 are well below
the mean values of α2c,r for CM1. Moreover, the results obtained for CM2 and CM3
show that the cluster distribution is affected by the distance for nLOS configuration.
The Matlab algorithms in [17] are run using the CM3 channel parameters and the
mean and the standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components of CM3
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are obtained, averaged over 40000 independent realisations of the CIR. Then, in Table
3.9, these results are compared with the ones found by the application of our method
in Table 3.8. On average, the mean and standard deviation values differ by about
1.5% to 4% between simulation and our method results, respectively. The difference
between our method and the simulation is about the same as for CM1, which tends
to confirm that our method performs better when the clusters are disjointed.
3.4.4 Channel Scenario CM4
Our method is applied through the Matlab algorithm in [1] to obtain the mean
and standard deviation of any squared multipath attenuation factor α2c,r of CM4.
The mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components of CM4
are obtained and our method results are reported in Table 3.10. These results show
that the 20 strongest multipath components of CM4 are distributed between two
clusters. They also show that each of these components contains even less energy
than counterpart components in CM3.
The Matlab algorithms in [17] are run using the CM4 channel parameters and
the mean and the standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components of
CM4 are obtained, averaged over 20000 independent realisations of the CIR. Then,
in Table 3.11, these results are compared with the ones found by the application of
our method in Table 3.10. On average, the mean and the standard deviation values
differ by about 2% to 5.5% between simulation and our method results, respectively.
Overall, the results obtained in Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.4.4 show that our
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Table 3.10: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath equivalent
pseudo log-normal RVs U−c,r+1, V
−
c+1, V
+
c , U
+
c,r, and α
2
c,r for the channel scenario CM4.
c r mU−c,r+1 mV
−
c+1
mV +c mU+c,r σU−c,r+1 σV
−
c+1
σV +c σU+c,r mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 3.514 4.113 − 4.113 0.189 0.683 − 1.038 −4.62 1.134
0 1 3.514 4.113 − 4.174 0.189 0.683 − 1.031 −4.65 1.136
0 2 3.514 4.113 − 4.234 0.189 0.683 − 1.024 −4.69 1.146
0 3 3.514 4.113 − 4.293 0.189 0.683 − 1.017 −4.72 1.146
0 4 3.514 4.113 − 4.350 0.189 0.683 − 1.011 −4.76 1.147
0 5 3.514 4.113 − 4.407 0.189 0.683 − 1.006 −4.80 1.153
0 6 3.514 4.113 − 4.463 0.189 0.683 − 1.000 −4.83 1.156
0 7 3.514 4.113 − 4.518 0.189 0.683 − 0.995 −4.87 1.157
0 8 3.514 4.113 − 4.572 0.189 0.683 − 0.990 −4.90 1.160
0 9 3.514 4.113 − 4.626 0.189 0.683 − 0.986 −4.94 1.164
0 10 3.514 4.113 − 4.678 0.189 0.683 − 0.982 −4.98 1.170
0 11 3.514 4.113 − 4.731 0.189 0.683 − 0.978 −5.02 1.174
0 12 3.514 4.113 − 4.782 0.189 0.683 − 0.974 −5.05 1.177
0 13 3.514 4.113 − 4.833 0.189 0.683 − 0.970 −5.09 1.180
0 14 3.514 4.113 − 4.884 0.189 0.683 − 0.967 −5.13 1.183
0 15 3.514 4.113 − 4.934 0.189 0.683 − 0.964 −5.16 1.185
1 0 3.514 4.113 4.251 4.979 0.189 0.683 1.100 1.143 −5.19 1.221
0 16 3.514 4.113 − 4.983 0.189 0.683 − 0.961 −5.20 1.188
1 1 3.514 4.113 4.251 5.027 0.189 0.683 1.100 1.140 −5.22 1.221
0 17 3.514 4.113 − 5.032 0.189 0.683 − 0.958 −5.24 1.194
method can be used to obtain the mean and standard deviation of any squared mul-
tipath attenuation factor α2c,r with good accuracy if the clusters are disjointed. This
accuracy may be increased by using a different technique than Wilkinson’s method
to estimate the sum of pseudo log-normal RVs. Moreover, our method can be used to
determine the distribution of the strongest multipath components amongst the clus-
ters and rays. This knowledge can be useful in the design of an efficient rake receiver
for UWB communication systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel.
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Table 3.11: Mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest multipath components
for the channel scenario CM4.
Theoretical values Simulation values
c r mα2c,r σα2c,r ism mα2c,r σα2c,r
0 0 −4.617 1.134 1 −4.498 1.080
0 1 −4.651 1.136 2 −4.577 1.075
0 2 −4.688 1.141 3 −4.653 1.061
0 3 −4.724 1.146 4 −4.707 1.120
0 4 −4.758 1.147 5 −4.692 1.110
0 5 −4.797 1.153 6 −4.741 1.077
0 6 −4.833 1.156 7 −4.876 1.194
0 7 −4.866 1.157 8 −4.763 1.037
0 8 −4.903 1.160 9 −4.845 1.107
0 9 −4.939 1.164 10 −4.901 1.143
0 10 −4.981 1.170 11 −4.861 1.045
0 11 −5.016 1.174 12 −4.956 1.096
0 12 −5.053 1.177 13 −4.931 1.055
0 13 −5.089 1.180 14 −4.951 1.066
0 14 −5.128 1.183 15 −5.037 1.143
0 15 −5.162 1.185 16 −5.140 1.169
1 0 −5.187 1.221 17 −5.083 1.100
0 16 −5.198 1.188 18 −5.186 1.183
1 1 −5.219 1.221 19 −5.207 1.156
0 17 −5.238 1.194 20 −5.190 1.172
3.5 Summary
The most popular channel model for short-distance high-data rate UWB commu-
nications has been described in this chapter. First, the multipath and path loss model
requirements for UWB communications have been introduced. Then, the multipath
attenuation factor and delay distributions of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model have
been presented. Also the specifications of this channel model have been reported and
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the features and parameters of the four channel scenarios composing the model have
been detailed. Next, using the definition of the normalised CIR of the IEEE 802.15.3a
channel model, a method has been designed to find the equivalent RV characterising
any multipath attenuation factor and to obtain its mean and standard deviation.
This theoretical method considers any multipath attenuation factor as a sum of series
of RVs which can be well-characterised by pseudo log-normal RVs. It can be used
to obtain the distribution of multipaths amongst the clusters and rays. Finally, the
mean and the standard deviation values of the 20 strongest paths for any channel
scenario have been obtained through our method and these values have been com-
pared with simulation values. Results have shown that our method provides suitable
accuracy, especially for the channel scenarios CM1 and CM3. This accuracy may be
increased by using a different technique than Wilkinson’s method to estimate the sum
of pseudo log-normal RVs.
In the next chapter, using the decision-statistic variables derived in Chapter 2 and
the mean and standard deviation values obtained for any channel scenario in Tables
3.4, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.10, theoretical bounds on the maximum achievable performance
will be derived for coherent UWB systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. These
bounds will be used in the performance analysis of SL-IR systems.
Chapter 4
Performance of SL-IR Systems
over the IEEE 802.15.3a Channel
4.1 Introduction
UWB communication systems studied by the IEEE 802.15.3a group are designed
to transmit a great number of data at a very high rate and with a limited amount of
power. The latter enforces a limit on the level of interference between UWB systems
and other existing wireless systems by transmitting several pulses to form a symbol,
implying a limitation on the achievable data rates for UWB systems. Moreover, con-
tinuous pulse generation provokes spectral lines in the transmitted signal that may
create interference with other communication systems or reduce the system perfor-
mance through ISI and IPI. Due to the severe limitation imposed on the transmit
power, a trade-off between the data rate and the level of interference must be reached
to optimise the performance of single-band UWB systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a
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channel, using convenient and practical waveforms, data modulation schemes, ran-
domizing methods, rake receivers and detection techniques.
This fourth chapter proposes a comprehensive analysis of SL-IR systems and an
investigation of their performance over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. The multipath-
attenuation-factor amplitude distribution being log-normal, a highly tight closed-form
approximation of the average probability of error over a log-normal fading channel
is derived in Section 4.2 and combined with our results found in Chapter 3 to ob-
tain closed-form approximations of the average probability of error over the IEEE
802.15.3a channel in Section 4.3. Then, the simulation parameters, various results
from Monte-Carlo simulations and BER performance analysis are presented in Section
4.4. Finally, the results lead to some appropriate conclusions in Section 4.5.
In this chapter, the main contribution is a novel highly tight closed-form ap-
proximation of the Average Bit-Error Probability (ABEP) over a log-normal fading
channel proposed in Section 4.2 and reported in [32]. Then, using this closed-form
approximation, a theoretical analysis of SL-IR system performance is proposed over
the IEEE 802.15.3a channel in Section 4.3 and is included in [29]. Finally, some
simulation results obtained in Section 4.4 are used in [31].
4.2 A Highly Tight Closed-Form Approximation
of the APBE over Log-Normal Fading Channel
The log-normal probability distribution has been extensively used in wireless com-
munications to model the shadowing [44], [50]. The average probability of error for
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different cellular communication systems, where shadowing is involved on its own or
mixed with either Rayleigh or Rician fading, has been derived in [50]. The resulting
expression is a computable formula of the average probability of error obtained by us-
ing Hermite polynomial approximation [5]. This common expression is quite accurate
but provides only numerical results. Here, instead, a closed-form approximation of the
average probability of error over a log-normal fading channel with adjustable accuracy
is proposed, designed using simple interpolation and approximation techniques [39],
Lambert’s function [14] and other basic mathematical tools. Our expression is given in
terms of the SNR of the system, the mean and standard deviation of any log-normally
distributed RV, and the type of symbol constellation. This approximation is highly
accurate and can be used to evaluate and easily compare the bit-error performance
of communication systems over log-normal fading channels. Next, this expression is
specifically used in Section 4.3 to analyse and evaluate the bit-error performance of
SL-IR systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel, knowing from Chapter 3 that the
multipath attenuation factor amplitude of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel is log-normally
distributed.
4.2.1 System Model
Consider an M -ary modulated signal s transmitted over a channel modelled by a
multiplicative distortion h = |β|eiθ and an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise n with
variance N0/2, where β follows a log-normal probability distribution and θ ∈ {0;π}.
The received signal per user ru can then be expressed as
ru =
√
ǫush+ n, (4.1)
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where ǫu is the transmitted energy per user and per bit. The bit-error probability
using ML detector for most of the common constellations is given by [44]
Pe ≤ q(α) = ζ1Q
(√
ζ0γbα
)
, (4.2)
where α = β2 is a log-normal RV, Q(x) = 1√
2π
∫∞
x
e−t
2/2dt, ζ0 and ζ1 depend on the
constellation, and γb = ǫu/N0 is the SNR per user and bit. The ABEP is obtained
by averaging over α, for constellation where Pe = q(α), as follows:
Pe =
∫ +∞
0
p(α)q(α)dα, (4.3)
where p(α) is the pdf of a (mα, σα)-log-normally-distributed RV α given by
p(α) =
1
α
√
2πσα
exp
(
−1
2
(
ln (α)−mα
σα
)2)
. (4.4)
Applying the Chernoff bound on Q(x), i.e., Q(x) ≤ e−x2/2, an upper bound for q(α)
is
q(α) ≤ ζ1e−ζ0γbα/2. (4.5)
Then, using (4.5) in (4.3) to obtain the upper bound on the ABEP as
Pe ≤ Pe,0 =
∫ +∞
0
ζ1
α
√
2πσα
exp
(
−1
2
(
ζ0γbα +
(
ln (α)−mα
σα
)2))
dα. (4.6)
Finally, using the change of variables x =
(
ln (α)−mα√
2σα
)
in (4.6), the upper bound Pe,0
can be rewritten in a compact form as
Pe,0 =
ζ1√
π
∫ +∞
−∞
e−νe
x
k e−x
2
dx =
ζ1√
π
∫ +∞
−∞
f(x)dx, (4.7)
where ν = ζ0
2
γbe
mα ≥ 0, k = 1√
2σα
≥ 0, and f(x) is expressed as follows:
f(x) = e−νe
−
x
k e−x
2
, x ∈ R. (4.8)
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The upper bound Pe,0 on the ABEP Pe defined in (4.7) cannot be simplified under
this formulation in a closed-form expression since the integral of f(x) does not exist in
closed form. In order to find good closed-form approximations for Pe,0, an analytically
integrable function g(x) that tightly upper bounds f(x) is introduced in the next
section. The function g(x) is defined by applying to f(x) one of the interpolation
techniques described in [39].
4.2.2 Closed-Form Expressions of the Upper Bound on the
ABEP
Theoretical Analysis
In order to obtain a good approximation of f(x) by g(x), a thorough analysis
of f(x) is firstly undertaken. The function f(x) in (4.8) is always a positive and a
differentiable function of x and lim
x→−∞
f(x) = lim
x→+∞
f(x) = 0. Differentiating f(x)
with respect to x, results in
df(x)
dx
= e
−
(
νe−
x
k +x
k
+x2
) [ν
k
− 2xexk
]
. (4.9)
The first term of this expression is clearly always positive. Let xˆ0 be a solution of the
equation df(x)
dx
= 0. Then, df(x)
dx
≥ 0 over (−∞, xˆ0], and df(x)dx ≤ 0 over [xˆ0,+∞). This
implies that f(x) increases over (−∞, xˆ0] and decreases over [xˆ0,+∞). Therefore,
f(x) is a concave function of x, and the unique maximum of this function, which
occurs at xˆ0, can be obtained as follows:
df(x)
dx
= 0 ⇒ ν
2k2
=
xˆ0
k
e
xˆ0
k . (4.10)
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The Lambert W function satisfies W (z)eW (z) = z, z ∈ C, and is a multi-valued
function of z, [14]. However, for w = z ∈ [−1/e,+∞), the real branch of W (z), i.e,
W0(w) can be obtained by a convergent Taylor series, and W0 : R+ → R+ [14]. Then,
in (4.10), W0(w) =
xˆ0
k
with w = ν
2k2
is set and the result is
xˆ0 = kW0
( ν
2k2
)
, (4.11)
where xˆ0 ∈ R+, since ν ∈ R+, k ∈ R+ and W0 : R+ → R+. The study of f(x) from
(4.9) to (4.11) reveals that f(x) is concave with a unique maximum xˆ0 ≥ 0 given in
(4.11). Moreover, knowing that f(x) is concave and approaches zero as x → ±∞,
points xm ≤ 0 and xn > 0 can be found such that the areas under f(x) are negligible
beyond these points. Thus, f(x) can be truncated between an interval [xm, xn] and
(4.7) can be rewritten as
Pe,0 ≃ ζ1√
π
∫ xn
xm
f(x)dx. (4.12)
For any interval [xm, xn], parameters a > 0, b < 0, and ∆ > |b| can be obtained such
that
a|x|+ b ≤ x2 ≤ a|x|+ b + ∆. (4.13)
Inserting the result (4.13), i.e., a simple linear interpolation of x2 by a|x| + b over a
closed interval [xm, xn], in (4.8), it becomes possible to obtain a good approximation
of f(x) by a function g(x) defined as follows:
g(x) = e−νe
−
x
k e−(a|x|+b). (4.14)
Consequently, this function satisfies the following inequality over [xm, xn]
g(x)e−∆ ≤ f(x) ≤ g(x). (4.15)
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Intuitively, g(x) must be concave with a unique maximum to be a good approximation
of f(x). The differentiation of g(x) with respect to x allows us to verify if g(x) satisfies
these properties and also to obtain suitable values for a and b. The function g(x) is
a differentiable and positive function of x over [xm, xn] such that
dg(x)
dx
= e
−
(
νe−
x
k +x
k
+a|x|+b
) [
ν
k
− ax|x|e
x
k
]
. (4.16)
The first term of this equation is always positive. Let xˆ1 ∈ [xm, xn] be a solution of
the equation dg(x)
dx
= 0. Then, dg(x)
dx
≥ 0 over [xm, xˆ1], and dg(x)dx ≤ 0 over [xˆ1, xn]. This
implies that g(x) increases over [xm, xˆ1] and decreases over [xˆ1, xn]. Notice also from
(4.16) that xˆ1 > 0. Therefore, g(x) is a concave function of x and the abscissa of its
unique maximum xˆ1 can be found from (4.16) by solving
dg(x)
dx
= 0 as
xˆ1 = k ln
( ν
ak
)
. (4.17)
Our study of the functions f(x) and g(x) reveals that both functions are concave with
a unique maximum. Using these properties, the value of a and b can be obtained by
forcing xˆ0 = xˆ1 and f(xˆ0) = g(xˆ0), respectively.
Assumption1 : Let xˆ0 = xˆ1, using (4.11) and (4.17) this equality can be re-expressed
as
kln
( ν
ak
)
= kW0(z),
where z = ν
2k2
, and the previous relation can be rewritten as
ν
k
= aeW0(z) ⇔ z = a
2k
eW0(z).
Then, using the definition of the Lambert function, i.e., z = W0(z)e
W0(z), z ∈ R+, the
previous equations are simplified as follows:
W0(z) =
a
2k
⇔ a = 2kW0(z) ⇔ a = 2xˆ0.
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Therefore, xˆ0 = xˆ1 implies a = 2xˆ0.
Assumption2 : Let f(xˆ0) = g(xˆ0), then using (4.8) and (4.14) this equality can be
re-expressed as
e−νe
−
xˆ0
k e−xˆ
2
0 = e−νe
−
xˆ0
k e−(a|xˆ0|+b),
and the previous relation can be simplified as
xˆ20 = a|xˆ0|+ b.
Then, using a = 2xˆ0 in the previous equation implies b = −xˆ20.
Therefore, in any interval [xm, xn], the two-sided inequality in (4.13) holds, if a = 2xˆ0,
b = −xˆ20 and ∆ > xˆ20. Inserting these values for a and b in (4.14) imply with (4.15)
that the function
g(x) = e−νe
−
x
k e−xˆ0(2|x|−xˆ0) (4.18)
upper bounds f(x) over [xm, xn]. Moreover, contrarily to f(x), the antiderivative
function of g(x) exists and is such that, for x ≥ 0,∫ xn
0
g(x)dx =
∫ xn
0
e−νe
−
x
k e−xˆ0(2x−xˆ0).
Using a change of variable t = νe−
x
k in the previous relation it comes∫ xn
0
g(x)dx = kexˆ
2
0ν−2kxˆ0
∫ ν
νe−
xn
k
e−tt2kxˆ0−1dt,
= kexˆ
2
0ν−2kxˆ0G(ν, k, xˆ0, xn),
(4.19)
where
G(ν, k, xˆ0, xn) = γ (2kxˆ0, ν)− γ
(
2kxˆ0, νe
−xn
k
)
,
and γ(u, v) =
∫ v
0
e−ttu−1dt is the incomplete Gamma function, with u, v ∈ R∗+. Sim-
ilarly, using the same change of variable, the antiderivative function of g(x) can be
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derived for x ≤ 0 as∫ 0
xm
g(x)dx =
∫ 0
xm
e−νe
−
x
k exˆ0(2x+xˆ0)
= kexˆ
2
0ν2kxˆ0
∫ νe−xmk
ν
e−tt−2kxˆ0−1dt,
= kexˆ
2
0ν2kxˆ0
[
λ (2kxˆ0, ν)− λ
(
2kxˆ0, νe
−xm
k
)]
,
(4.20)
where λ(u, v) =
∫ +∞
v
e−tt−u−1 dt, with u, v ∈ R∗+. Then, combining (4.12) and (4.15),
Pe,0 can be upper bounded by a close form expression as
Pe,0 ≤ ζ1√
π
∫ xn
xm
g(x)dx =
ζ1ke
xˆ20√
π
[
ν−2kxˆ0
(
γ (2kxˆ0, ν)− γ
(
2kxˆ0, νe
−xn
k
))
+ ν2kxˆ0
×(λ (2kxˆ0, ν)− λ
(
2kxˆ0, νe
−xm
k
))]
.
(4.21)
The close-form expression defined in (4.21) upper bounds Pe,0 for any SNR per user
and bit, i.e., γb, value and can be simplified without loss of accuracy for high γb
values. In Table 4.1, it is shown that values of xˆ0, xn increase and xm approaches
zero as γb increases. Hence,
∫ 0
xm
g(x)dx becomes negligible as γb takes values above
11 dB. In this case, a simplified closed-form expression of the upper bound on Pe,0,
denoted by Pe,L, is derived using (4.21) as
Pe,L =
ζ1G(ν, k, xˆ0, xn)√
2πσα
[
ζ0
2
e−
1
2(W0(ζ0γbσ2αemα/2)−2mα)γb
]− 1
σ2α
W0(ζ0γbσ2αemα/2)
. (4.22)
Furthermore, for high values of γb that result in ν ≫ νe−xnk , the approximation
G(ν, k, xˆ0, n) ≃ Γ (2kxˆ0) is used, where Γ(u) =
∫ +∞
0
e−ttu−1dt is the Gamma function,
u ∈ R∗+, and (4.22) is simplified, regardless of xn, as follows:
Pe,H =
ζ1Γ (W0 (ζ0γbσ
2
αe
mα/2) /σ2α)√
2πσα
[
ζ0
2
e−
1
2(W0(ζ0γbσ2αemα/2)−2mα)γb
]− 1
σ2α
W0(ζ0γbσ2αemα/2)
.
(4.23)
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Table 4.1: Typical values of xm, xˆ0, and xn, for various σy = 2, 6, 12 dB.
σy (dB)
2 6 12
γb(dB) xm xˆ0 xn xm xˆ0 xn xm xˆ0 xn
0 −2.022 0.273 2.767 −0.966 0.425 2.743 −0.500 0.404 2.698
1 −1.913 0.331 2.798 −0.869 0.481 2.762 −0.444 0.440 2.707
2 −1.791 0.398 2.836 −0.772 0.540 2.783 −0.389 0.478 2.717
3 −1.655 0.476 2.880 −0.674 0.602 2.807 −0.333 0.517 2.728
4 −1.506 0.566 2.932 −0.574 0.667 2.833 −0.278 0.557 2.740
5 −1.345 0.667 2.992 −0.474 0.735 2.862 −0.222 0.598 2.752
6 −1.172 0.780 3.061 −0.373 0.806 2.893 −0.167 0.639 2.765
7 −0.988 0.905 3.140 −0.271 0.879 2.927 −0.111 0.682 2.779
8 −0.792 1.042 3.229 −0.169 0.955 2.963 −0.055 0.725 2.794
9 −0.587 1.191 3.328 −0.066 1.032 3.002 0 0.769 2.810
10 −0.373 1.351 3.438 0 1.112 3.043 0 0.813 2.826
11 −0.15 1.522 3.558 0 1.194 3.087 0 0.859 2.844
12 0 1.703 3.688 0 1.277 3.133 0 0.904 2.862
Thus, two simplified closed-form expressions, Pe,L and Pe,H, equivalent to (4.21) for
γb > 11 dB and γb > 20 dB, respectively, are derived in this section. These two
closed-form expressions are good approximations of Pe,0 for high γb values, as shown
in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and also are upper bounds on the ABEP.
Numerical Analysis
Let y be a normally distributed RV with mean my and standard deviation σy,
such that y = 10 log10(α); then my = cmα and σy = cσα, where c = 10/ ln (10). The
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Figure 4.1: ABEP vs. γb (dB) for a binary antipodal constellation and σy =
2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12 dB using Pe,0, Pe,L, and Pe,H relations.
parameter σy, known as the dB spread, is usually between 6 and 12 dB for most
wireless communication systems [9], and between 2 and 5 dB for UWB systems [17].
The constellation parameters (ζ0, ζ1) can be obtained from [44]. For instance, for a
binary antipodal constellation (ζ0 = 2, ζ1 = 1), or for an M -ary orthogonal constella-
tion
(
ζ0 = log2 (M), ζ1 = 2
(log2 (M)−1)
)
. The values of xm and xn reported in Table 4.1
are computed such that f(xm)/f(xˆ0) ≤ ε, and f(xn)/f(xˆ0) ≤ ε, respectively. The
results presented in Fig. 4.1, Fig. 4.2, and Table 4.1 are obtained for my = 0 dB and
ε = 0.001. For a binary antipodal constellation and various dB spread values, in this
section, closed-form expressions of the upper bound on Pe,0 are plotted, given in (4.22)
and (4.23), against γb (dB), and compared with Pe,0, given in (4.6), and Pe, given in
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Figure 4.2: ABEP vs. γb (dB) for a binary antipodal constellation and σy =
2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12 dB using Pe, Pe,0, and Pe,H relations.
(4.3), in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The results in Fig. 4.1 show that our closed-form upper
bounds are tight approximations of Pe,0 and this tightness improves as γb increases.
Moreover, Fig. 4.1 confirms that at high SNR per user and bit, Pe,L ≃ Pe,H. In Fig.
4.2, our closed-form approximation Pe,H exhibits a close proximity to Pe,0, and the
nearly parallel feature of the curves in Fig. 4.2 are used to introduce a highly tight
closed-form approximation of the accurate ABEP, i.e., Pe, in the following section.
4.2.3 A Closed-Form Approximation of the ABEP with Ad-
justable Accuracy
In this section, Pe,H is modified to approximate Pe as closely as possible and to
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obtain an accurate closed-form approximation of the ABEP. Using w = ζ0γbe
mασ2α/2,
w ∈ R+, in (4.23), Pe,H can be rewritten as
Pe,H =
ζ1√
2πσα
Γ
(
W0 (w)
σ2α
)[
w
σ2α
]− 1
σ2α
W0(w)
e
1
2σ2α
(W0(w))
2
. (4.24)
Then, using the definition of the Lambert function, i.e., w = W0(w)e
W0(w), w ∈ R+,
(4.24) becomes
Pe,H =
ζ1√
2πσα
Γ
(
W0 (w)
σ2α
)[
W0(w)e
W0(w)
σ2α
]− 1
σ2α
W0(w)
e
1
2σ2α
(W0(w))
2
, (4.25)
which simplifies as
Pe,H =
ζ1√
2πσα
Γ (u) e−u(ln(u)+σ
2
αu/2), (4.26)
where u = W0(w)/σ
2
α. An examination of this formulation and results from Section
4.2.2, shows clearly that at high SNRs, i.e., u≫ 1, the slope of Pe,H is predominantly
determined by the exponential term in (4.26). Moreover, the two upper bounds in
(4.22) and (4.26) share the same exponential term and only differ in multiplicative
factors, i.e., G(ν, k, xˆ0, xn) for (4.22) and Γ (u) for (4.26). Using this intuition, Pe,H is
modified and a new function P ′e is introduced to closely approximate Pe as follows:
Pe ≃ P ′e =
ζ1√
2πσα
φ (u) e−u(ln(u)+σ
2
αu/2), (4.27)
where
φ (u) = η0e
u ln(u)−η1uη2 (4.28)
has been found to be an excellent choice of a parametric function. The best ap-
proximation for Pe between any two probability of errors Pa and Pb is obtained by
adjusting the parameters η0, η1 and η2 such that the following criterion is satisfied:
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
∣∣∣Pe −1 (10∆n(n+ 12)Pa, σy)− P ′e −1 (10∆n(n+ 12)Pa, σy, η0, η1, η2)∣∣∣ < ε0. (4.29)
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In (4.29), Pe
−1
(.) and P ′e
−1
(.) are the inverse functions of Pe and P ′e, respectively,
∆n = (log10 (Pb)− log10 (Pa))/N , N is the number of discrete samples in the interval
(Pa, Pb), and ε0 ≪ 1. From (4.29), η0, η1 and η2 are obtained for σy ∈ [2, 12]
with increments of 0.5 dB for σy values, Pa = 10
−6, Pb = 10−1, N = 1000, ε0 =
0.01 dB, and then the resulting values for each and every one of the parameters are
interpolated, i.e., η0, η1 and η2, in the range of σy ∈ [2, 6) for UWB systems and in
the range of σy ∈ [6, 12] for most of the wireless systems. The results are as follows:
For σy ∈ [2, 6):
η0 = (0.06516(σy + 24.47))
2 − 2.5959 , η0 ∈ [0.379, 1.346),
η1 = −(0.06708(σy − 18.7231))2 + 2.7904 , η1 ∈ [1.532, 2.062),
η2 = (0.03162(σy − 17.001))2 + 0.662 , η2 ∈ (0.783, 0.887].
For σy ∈ [6, 12]:
η0 = 0.258(σy − 6) + 1.345 , η0 ∈ [1.345, 2.893),
η1 = −(0.0592(σy − 21.5))2 + 2.9046 , η1 ∈ [2.063, 2.588),
η2 = (0.02646(σy − 20.07))2 + 0.6434 , η2 ∈ (0.689, 0.782].
Finally, using (4.28) in (4.27), a highly tight closed-form approximation of Pe is
derived as follows:
P ′e =
ζ1η0√
2πσα
exp
(
−W0(ζ0γbe
mασ2α/2)
σ2α
[
η1
(
W0(ζ0γbe
mασ2α/2)
σ2α
)η2−1
+
W0(ζ0γbe
mασ2α/2)
2
])
.
(4.30)
In Figures 4.3 and 4.4, Pe and P ′e are plotted vs. γb (dB) for various dB spread values
and for two different types of constellations. These graphs show a highly accurate
fitness between Pe and P ′e and, hence, justifies our proposed approximation described
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Figure 4.3: ABEP vs. γb (dB) for a binary antipodal constellation, a 4-ary orthogonal
constellation, and σy = 2, 3, 4, 5 dB using Pe and P ′e relations.
in (4.27) and (4.28). Furthermore, this accuracy can be adjusted by a proper choice
of ε0 in our design formula in (4.29).
In order to get an intuitive understanding of the behaviour of Pe and P ′e, an upper
bound on P ′e is found using the fact that W0(x
(1+d)) ≥ ln(x) for x ≫ 1 and d ≥ 0.4,
since W0(x ln (x)) = ln (x) for x > 1/e [2] and x
d ≥ ln (x) for x ≥ 0 and d ≥ 0.4, and
ignoring η1
(
W0(ζ0γbe
mασ2α/2)
σ2α
)η2−1
in (4.30). Then, it is possible to write
P ′e ≤
ζ1η0√
2πσα
[
e(γb(dB))
2
]− 1
2(1+d)2σ2y . (4.31)
For a Rayleigh or a Rician fading channel, the ABEP can be expressed at high
SNRs as Pe ≤ [Cge(γb(dB))]−Dg , where Cg and Dg are defined as the coding gain and
the diversity gain, respectively, in multiple-antenna systems [56]. Relation (4.31)
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indicates that over log-normal fading channel the slope of the ABEP is controlled by
the squared SNR per bit and the dB spread of the log-normal fading. By analogy, Cg =[
ζ1η0/
√
2πσα
]−2((1+d)σy)2
and Dg = [2((1+d)σy)
2]−1 can be used as simple parameters
to compare the communication system performance over log-normal fading channel.
4.3 The Theoretical ABEP over the IEEE 802.15.3a
Channel
In Section 4.2.3, a highly tight closed-form approximation of the ABEP over a
log-normal fading channel has been derived for any practical dB spread values and
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various constellations. In this section, the results found in Chapter 3 are combined
with the closed-form approximation in (4.30) to obtain theoretical bounds on the
maximum achievable performance in the absence of interference for coherent UWB
systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel.
4.3.1 Practical Values for mα, σα, ζ0 and ζ1 in SL-IR Commu-
nications
The closed-form approximation proposed in (4.30) is given in terms of the constel-
lation parameters (ζ0,ζ1) and the mean and standard deviation of the log-normal RV
α, (mα, σα), which model the channel distortions. Here, there is a need to evaluate
these parameters in SL-IR communications to obtain a tight theoretical closed-form
approximation of the ABEP using these systems.
In Chapter 2, statistic-decision variables were derived for coherent detection. The
received signal in the absence of noise can be expressed in terms of optimum combining
factors, IPI and ISI. As explained in Section 2.4.3, the IPI could be equal to zero if
the delay between any two consecutive multipaths is at least equal to Tw. Moreover,
in [35] and [24] IPI is said to be negligible for a given set of resolvable multipaths or
if the transmitted pulse w(t) is very narrow. Similarly, ISI can be neglected, if a time
guard τgd is introduced between any two transmitted symbols, such that τgd > τNm−1.
Under these idealistic assumptions and perfect channel estimation, with (2.33), (2.37),
(2.50) and (2.51), the instantaneous SNR per user and per bit using EGC or MRC
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can be expressed as [35], [62]
γ̂b =

γb
(
Nf−1∑
f=0
|βF (f)|
)2
/Nf , if EGC,
γb
Nf−1∑
f=0
α2F (f) , if MRC.
(4.32)
Then by analogy with (4.2), the bit-error probability for most of the common con-
stellations used with UWB systems is given by [44]
Pe ≤ q(α) = ζ1Q
(√
ζ0γ̂b
)
. (4.33)
The constellation parameters (ζ0, ζ1) can be obtained from [44]. The values of (ζ0, ζ1)
for the different modulation schemes presented in Section 2.3.2 are as follows:
ζ0 = 2 , ζ1 = 1 , for a BPAM,
ζ0 = 0.5 , ζ1 = 1 , for OOK,
ζ0 = 1 , ζ1 = 1 , for a BPPM,
ζ0 = log2 (M) , ζ1 = 2
(log2 (M)−1) , for an M -OPPM or an M -PSM.
(4.34)
At this stage, substituting (4.2) with (4.33), a closed-form approximation of the ABEP
tailored for the IEEE 802.15.3a channel can be derived using the derivation under-
taken in Section 4.2. First, a log-normal RV α equivalent to
(∑Nf−1
f=0 |βF (f)|
)2
/Nf
using the EGC detection method or
∑Nf−1
f=0 α
2
F (f) applying the MRC detection method
must be found. In Chapter 3, it was shown that any squared multipath attenuation
factor of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel can be modelled by a pseudo log-normal RV and
the mean and standard deviation of the 20 strongest paths for any channel scenario
were obtained. Moreover, the sum of log-normal RVs can be well approximated by
another log-normal RV [9], [62]. Therefore, the mean and standard deviation of the
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Table 4.2: Mean and standard deviation of the equivalent log-normal RV α using an
S-rake with MRC detection for the channel scenarios CM1-4 and Nf =2, 5, 10, 20.
Theoretical values Simulation values
Channel Scenario Nf mα σα mα σα
2 −2.113 0.887 −2.081 0.897
CM1 5 −1.210 0.787 −1.203 0.791
10 −0.646 0.747 −0.672 0.746
20 −0.238 0.726 −0.299 0.725
2 −2.252 0.962 −2.217 0.956
CM2 5 −1.412 0.845 −1.386 0.829
10 −0.858 0.791 −0.891 0.775
20 −0.381 0.758 −0.507 0.743
2 −3.061 0.948 −3.001 0.926
CM3 5 −2.099 0.821 −2.048 0.803
10 −1.472 0.766 −1.426 0.764
20 −0.966 0.735 −0.926 0.733
2 −3.778 0.981 −3.702 0.937
CM4 5 −2.779 0.840 −2.753 0.816
10 −2.111 0.776 −2.102 0.762
20 −1.531 0.739 −1.528 0.730
equivalent log-normal RV α can be obtained by applying Wilkinson’s method to the
results presented in Tables 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.10. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, assuming
MRC and EGC detection methods, respectively, the mean and standard deviation
values of α are computed and reported for Nf =2, 5, 10, and 20. These results are
compared with those obtained with the Matlab program in [17], averaged over 50,000
independent realisations of the CIR for CM1 and CM2; 40,000 independent realisa-
tions of the CIR for CM3; and, 20,000 independent realisations of the CIR for CM4.
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Table 4.3: Mean and standard deviation of the equivalent log-normal RV α using an
S-rake with EGC detection for the channel scenarios CM1-4 and Nf =2, 5, 10, 20.
Theoretical values Simulation values
Channel Scenario Nf mα σα mα σα
2 −2.165 0.871 −2.135 0.879
CM1 5 −1.316 0.773 −1.309 0.775
10 −0.784 0.737 −0.807 0.734
20 −0.437 0.718 −0.496 0.715
2 −2.319 0.935 −2.281 0.928
CM2 5 −1.561 0.814 −1.523 0.801
10 −1.066 0.764 −1.078 0.752
20 −0.658 0.736 −0.756 0.726
2 −3.123 0.923 −3.059 0.903
CM3 5 −2.225 0.797 −2.160 0.784
10 −1.634 0.749 −1.581 0.746
20 −1.171 0.723 −1.118 0.721
2 −3.845 0.950 −3.762 0.913
CM4 5 −2.916 0.810 −2.875 0.793
10 −2.285 0.755 −2.256 0.746
20 −1.738 0.726 −1.706 0.720
The difference between analytical and simulation values remains small.
4.3.2 Theoretical Performance of SL-IR Systems over the
IEEE 802.15.3a Channel
The theoretical bit-error performance of SL-IR systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a
channel is obtained for a single user by inserting the values of (mα, σα), i.e., Tables
4.2 and 4.3, and the values of (ζ0, ζ1), i.e., relation (4.34), in (4.30), knowing that
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γ̂b = γbα, where α =
(∑Nf−1
f=0 |βF (f)|
)2
/Nf for EGC detection or α =
∑Nf−1
f=0 α
2
F (f) for
MRC detection.
Using (4.30), in Fig. 4.5, the ABEP vs. γb (dB) of SL-IR systems is plotted for
a BPAM, using EGC and MRC detection methods along with a rake receiver with
Nf = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and Nm fingers, over CM1. Results show a difference of about 18
dB at a ABEP of 10−6 when applying an A-rake receiver, i.e., Nf = Nm, instead of a
single-finger S-rake receiver. Results also emphasise that the performance difference
between EGC and MRC detection techniques increases with the number of fingers
of the rake receiver. Furthermore, these results show that the performance of SL-IR
systems can be greatly improved when using a 5-finger instead of a single finger rake
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Figure 4.5: ABEP as a function of γb (dB) of SL-IR systems for various detection
techniques and different rake finger numbers.
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receiver, and that a MRC detector along with a 20-finger S-rake receiver performs
only 1 dB worse than the A-rake receiver.
Using (4.30), in Fig. 4.6, the ABEP vs. γb (dB) of SL-IR systems is plotted
for a BPAM, applying a MRC detector along with an S-rake receiver with Nf =
2, 5, 10, and 20 fingers, respectively, over channel scenarios CM1, CM2, CM3 and
CM4. Firstly, results show that increasing the number of rake fingers decreases the
level of SNR per user and bit required to transmit at a given ABEP in any scenario.
For instance, at a ABEP of 10−6, increasing the number of fingers from 2 to 20,
decreases the required γb by about 11 dB and 13 dB for CM1 and CM4, respectively.
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Figure 4.6: ABEP as a function of γb (dB) of SL-IR systems over various channel
scenarios.
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Moreover, the performance difference between the various channel scenarios slightly
decreases with an increase in the number of rake fingers.
Using (4.30), in Fig. 4.7, the ABEP vs. γb (dB) of SL-IR systems is plotted for the
BPAM, OOK, BPPM, OPPM and PSM schemes, applying a MRC detector along with
an A-rake receiver, over CM1. Results show that in theory, the high-level modulations
based on orthogonal constellation perform better than on antipodal constellation, but
with a reduced data-rate. Otherwise, the OOK and BPPM perform between 6 and 3
dB worse than the BPAM for similar data rates at a ABEP of 10−6, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: ABEP as a function of γb (dB) of SL-IR systems for various modulation
schemes.
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4.4 Performance of SL-IR Systems over the IEEE
802.15.3a Channel: Simulation Results
In the previous section, there was a theoretical assessment of SL-IR system per-
formance over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. Here, the Matlab algorithm of the IEEE
802.15.3a channel provided in [17] is used to simulate the realistic performance of SL-
IR systems. Notice that theoretical and simulation results cannot be fairly compared
since the final simulation results are obtained by averaging the results of any single
curve of BER vs. γb (dB), i.e., the average BER curve of one CIR realisation, over
the best 90 out of 100 channel realisations for any of the four channel scenarios, as
recommended in [17]. Nevertheless, the joint analysis of both theoretical and simu-
lation results is useful to understand the effects of power limitation and interference,
and indicate the trend of the achievable performance for SL-IR systems in various
environments and for different transceiver configurations.
4.4.1 Assumptions and Simulation Parameters
• The channel estimation is assumed to be perfect at the receiver side when a
coherent reception technique is applied, i.e., EGC or MRC.
• The synchronisation is assumed to be perfect at the receiver side, i.e., εd = 0 in
(2.23) for any d, except in the synchronisation-error analysis in Figures 4.12 and
4.13, where εd is then considered as a zero-mean Gaussian RV with a standard
deviation σj ∈ [0, 10−10] [37].
• The SL-IR system simulations are performed using the Gaussian monocycle in
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(2.3) for BPAM, OOK, BPPM, M -OPPM, M -OCPPM, and using the MHP of
order n ∈ {1, 4} in (2.5) for M -PSM, with Tw = 0.7 ns, T0 = 0.2877 ns, and
T1 = 0.35 ns.
• The simulation results are obtained by considering for any channel scenario the
full CIR generated by the Matlab program provided in [17].
• The BER is computed using 400-bit packets, with at least 100 channel realisa-
tions of each CIR, and at least 400,000 bits transmitted, for each SNR value.
• The results are presented for a single-user configuration with a repetition gain
of 10 dB, and a sampling rate of Np/0.7 Giga samples per second, where Np is
the number of sample per pulse. For most of the simulations, Np = 10, except
in the synchronisation-error analysis in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
4.4.2 Results
Figure 4.8 presents the BER against SNR (dB) of SL-IR systems for the BPAM,
OOK, BPPM, OPPM, OCPPM and PSM schemes, applying a MRC detector along
with an Nm-fingers S-rake receiver, over CM1. Results show that modulation us-
ing orthogonal pulses, i.e., 4-PSM, is not efficient in dense multipath environment,
nevertheless it provides the best data rate. The IPI and ISI tend to destroy the
orthogonality when the pulses are sent in a continuous fashion. The comparison of
the BPAM and the BPPM, which possess an almost similar data rate, helps to un-
derstand the performance difference between SL-IR signals where pulses are sent in
a continuous or non-continuous fashion. The BPAM performs better than BPPM at
low SNR, but the performance difference decreases as SNR increases. Thus, transmit-
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Figure 4.8: BER performance of SL-IR systems for various modulation schemes.
ting data in a non-continuous way helps to reduce IPI and ISI. This is confirmed by
the results obtained for the 4-OPPM which performs better than the BPAM for SNR
>13 dB, but with a halved data-rate. Moreover, the results obtained for the 4-OPPM
are the closest to the theoretical results in the absence of interference in Fig. 4.7 and
their corresponding curves fit closely with log-normal curvature. Furthermore, the
4-OCPPM in (2.12) proves to be more robust against IPI than the standard 4-OPPM
in (2.11), by introducing discontinuity between pulses of different symbols and con-
tinuity between pulses within each symbol to take a full advantage of the repetition
gain Nw. The following simulations use this type of modulation scheme.
In Fig. 4.9, the effect of the detection techniques and the type of rake receivers
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Figure 4.9: BER performance of SL-IR systems for various detection methods and
different rake finger numbers.
on BER against SNR (dB) performance is analysed for a 4-OCPPM, applying AC,
DT, EGC and MRC detection methods with Nf = 2, 5, 10, 20, and Nm, over CM1.
First, results show that MRC and EGC detection techniques perform similarly for
a small number of rake fingers. Then, as Nf increases, the performance difference
between the two techniques increases in a more dramatic way in comparison with the
theoretical results presented in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, it can be concluded that EGC
has a greater sensitivity to IPI than MRC. Moreover, these results also show the huge
performance difference between the two non-coherent detection methods presented
in Section 2.4.3. On the one hand, the AC detection technique performs poorly in
dense multipath environments. On the other hand, the DT detection method provides
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an acceptable performance and performs even better than the 5-fingers S-rake MRC
coherent detection method for SNR > 22 dB. Finally, there is a noticeable 8.5 dB
difference at a BER of 10−4 between the Nm-fingers S-rake MRC coherent detection
method and the DT detection method. This difference represents the performance
difference between perfect and no channel estimation in SL-IR communications. In
Fig. 4.10, the effect of the number of rake fingers on the performance at a BER of
10−2 is presented for a 4-OCPPM, using various detection techniques and types of
rake receivers, over CM1. The results show that the MRC detection technique delivers
performance that improves as the number of fingers increases. On the contrary, the
EGC detection technique can paradoxically perform worse for a large number of rake
fingers than for a small number, as shown in [43]. Furthermore, the performance
of the EGC detection technique combined with a P-rake receiver for two different
but close number of fingers can be dramatically different. These behaviours can be
explained via the instantaneous SNR expression in (4.32). For MRC technique, adding
rake fingers increase the instantaneous SNR. For EGC technique with S-rake, adding
strong multipath components increase the instantaneous SNR, but adding negligible
ones decrease the instantaneous SNR because the multipath gain is divided by the
number of fingers Nf. Similarly, for EGC technique with P-rake, since strong and
negligible components can be alternatively added, oscillations occur depending on
the resolvable multipath amplitude distribution. Finally, the results in Fig. 4.9 and
Fig. 4.10 show that in order to obtain suitable performance in SL-IR communications,
it is necessary to combine the amplitude and phase of a large number of multipath
components using, for instance, MRC or DT detection methods.
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Figure 4.10: SNR (dB) as a function of the number of fingers at a BER of 10−2.
In Fig. 4.11, the BER vs. SNR (dB) for a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector
along with a 50-fingers S-rake receiver or a DT detector, over CM1, CM2, CM3, and
CM4 is plotted. Our results show that the performance difference between LOS and
nLOS transmissions is small, i.e., about 1 dB at a BER of 10−5, assuming that the
distance of transmissions is below four metres. Then, assuming a coherent detec-
tion, in order to increase the distance of transmission from 4 to 10 metres, about 4
dB is required, and the performance difference between standard and strong delay
dispersion environments is about 6 more dB. These results are similar to theory for
the performance difference between CM1 and CM2, but the theoretical performance
differences between CM2 and CM3, and CM3 and CM4 are smaller. Thus, IPI and
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Figure 4.11: BER performance of SL-IR systems over various channel scenarios.
ISI increase with the number of the CIR multipath components and further affect the
performance of SL-IR communication systems over CM3 and CM4. As far as non-
coherent detection is concerned, the performance difference over any channel scenario
is about 1 dB, and this phenomena is due to the fact that the DT method combines
all the CIR multipath components with added noise. Therefore, in theory, the re-
sults for all the channel scenarios should be identical, the difference is due to the fact
that IPI increases with the number of CIR multipath components. Finally, it can
be noticed that the non-coherent detection method performs better than the MRC
coherent detection method at a BER of 10−5 over CM4.
The graph in Fig. 4.12 depicts the BER vs. SNR (dB) performance of SL-IR
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Figure 4.12: BER performance of SL-IR systems in the presence of timing jitter.
systems in the presence of timing jitter for a BPAM and a 4-OCPPM, applying
coherent and non-coherent detection methods, over CM1. The results are obtained
for Np = 20 and σj = 7.10
−11. They show that timing jitter provokes a considerable
degradation of performance. The comparison of the BPAM with the 4-OCPPM curves
show that this degradation is more severe when data is transmitting in a continuous
way. These results also show that the degradation is proportional to the number of
rake fingers; the more multipath are combined, the less the degradation is important.
For instance, at a BER of 10−3, the degradation for the Nm-finger S-rake receiver
is about 4.5 dB, meanwhile for the 20-finger S-rake receiver, it becomes 7 dB. Also,
the degradation for the DT method and the Nm-finger S-rake receiver is similar. In
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for various Np values at a BER of 10
−3.
Fig. 4.13, the effect of timing jitter on the performance for various sampling rates is
presented, i.e., Np = 10, 20, and 100, at a BER of 10
−3, applying a 4-OCPPM and a
MRC detector along with a Nm-fingers S-rake receiver, over CM1. Results show that
the degradation due to the timing jitter increases exponentially as σj increases. The
degradation becomes stronger when the sampling rate is increased and a signal closer
to the reality is simulated, i.e., a continuous signal. Thus, in practice, the degradation
of performance should be more severe than the one witnessed in Fig. 4.12. Overall,
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 emphasise the considerable loss of performance that can be
inflicted to SL-IR systems by synchronisation errors.
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4.5 Summary
The Performance of SL-IR systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel has been com-
prehensively analysed in this chapter. First, a parametric highly tight closed-form
approximation of the average probability of error over a log-normal fading channel
with adjustable accuracy has been derived. The definitions of the various modulation
schemes, given in Chapter 2, and the analysis of the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model,
proposed in Chapter 3, were used to obtain the constellation and log-normal fading
parameters, respectively. These parameters have been then combined with our close-
form approximation to theoretically assess SL-IR system performance over the IEEE
802.15.3a channel for various modulation schemes, detection methods and environ-
ments. Our theoretical analysis is supported by simulation results that thoroughly
described the performance of SL-IR systems. The most suitable ways of transmitting
and receiving data have been illustrated in different environments and using various
transceiver elements. It has also been shown that transmitting data in a pseudo-
continuous way and using an S-rake receiver with MRC method help to mitigate the
effects of IPI and ISI. Finally, the catastrophic effect of a deficient synchronisation on
the overall system performance has been confirmed, as emphasised in [60] and [31].
The analysis of SL-IR system performance reveals the potential areas of improve-
ment. In the next chapter, the proposal is to use spatial diversity to enhance single-
band UWB system performance. For instance, it will be shown that our STBC with
OW for Impulse Radio (STBC-OW-IR) system can reduce the loss due to timing
jitter effects. Also, a performance comparison between the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR
systems will highlight the other benefits of multi-antenna systems for UWB.
Chapter 5
Space-time Block Coding for Single-
Band UWB Communications
5.1 Introduction
The STBC technique is one of the simplest techniques to exploit the diversity
of the MIMO channel. This technique, first introduced by [6] in a narrow band
fading environment, is based on orthogonal designs to achieve spatial diversity and
to greatly improve the performance of narrow band systems [56]. As far as UWB
communications are concerned, the first multi-antenna architecture for single-band
UWB systems was proposed in [61], where an Alamouti-based STBC scheme [6] with
two transmit antennae and one receive antenna was presented using a simple channel
model. This work was then extended in [60] to include performance assessments over
a multipath channel model. Next in [45], a multi-antenna single-band UWB STBC
system was combined with several OW and the STBC-OW-IR system was obtained
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to enhance the data rate. Finally in [31], as a particular significance of this work,
the performance of our STBC-OW-IR system was investigated over a realistic single-
band UWB channel, i.e., the IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel, described in Chapter
3. Performance improvements were exhibited in comparison with SL-IR systems,
in terms of BER and transmission distance. The works in [60], [45] and [31] also
illustrate that STBC-IR systems can increase the diversity order without necessarily
increasing the number of rake fingers, and can be useful for timing synchronisation
in UWB communications.
This fifth chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of our STBC-OW-IR system
and an investigation of its performance over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. In Section
5.2, the encoding process is described, the STBC-OW-IR signal using OW is designed
to achieve a full diversity, and the advantages of this signalling compared to the other
existing STBC-IR signalling is explained. Then, in Section 5.3, there is a focus on the
STBC-OW-IR reception process and an analysis of the receive signal for coherent and
non-coherent detection methods, in order to derive the decision-statistic variables cor-
responding to the STBC-OW-IR signalling. Using these variables in Section 5.4, the
STBC-OW-IR system performance is theoretically assessed over the IEEE 802.15.3a
channel. The theoretical results are complemented with various results from Monte-
Carlo simulations and are then compared against those obtained for SL-IR systems
in Chapter 4. This comprehensive analysis of our STBC-OW-IR system is concluded
in Section 5.5.
Throughout this chapter, the key contribution is the design and derivation of
a novel STBC-OW-IR system, which has been mostly reported in [31]. There is
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also a proposal for a novel and more accurate theoretical analysis of this system in
Section 5.4.1, using the closed-form approximation of the ABEP proposed in Section
4.2. Finally, novel results are obtained for the system in Section 5.4.2 and compared
against those in Section 4.4 to show the superiority of the STBC-OW-IR system
vis-a`-vis SL-IR systems in terms of performance.
5.2 Space-Time Block Encoder using Orthogonal
Waveforms for IR
In narrow band communications, STBC schemes such as Alamouti’s scheme are
based on orthogonal designs, i.e., at any given time the sequences of data sent over
the various transmit antennae are mutually orthogonal. A simple and practical way
to achieve orthogonality between signals in UWB communications is to form these
signals with OW. As explained in Section 2.3.1, there exist several sets of OW to
create orthogonal designs.
At any given time, for any user u, a bit stream flows toward the input of the
system. An M -level modulator is used to map each group of K = log2 M con-
secutive bits, i.e., [bu(iK + 0), ..., bu(iK +K − 1)] into a symbol Iu(i), where i ∈
{0, Ns − 1}. Then, a group of Nt consecutive symbols forms a vector Iu,0(j) =
[Iu(jNt + 0), ..., Iu(jNt +Nt − 1)], where j = ⌊i/Nt⌋, and Nt is the total number of
transmit antennae. For any l ∈ {1, L− 1}, the vector Iu,l(j) is obtained via a l times
right circular permutation of the vector Iu,0(j), where L is the length of a block code.
A Nt × L ST block code matrix Iu(j) is created by considering any vector Iu,l(j) as
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a column vector of Iu(j). Thus, any ST block code matrix Iu(j) can be expressed as
Iu(j) =

Iu(jNt + 0) Iu(jNt +Nt − 1) . . . Iu(jNt + 2) Iu(jNt + 1)
Iu(jNt + 1) Iu(jNt + 0) . . . Iu(jNt + 3) Iu(jNt + 2)
...
...
. . .
...
...
Iu(jNt +Nt − 2) Iu(jNt +Nt − 3) . . . Iu(jNt + 0) Iu(jNt +Nt − 1)
Iu(jNt +Nt − 1) Iu(jNt +Nt − 2) . . . Iu(jNt + 1) Iu(jNt + 0)

,
(5.1)
where any element Iu,n,l(j) of Iu(j) can be expressed according to the indexes n, l, as
follows:
Iu,n,l(j) = Iu (jNt + (Nt − l + n) mod {Nt}) = Iu(jNt + ι) = Iu,ι(j), (5.2)
where ι = (Nt − l + n) mod {Nt}. Next, each symbol of Iu(j) is shaped into a
waveform according to its position in the matrix. Any of these generated waveforms
ωu,n,l(t, j) can be stacked to form a Nt × L generated waveform matrix Ωu(t, j) as
Ωu(t, j) =

ωu,0,0(t, j) . . . ωu,0,L−1(t, j)
...
. . .
...
ωu,Nt−1,0(t, j) . . . ωu,Nt−1,L−1(t, j)
 . (5.3)
In order to maximise the transmit diversity, the matrix Ωu(t, j) is built on orthogonal
designs as explained in [53]. Thus, for any user u and block of symbols j, a full
transmit diversity can be achieved, i.e., Dg=Nt, if∫ +∞
−∞
Ωu(t, j)Ωu(t, j)
Tdt = LINt , (5.4)
where Ωu(t, j)
T is the transpose of Ωu(t, j), and INt is a Nt × Nt identity matrix.
The orthogonal designs are obtained by insuring that for any fixed indexes u, j, l, and
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n 6= m, the result is ∑L−1l=0 Rωu,n,l ,ωu,m,l (0) = 0. The waveforms are designed to verify
the previous rule; for instance, applying a BPAM to form the transmit signal, any
waveform ωu,n,l(t, j) is given by
ωu,n,l(t, j) = Iu,ι(j)υι(t), (5.5)
where υι(t) is the ι-th waveform belonging to a set of OW presented in Section 2.3.1.
Applying an M -OPPM instead, ωu,n,l(t, j) is expressed as
ωu,n,l(t, j) = υι(t− Iu,ι(j)Tw)). (5.6)
Next, Nt transmit signals are generated and sent simultaneously over the Nt transmit
antennae, as depicted in Fig. 5.1, where Tx stands for Transmitter and Rx for Re-
ceiver. Any transmit signal per antenna and symbol block, i.e., su,n(t, j), is designed
according to a random multiple-access technique, a type of constellation and a kind
of orthogonal waveform such as
su,n(t, j) =
√
ǫu
NtNw
L−1∑
l=0
ωu,n,l(t, j) ∗
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)δ(t− ((jL + l)Nw + k)Tw),
=
√
ǫu
NtNw
L−1∑
l=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Iu,ι(j)C
DS
u (k)υι(t− ((jL + l)Nw + k)Tw),
(5.7)
if the DS technique is combined with (5.5), or
su,n(t, j) =
√
ǫu
NtNw
L−1∑
l=0
ωu,n,l(t, j) ∗
Nw−1∑
k=0
δ
(
t− ((jL + l)Nw + k)Tf − CTHu (k)Tc
)
,
=
√
ǫu
NtNw
L−1∑
l=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
υι(t− ((jL + l)Nw + k)Tf − CTHu (k)Tc − Iu,ι(j)Tw),
(5.8)
if the TH technique is applied to (5.6), where
√
εu
Nw
is an energy normalisation term,
and 1√
Nt
guarantees a total transmitted power equal to the one considered in SL-
IR communications. Finally, the baseband representation of the u-th user signal,
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transmitted over the n-th transmit antenna, using packets of Ns symbols can be
given by
su,n(t) =
(Ns/Nt)−1∑
j=0
su,n(t, j), (5.9)
and the transmitted signal vector Su(t) is formed by stacking su,n(t) as follows:
Su(t) = [su,0(t), . . . , su,n(t), . . . , su,Nt−1(t)] . (5.10)
The ST block encoding process generates coded sequences of L symbols from non-
coded sequences of Nt symbols. In other words, there are L ST symbols transmitted
over any antenna for any block of Nt input symbols. The Code Rate (CR) of a ST
block code is the ratio between the number of non-coded symbols at the input of
the encoder and the number of coded symbols at the output of the encoder. It is
expressed as
CR =
Nt
L
. (5.11)
Then, the spectral efficiency of a ST block code is given by
η = KCR =
KNt
L
bits/s/Hz. (5.12)
Therefore, in order to maximise the spectral efficiency, it is fundamental to design
block codes with a code rate of one, i.e., full-rate codes. The first STBC scheme for
UWB reported in [61] and [60] is based on STBC for real constellations designed for
narrow band systems described in [56] and [53]. The length L of the output sequence
of this scheme is such that L = 2q, q ∈ N∗, and (q − 1) < log2 (Nt) ≤ q. Therefore,
the codes generated by this scheme can achieve a full-rate only for a limited number
of antenna configurations, i.e., Nt = 2, 4, 8, 16, .... For all the other transmit antenna
configurations, the bandwidth is expanded by a factor 1/CR. For instance, if Nt = 5
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the bandwidth will be extended by a factor 1.6. In contrast, our STBC-OW-IR system
is designed to generate full-rate codes regardless of the number of antennae, such that
L = Nt.
5.3 STBC-OW-IR Receiver Structure
Coherent and non-coherent detection methods, along with a rake receiver, are
used in UWB communications to process the received data, as shown in Chapter 2.
In this section both methods are adapted to the STBC-OW-IR signalling.
5.3.1 STBC-OW-IR Receive Signal
Any transmitted signal sent over any of the Nt transmit antennae is distorted
during its journey towards any of the Nr receive antennae. Each link between the
receive antenna ρ and the transmit antenna n, i.e., the (ρ, n)-th link, can be modelled
by a finite length impulse response as in (3.7) and can be expressed as
hρ,n(t) =
Nm−1∑
d=0
αρ,n,dδ(t− τρ,n,d). (5.13)
Then, the entire channel can be described by an Nt×Nr channel matrix H(t), formed
by stacking the CIR hρ,n,(t) of each link, as follows:
H(t) =

h0,0(t) h1,0(t) . . . hNr−1,0(t)
h0,1(t) h1,1(t) . . . hNr−1,1(t)
...
...
...
...
h0,Nt−1(t) h1,Nt−1(t) . . . hNr−1,Nt−1(t)

. (5.14)
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At the receiver end, any element ru,ρ(t) of the received signal vector Ru(t) is obtained
via the summation of the element-wise convolution of vectors Su(t) and matrix H(t)
plus a vector N (t) such that
Ru(t) = Su(t). ∗H(t) + N (t),
= [ru,0(t), . . . , ru,ρ(t), . . . , ru,Nr−1(t)] ,
(5.15)
where the u-th user received signal per receive antenna is given by
ru,ρ(t) =
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
αρ,n,dsu,n(t− Tρ,n,d) + nρ(t) = r̂u,ρ(t) + nρ(t), (5.16)
with nρ(t) is an AWGN per receive antenna with two-sided power spectral density
N0/2 , Tρ,n,d = τρ,n,d − ερ,n,d and ερ,n,d is a zero-mean normally distributed RV which
accounts for the addition of timing-jitter, synchronisation and tracking errors [37], of
any received pulse for the (ρ, n)-th link.
5.3.2 STBC-OW-IR Coherent Reception
By analogy with the SL-IR coherent reception presented in Chapter 2, several
STBC-OW-IR decision-statistic variables can be derived for coherent reception. The
channel parameters αρ,n,d and τρ,n,d of the (ρ, n)-th link are first estimated. Applying
either EGC or MRC detection methods, along with a rake receiver, the estimated
CIR can be expressed as
h˜ρ,n(t) =
Nf−1∑
f=0
e−jθ˜ρ,n,F (f)δ(t− τ˜ρ,n,F (f)) , if EGC
=
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)δ(t− τ˜ρ,n,F (f)) , if MRC.
(5.17)
where θ˜ρ,n,F (f) is the f -th estimated phase, α˜ρ,n,F (f) is the f -th estimated attenuation
factor and τ˜ρ,n,F (f) is the f -th estimated delay of the estimated CIR for the (ρ, n)-th
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link. The EGC and MRC method allow the combination of the energy components of
any transmitted symbol sent over any transmit antenna and received over any receive
antenna.
At the receiver end, a template waveform per user u, per transmit antenna n′, per
possible location m is generated according to the OW υ(t), the type of constellation,
the multi-access technique, and the u-th PR sequence applied at the transmitter end.
For instance, assuming that the transmitted signal is based on (5.7), i.e., a BPAM
combined with the DS technique, the u-th user template waveform per transmit
antenna and per possible location is given by
ωu,n′(t, l
′,m) =
√
1
NtNw
Nw−1∑
k′=0
(−1)mCDSu (k′)υn′(t− (l′Nw + k′)Tw). (5.18)
Assuming that the transmitted signal is based on (5.8), i.e., a M -OPPM combined
with the TH technique, the u-th user template waveform per transmit antenna and
per possible location is expressed as
ωu,n′(t, l
′,m) =
√
1
NtNw
Nw−1∑
k′=0
υn′
(
t− (l′Nw + k′)Tf − CTHu (k′)Tc −mTw
)
. (5.19)
Then, the vector Ωu,n′(t,m) is formed by stacking the ωu,n′(t, l
′,m) as follows:
Ωu,n′(t,m) = [ωu,n′(t, 0,m), . . . , ωu,n′(t, l
′,m) . . . , ωu,n′(t, L− 1,m)]. (5.20)
In order to implement the effect of BC, h˜ρ,n′(t) is re-expressed as a function of n
′ and
l′ as
h˜ρ,n′,l′(t) = h˜ρ,(l′+n′) mod {Nt}(t) = h˜ρ,κ(t), (5.21)
where κ = (l′ + n′) mod {Nt}. Using (5.21), an estimated CIR vector H˜ρ,n′(t) is
formed by stacking the h˜ρ,n′,l′(t) as follows:
H˜ρ,n′(t) = [h˜ρ,n′,0(t), . . . , h˜ρ,n′,l′(t), . . . , h˜ρ,n′,L−1(t)], (5.22)
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and H˜ρ,n′+1(t) can be obtained from H˜ρ,n′(t) via a left circular permutation of its
elements. Finally, with (5.20) and (5.22), an estimated template signal s˜u,ρ,n′(t,m) is
generated as follows:
s˜u,ρ,n′(t,m) = Ωu,n′(t,m). ∗ H˜ρ,n′(t)T
=
L−1∑
l′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
e−jθ˜ρ,κ,F (f)ωu,n′(t− τ˜ρ,κ,F (f), l′,m) , if EGC,
=
L−1∑
l′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜ρ,κ,F (f)ωu,n′(t− τ˜ρ,κ,F (f), l′,m) , if MRC.
(5.23)
Next, a decision-statistic towards the decoding of the i′-th transmitted symbol for
any user u is obtained through the correlation of the received signal ru,ρ(t) with the
estimated template signal s˜u,ρ,n′(t,m) as follows
χu(i
′,m) =
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
∫ (j′+1)LTs+τmax
j′LTs
ru,ρ(t)(s˜u,ρ,n′(t,m) ∗ δ(t− j′LTs))dt, (5.24)
where i′ = j′Nt + n′, j′ ∈ {0, ⌊Ns/Nt⌋ − 1}, n′ ∈ {0, Nt − 1}, L = Nt, and τmax is the
largest delay of the CIR, i.e., τmax = max (τρ,n,Nm−1). Therefore, our STBC-OW-IR
system allows the transmission and then the independent correlation of Nt different
symbols inside a NtTs period.
Using (5.16) and (5.23) in (5.24), the decision statistic towards the decoding of
the i′-th transmitted symbol for a BPAM-DS-UWB signal, applying a EGC detection,
and in the absence of AWGN, can be derived as
χ̂u(i
′,m) =
√
ǫu
NtNw
(Ns/Nt)−1∑
j=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nt−1∑
l=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
(−1)mIu,ι(j)CDSu (k)
×CDSu (k′)αρ,n,de−jθ˜ρ,κ,F (f)Rυι,υn′
(
[[(j − j′)Nt + (l − l′)]Nw + (k − k′)]Tw + (Tρ,n,d
−τ˜ρ,κ,F (f))
)
.
(5.25)
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Then, χ̂u(i
′,m) is re-expressed as
χ̂u(i
′,m)=
√
ǫu(−1)m
[
Iu(i
′)χ̂+nIAI,u(j
′, n′)+
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′)+nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′)
]
,
(5.26)
where χ̂ is the optimum EGC factor in the absence of interference, nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′)
is the IPI per link, nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′) is the ISI per link, and nIAI,u(j
′, n′) is the Inter-
Antenna Interference (IAI). The expression of χ̂ can be derived by inserting n = κ,
j = j′, and d = F (f) in (5.25), and assuming perfect channel estimation and perfect
synchronization can be simplified as
χ̂ =
1
NtNw
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)|βρ,κ,F (f)|Rυι,υn′ ([(l − l′)Nw
+(k − k′)]Tw),
(5.27)
where ι = (Nt− l+κ) mod {Nt}, since n = κ. Moreover, inserting l 6= l′ or k 6= k′ in
(5.27) implies that Rυι,υn′ ([(l − l′)Nw + (k − k′)]Tw) = 0 and therefore (5.27) is equal
to zero, regardless of ι and n′, since it is known with (2.14) that Rυι,υn′ (τ) = 0 for
any |τ | ≥ Tw. Furthermore, κ can be expressed as follows:
κ = (l′ + n′) mod {Nt} =
l
′ + n′, if l′ + n′ < Nt,
l′ + n′ −Nt, if l′ + n′ ≥ Nt,
(5.28)
which implies that ι = n′, if n = κ and l = l′. Finally, inserting l = l′, k = k′, and
ι = n′ in (5.27), the expression of the optimum EGC factor is simplified as
χ̂ =
1
NtNw
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
[CDSu (k
′)]2|βρ,κ,F (f)|Rυn′ (0),
=
1
Nt
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
|βρ,l′,F (f)|,
(5.29)
knowing that 1/Nw
∑Nw−1
k′=0 [C
DS
u (k
′)]2 = 1, and Rυn′ (0) = 1 regardless of n
′ with (2.14).
Next, the sum of the interference generated by any pulse on the other pulses, denoted
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nIPI,u(j
′, n′,m), is expressed by inserting j = j′, n = κ, and d 6= F (f) in (5.25), as
follows:
nIPI,u(j
′, n′,m) = (−1)m√ǫu
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′), (5.30)
where the IPI per link is given by
nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′) =
1
Nw
Nt−1∑
l=0
Iu,κ,l(j
′)
Nt
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
d6=F (f)
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)αρ,κ,de−jθ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
×Rυι,υn′
(
[(l − l′)Nw + (k − k′)]Tw +
(
Tρ,κ,d − τ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
))
.
(5.31)
The sum of interference produced by any transmitted symbol on the other transmitted
symbols denoted nISI,u(j
′, n′,m) is obtained by inserting n = κ and j 6= j′ in (5.25),
as follows:
nISI,u(j
′, n′,m) = (−1)m√ǫu
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′), (5.32)
where the ISI per link is given by
nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′) =
1
Nw
(Ns/Nt)−1∑
j=0
j 6=j′
Nt−1∑
l=0
Iu,κ,l(j)
Nt
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)αρ,κ,d
× e−jθ˜ρ,κ,F (f)Rυι,υn′
(
[[(j − j′)Nt + (l − l′)]Nw + (k − k′)]Tw +
(
Tρ,κ,d − τ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
))
.
(5.33)
Notice that the expression of IPI and ISI in SL-IR communications in (2.34) and
(2.35), respectively, are similar to those of the IPI and ISI per link in (5.31) and
(5.33), except that the IPI and ISI per link are a sum over Nt terms but divided by
Nt. Therefore, the overall contribution of the IPI and ISI per link to the level of
interference in STBC-OW-IR communications is expected to be similar to the level
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of interference induced by IPI and ISI in SL-IR communications. Finally, IAI is
introduced as the sum of the interference produced by any waveform of a link on a
waveform of any other link. The IAI is due to the fact that the delay distribution
of each link CIR is different if the links are uncorrelated. This term can become
negligible if all the links are perfectly correlated. The expression of nIAI,u(j
′, n′) is
derived by inserting n 6= κ in (5.25) as follows:
nIAI,u(j
′, n′)=
1
Nw
(Ns/Nt)−1∑
j=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
n6=κ
Nt−1∑
l=0
Iu,ι(j)
Nt
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)
× αρ,n,de−jθ˜ρ,κ,F (f)Rυι,υn′
(
[[(j − j′)Nt+(l − l′)]Nw + (k − k′)]Tw+
(
Tρ,n,d − τ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
))
.
(5.34)
Similarly, using (5.16) with (5.8) and (5.23) in (5.24), the decision statistic towards
the decoding of the i′-th transmitted symbol for an M -OPPM-TH-UWB signal, ap-
plying a MRC detection, and in the absence of AWGN, can be expressed as
χ̂u(i
′,m) =
√
ǫu
[
(Iu(i
′)−m)χ̂+
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′,m) + nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′,m)
+ nIAI,u(j
′, n′,m)
]
,
(5.35)
where, assuming perfect channel estimation and perfect synchronization, χ̂ is given
by
χ̂ =
1
Nt
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
α2ρ,l′,F (f), (5.36)
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the IPI per link, nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′,m), can be expressed as
nIPI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′,m) =
1
NwNt
Nt−1∑
l=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
d6=F (f)
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αρ,κ,dα˜ρ,κ,F (f)Rυι,υn′ ([((l − l′)Nw
+(k − k′))Nc + (CTHu (k)− CTHu (k′))]Tc + (Iu,κ,l(j′)−m)Tw +
(
Tρ,κ,d − τ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
))
,
(5.37)
the ISI per link, nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′,m), can be given by
nISI,u,ρ,l′(j
′, n′,m) =
1
NwNt
(Ns/Nt)−1∑
j=0
j 6=j′
Nt−1∑
l=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αρ,κ,dα˜ρ,κ,F (f)Rυι,υn′
(
[([(j − j′)Nt + (l − l′)]Nw+(k − k′))Nc+(CTHu (k)− CTHu (k′))]Tc + (Iu,κ,l(j)−m)Tw
+
(
Tρ,κ,d − τ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
) )
,
(5.38)
and the IAI is such as
nIAI,u(j
′, n′,m) =
1
NwNt
(Ns/Nt)−1∑
j=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
l=0
Nt−1∑
l′=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
n6=κ
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αρ,n,dα˜ρ,κ,F (f)
×Rυι,υn′
(
[([(j − j′)Nt + (l − l′)]Nw + (k − k′))Nc + (CTHu (k)− CTHu (k′))]Tc + (Iu,ι(j)
−m)Tw +
(
Tρ,n,d − τ˜ρ,κ,F (f)
) )
.
(5.39)
From a signal-analysis perspective, comparing (2.32) with (5.26) and (2.36) with
(5.35), our STBC-OW-IR system increases the diversity but the cost is added inter-
ference. The performance analysis undertaken later in Section 5.4 reveals the extent
of the improvements. Finally, the value of the i′-th transmitted symbol is obtained
by applying the ML rule to χu(i
′,m) in (5.24) and searching for the location m that
maximises this decision-statistic variable, using (2.48).
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5.3.3 STBC-OW-IR non-Coherent Reception
Non-coherent reception can also be considered as a simple and practical detection
method for the STBC-OW-IR signalling. In Chapter 2, the AC and the DT methods
were introduced and it was shown that the latter provides suitable performance for
low complexity. Here, the DT detection method is adapted to the STBC-OW-IR
signalling. This method requires to send Nt × Nr pilot symbols, i.e., one per link,
prior to the transmission of any packet of data. At the receiver side, the pilot symbol
sent over the (ρ, n)-th link by applying the DS technique can be expressed as
ωu,ρ,n′(t) =
√
ǫu
NwNt
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αρ,n′,dC
DS
u (k
′)δ(t− kTf − τρ,n′,d) + n′ρ(t), (5.40)
or by using the TH technique as
ωu,ρ,n′(t) =
√
ǫu
NwNt
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
αρ,n′,dδ(t− kTf − CTHu (k′)Tc − τρ,n′,d) + n′ρ(t). (5.41)
In order to implement the effect of BC, ωu,ρ,n′(t) is re-expressed as ωu,ρ,n′,l′(t) =
ωu,ρ,(n′+l′) mod {Nt}(t) = ωu,ρ,κ(t), and the vector Ωu,ρ,n′(t) is formed by stacking the
ωu,ρ,n′,l′(t) as follows
Ωu,ρ,n′(t) = [ωu,ρ,n′,0(t), . . . , ωu,ρ,n′,l′(t) . . . , ωu,ρ,n′,Nt−1(t)]. (5.42)
The various OW used at the transmitter end must be known at the receiver end in
order to create the estimated template signal such as
Υn′(t,m) = [(−1)mυn′(t), . . . , (−1)mυn′(t−l′Ts) . . . , (−1)mυn′(t−(Nt−1)Ts)], (5.43)
for a BPAM, or
Υn′(t,m) = [υn′(t−mTw), . . . , υn′(t−l′Ts−mTw) . . . , υn′(t−(Nt−1)Ts−mTw)], (5.44)
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for an M -OPPM. Then, The DT signal per user, per receive antenna, per possible
location is obtained as
su,ρ,n′(t,m) = Υn′(t,m). ∗Ωu,ρ,n′(t)T . (5.45)
Finally, a decision statistic towards the decoding of the i′-th transmitted symbol
for any user u is obtained through the correlation of the received signal per receive
antenna ru,ρ(t) with the DT signal su,ρ,n′(t,m) such that
χu(i
′,m) =
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
∫ (j′+1)NtTs+τmax
j′NtTs
ru,ρ(t)(su,ρ,n′(t,m) ∗ δ(t− j′NtTs))dt. (5.46)
The value of the i′-th transmitted symbol is obtained through relation (2.48).
5.4 Performance Analysis of the STBC-OW-IR Sys-
tem over the IEEE 802.15.3a Channel
In narrow band communications, spatial diversity is known to be an efficient
technique to combat the fading effect and to dramatically improve the performance.
Here, the following analysis reveals the benefit of spatial diversity in UWB single-band
communications.
5.4.1 Theoretical Performance of the STBC-OW-IR System
over the IEEE 802.15.3a Channel
The theoretical bit-error performance of the STBC-OW-IR system over the IEEE
802.15.3a channel can be obtained by inserting in (4.30) the values of (ζ0,ζ1) and
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(mα, σα) corresponding to the STBC-OW-IR system. The possible values for (ζ0,ζ1)
remain identical as in (4.34) and the values of (mα, σα) for any number of link can be
obtained through the Matlab algorithm generating the IEEE 802.15.3a CIRs in [17].
Under idealistic assumptions, i.e., negligible IPI per link, ISI per link and IAI, the
decision-statistic variables for coherent detection derived in (5.26) and (5.35), can be
simplified as in (5.29) and (5.36), respectively, and then the instantaneous SNR per
user and per bit can be expressed as
γ̂b =

γb
(
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
|βρ,n,F (f)|
)2
/(NrN
2
t Nf) , if EGC,
γb
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
α2ρ,n,F (f)/Nt , if MRC.
(5.47)
Then, a log-normal RV α equivalent to γ̂b/γb must be found and inserted in (4.30), as
in Chapter 4 for SL-IR systems, in order to obtain the theoretical bit-error probabil-
ity of the STBC-OW-IR system. The mean and standard deviation of the equivalent
log-normal RV α can be obtained through the Matlab algorithm in [17]. The re-
sults are averaged over 48, 000/Nt independent realisations of the CIR for CM2, over
36, 000/Nt independent realisations of the CIR for CM3, and over 18, 000/Nt indepen-
dent realisations of the CIR for CM4. In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, applying the MRC and
EGC detection methods, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation values
of α are computed and reported for Nf = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and Nt = 2, 3, 4. Notice that
the channel scenario CM1 is defined for a LOS-antenna configuration and very short
distances; therefore it is unlikely that the links between any two transmit and receive
antennae are uncorrelated, making the use of the STBC-OW-IR system inappropriate
over CM1. Finally, using the values of (mα, σα) in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, and the values
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Table 5.1: Mean and standard deviation of the equivalent log-normal RV α applying
MRC detection along with an S-rake receiver for Nt = 2, 3, 4 transmit antennae, the
channel scenarios CM2, CM3, CM4, and Nf = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20.
Nt = 2 Nt = 3 Nt = 4
Channel Scenario Nf mα σα mα σα mα σα
1 −2.74 0.90 −2.64 0.76 −2.58 0.68
2 −2.04 0.77 −1.96 0.65 −1.91 0.57
CM2 5 −1.24 0.65 −1.18 0.53 −1.15 0.47
10 −0.76 0.59 −0.70 0.49 −0.67 0.42
20 −0.38 0.55 −0.33 0.45 −0.30 0.39
1 −3.60 0.88 −3.51 0.76 −3.45 0.67
2 −2.86 0.80 −2.78 0.68 −2.72 0.59
CM3 5 −1.96 0.70 −1.89 0.59 −1.85 0.52
10 −1.37 0.66 −1.30 0.55 −1.27 0.48
20 −0.87 0.62 −0.81 0.52 −0.78 0.45
1 −4.35 0.91 −4.24 0.79 −4.18 0.71
2 −3.57 0.80 −3.50 0.70 −3.44 0.61
CM4 5 −2.65 0.74 −2.59 0.64 −2.55 0.57
10 −2.02 0.70 −1.96 0.60 −1.92 0.53
20 −1.46 0.67 −1.40 0.58 −1.36 0.51
of (ζ0, ζ1) given in (4.34), the theoretical bit-error performance of the STBC-OW-IR
system is obtained over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel for a single-user configuration.
Using relation (4.30), in Fig. 5.2 the ABEP vs. γb (dB) of the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-
OW-IR system is plotted for a BPAM, applying MRC and EGC detection methods
as well as a rake receiver with Nf = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and Nm fingers, over CM2. These
results confirm the results obtained in Fig. 4.5 for SL-IR systems. Thus, performance
difference between EGC and MRC detection techniques increases with the number
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Table 5.2: Mean and standard deviation of the equivalent log-normal RV α applying
EGC detection along with an S-rake receiver for Nt = 2, 3, 4 transmit antennae, the
channel scenarios CM2, CM3, CM4, and Nf = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20.
Nt = 2 Nt = 3 Nt = 4
Channel Scenario Nf mα σα mα σα mα σα
1 −2.86 0.84 −2.80 0.70 −2.78 0.61
2 −2.22 0.72 −2.18 0.59 −2.16 0.51
CM2 5 −1.49 0.60 −1.46 0.49 −1.44 0.42
10 −1.04 0.55 −1.02 0.45 −1.01 0.38
20 −0.72 0.52 −0.70 0.43 −0.69 0.37
1 −3.71 0.82 −3.68 0.70 −3.64 0.59
2 −3.02 0.74 −2.98 0.62 −2.95 0.52
CM3 5 −2.16 0.66 −2.12 0.54 −2.11 0.46
10 −1.59 0.63 −1.56 0.51 −1.54 0.44
20 −1.12 0.59 −1.09 0.48 −1.08 0.41
1 −4.47 0.88 −4.42 0.74 −4.39 0.65
2 −3.75 0.76 −3.71 0.64 −3.68 0.56
CM4 5 −2.86 0.70 −2.83 0.60 −2.81 0.52
10 −2.25 0.67 −2.22 0.56 −2.20 0.50
20 −1.70 0.65 −1.68 0.55 −1.66 0.48
of rake fingers, and the performance gain per rake finger decreases significantly for
Nf > 5. However, in comparison with SL-IR systems, a single-fingered rake receiver
with the EGC method performs slightly better than with the MRC method.
In Fig. 5.3, the ABEP vs. γb (dB) performance of SL-IR systems is compared
with the STBC-OW-IR system for Nt = 2, 3, 4 and Nr = 2, 3, 4, considering a BPAM,
applying a MRC detector along with an A-rake receiver, over CM2. Theoretical results
show that the performance gain of the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system is about 3 dB
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Figure 5.2: ABEP as a function of γb (dB) of the STBC-OW-IR system for various
detection techniques and different rake finger numbers.
at a ABEP of 10−6 compared to SL-IR systems. However, this gain is marginal in
comparison with the 25 dB difference between the SL and STBC system performance
over a narrow band fading channel [6]. Moreover, these results show that increasing
the number of transmit antennae slightly improves performance; a performance that
decreases as the number of transmit antennae increase. However, increasing the
number of receive antennae greatly improves performance. For instance, at a ABEP
of 10−6 the performance difference between a 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system and a
2Tx-2Rx-STBC-OW-IR system is about 5 dB. This gain is greater than performance
difference between the counterpart systems over a narrow band fading channel, which
is about of 3 dB [6]. Therefore, the STBC-OW-IR system over the IEEE 802.15.3a
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Figure 5.3: ABEP performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the STBC-OW-IR
system for various numbers of transmit and receive antennae.
channel provides a low transmit diversity and a good receive diversity.
In Fig. 5.4, the ABEP vs. γb (dB) performance of SL-IR systems is compared
with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system for a BPAM, applying a MRC detector along
with an S-rake receiver with Nf = 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 fingers, over CM2. First, the re-
sults show that performance difference between the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems
decreases with an increase in the number of rake fingers. This is not surprising since
the performance gain per rake finger decreases as Nf increases, as shown in Figures
4.5 and 5.2. The graph also shows that the STBC-OW-IR system combined with
a 5-finger rake receiver performs better than a SL-IR system combined with a 10-
finger rake receiver, at a ABEP of 10−6. The same observation can be made for the
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Figure 5.4: ABEP performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-
STBC-OW-IR system for various rake finger numbers.
10-finger STBC-OW-IR system against the 20-finger SL-IR system. Therefore, the
STBC-OW-IR system can help to reduce the number of rake fingers without affecting
performance.
In Fig. 5.5, the ABEP vs. γb (dB) performance of SL-IR systems is compared
with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system for a BPAM, applying a MRC detector along
with a 20-finger S-rake receiver, over various channel scenarios. The results show that
the STBC-OW-IR system performs better than SL-IR systems over any scenario.
However, the improvement brought by the STBC-OW-IR system becomes smaller as
the multipath density of the CIR increases. For instance, the performance difference
between the STBC-OW-IR system and SL-IR systems over CM4 is only about 1 dB
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Figure 5.5: ABEP performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-
STBC-OW-IR system over various channel scenarios.
at a ABEP of 10−6.
Presented in Fig. 5.6 is the ABEP vs. γb (dB) performance comparison of SL-
IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system for various modulation schemes,
applying a MRC detector along with an A-rake receiver, over CM2. The results
confirm those obtained in Fig. 4.7 that high-level modulations based on orthogonal
constellation performed better than the antipodal constellations. Otherwise, this
graph shows that performance difference between the STBC-OW-IR system and SL-
IR systems is almost the same for all presented constellations.
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Figure 5.6: ABEP performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-
STBC-OW-IR system for various modulation schemes.
5.4.2 Performance of the STBC-OW-IR System over the IEEE
802.15.3a Channel: Simulation Results
In the previous section, the STBC-OW-IR system performance has been theoret-
ically assessed over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. Here, the BER performance of our
STBC-OW-IR system is simulated using the single-band UWB simulator provided
in [1]. The performance of our system is then compared with SL-IR systems.
5.4.3 Assumptions and Simulation Parameters
• The channel estimation is assumed to be perfect at the receiver side when a
coherent reception technique is applied, i.e., EGC or MRC.
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• The synchronisation is assumed to be perfect at the receiver side, i.e., ερ,n,d = 0
in (5.16) for any ρ, n, d, except in the synchronisation-error analysis in Figures
5.12 and 5.13, where ερ,n,d is then considered as a zero-mean Gaussian RV with
a standard deviation σj ∈ [0, 10−10] [37].
• Any (ρ, n) link of the channel is assumed to be spatially uncorrelated from the
others [3], [60].
• The STBC-OW-IR system simulations are performed using the MHP of order
n ∈ {1, 4} in (2.5), with Tw = 0.7 ns, T0 = 0.2877 ns, and T1 = 0.35 ns.
• The simulation results are obtained by considering for any channel scenario the
full CIR generated by the Matlab program provided in [17].
• The BER is computed using 400-bit packets, with at least 100 channel realisa-
tions of each CIR, and at least 400,000 bits transmitted, for each SNR value.
• The results are presented for a single-user configuration with a repetition gain
of 10 dB, and a sampling rate of Np/0.7 Giga samples per second, where Np is
the number of sample per pulse. For most of our simulations, Np = 10, except
in the synchronisation-error analysis in Figures 5.12 and 5.13.
• The SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR system performance is compared for the same
data rate of 714.3/Nw Mbps.
5.4.4 Results
Presented in Fig. 5.7 is the BER against SNR (dB) performance comparison
of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system for various modulation
schemes, applying an MRC detector along with an Nm-finger S-rake receiver, over
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Figure 5.7: BER performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-
OW-IR system for various modulation schemes.
CM2. Results show that performance difference between SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR
systems is smaller than expected in the theoretical analysis, especially using the 4-
OPPM and 4-OCPPM modulations. In addition, spatial diversity helps to reduce the
performance gap between the BPAM and M -OPPM, and the STBC-OW-IR system
combined with a BPAM performs about 4 dB better than SL-IR systems combined
with the same modulation, at a BER of 10−5.
In Fig. 5.8, the BER against SNR (dB) performance of SL-IR systems is compared
with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system for a 4-OCPPM, applying an MRC detector
along with an S-rake receiver with Nf = 2, 5, 10, 20, and Nm fingers, over CM2. The
results reveal that for a small number of rake fingers, the STBC-OW-IR system
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Figure 5.8: BER performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-
OW-IR system for different rake finger numbers.
performs worse than SL-IR systems. Furthermore, performance difference between
the two systems increases as the number of rake fingers increases. These results do not
agree with the theoretical results, which show in Fig. 5.4 that performance difference
between the SL-IR and the STBC-OW-IR systems is larger for a small number of
rake fingers. Thus, for a small number of rake fingers, the diversity gathered by the
STBC-OW-IR system is not sufficient enough to counter the effects of IPI and IAI.
The less multipath are combined, the stronger the interference. In Fig. 5.9, the
effect of the number of rake fingers on the performance of SL-IR systems and the
2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system are compared at a BER of 10−2, for a 4-OCPPM,
applying various detection techniques and type of rake receivers, over CM2. The
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Figure 5.9: SNR (dB) as a function of the number of fingers for the SL-IR and
2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR systems at a BER of 10−2.
results confirm that SL-IR systems perform better than the STBC-OW-IR system for
Nf < 9. For MRC detection, performance difference increases slightly as the number
of fingers increases. For EGC detection, the difference remains constant except for
values of Nf around 50, and the performance worsens with an increase in the number
of rake fingers as shown in Fig. 4.10. Moreover, these results show that a 40-finger
STBC-OW-IR system performs as good as a 100-finger SL-IR system. Therefore, the
STBC-OW-IR system allows rake complexity to be reduced.
In Fig. 5.10, the BER against SNR (dB) performance of SL-IR systems is com-
pared with the STBC-OW-IR system for Nt = 2, 3, 4 and Nr = 2, 3, 4, considering a
4-OCPPM, applying an MRC detector with an Nm-finger S-rake receiver, over CM2.
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Figure 5.10: BER performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the STBC-OW-IR
system for various numbers of transmit and receive antennae.
The simulation results obtained are similar to the theoretical results in Fig. 5.3, ex-
cept for the difference in performance between the SL-IR and 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR
systems, which is only of 1 dB at a BER of 10−5, instead of 3 dB in theory. More-
over, these results confirm that receive diversity improves performance far more than
transmit diversity. However, this improvement rate is lower than the one achieved by
spatial diversity over a narrow band fading channel [56].
In Fig. 5.11, the BER against SNR (dB) performance comparison of SL-IR sys-
tems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system is plotted for a 4-OCPPM, applying a
MRC detector along with a 50-finger S-rake receiver and a DT detector, over CM1,
CM2, CM3, and CM4. The results show that in contrast to theory, i.e., Fig. 5.5, per-
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Figure 5.11: BER performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-
STBC-OW-IR system over various channel scenarios.
formance difference between the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems increases with the
distance of transmission and multipath density for coherent detection. This difference
is about 1dB and 4dB at a BER of 10−5 over CM2 and CM4, respectively. Thus,
spatial diversity helps to mitigate the effects of IPI and ISI in a very dense multipath
propagation environment. However, the improvement provided by the STBC-OW-IR
system is very slight for non-coherent detection.
The graph in Fig. 5.12 depicts the BER against SNR (dB) comparison of SL-IR
systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system in the presence of synchronization
errors, i.e., timing jitter with σj = 7.10
−11 s, for various modulation schemes and
different detection techniques, Np = 20, over CM2. The results show that for any
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Figure 5.12: BER performance comparison of SL-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-
STBC-OW-IR system in the presence of timing jitter.
modulation scheme and detection technique tested, the STBC-OW-IR system per-
forms at least 2 dB better than SL-IR systems at a BER of 10−5. Moreover, it
is shown that performance degradation of SL-IR systems can be large for a small
number of rake fingers or when the BPAM is applied. Also, in contrast to SL-IR
systems, the BPAM is more robust against timing jitter than the 4-OCPPM with the
STBC-OW-IR system. In Fig. 5.13, the effect of timing jitter on the performance
of SL-IR systems are compared with the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR system at a BER
of 10−3, for various sampling rate, i.e., Np = 20 and 100, applying a 4-OCPPM and
an MRC detector along with a Nm-finger S-rake receiver, over CM2. Results indicate
that performance difference between the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems increases
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at a BER of 10−3.
as timing jitter becomes more severe and as the value of Np increases. Finally, re-
sults obtained in (5.12) and (5.13) confirm those found in [60], i.e., spacial diversity
provides solid protection against mistiming and synchronisation failure effects.
5.5 Summary
A novel multiple-antenna system tailored for single-band UWB communications
has been proposed in this chapter and its performance has been assessed over the
IEEE 802.15.3a channel model. First, an explanation of how to design the multiuser
STBC-OW-IR signalling by transmitting block codes using several different OW over
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various transmit antennae has been given and the structure of the STBC-OW-IR
system has been presented in Fig. 5.1. It has also been proven that our system
can always achieve the best possible data rate in comparison with the other STBC-
IR systems, i.e., [61] and [60]. Then, the reception process has been detailed and
the decision-statistic variables have been derived for the STBC-OW-IR system con-
sidering different constellations and detection methods. Next, these variables were
compared with the ones previously obtained in Chapter 2 for SL-IR systems. The
resulting conclusion is that the STBC-OW-IR system can achieve diversity but at the
cost of IAI. Using these variables, the theoretical instantaneous SNR per user and per
bit was derived and was then used with the results obtained in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and
the closed-form approximation of the APBE in Chapter 4 to assess the theoretical
performance of our STBC-OW-IR system over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. The the-
oretical performance analysis was complemented by various results from Monte-Carlo
simulations and both kinds of results were compared against those obtained for SL-IR
systems. This performance-comparison analysis reveals that:
• the use of the BPAM scheme provides suitable performance in multi-antenna
communications.
• the effect of diversity on the BER performance is far smaller over the IEEE
802.15.3a channel model than over a narrow band fading channel. Receive
diversity improves performance far more than transmit diversity.
• the STBC-OW-IR system increases the diversity order without necessarily in-
creasing the number of rake fingers; therefore, it can achieve similar performance
to SL-IR systems with a reduced number of rake fingers.
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• spatial diversity helps to mitigate the effects of IPI and ISI in a very dense mul-
tipath propagation environment and the STBC-OW-IR system provides more
performance improvements compared to SL-IR systems as the communication
distance increases, for coherent detection.
• spatial diversity provides good protection against timing jitter and can be fur-
ther exploited for timing synchronisation of UWB communication systems.
The performance of a single-band UWB system can be improved by the STBC-
OW-IR system, but with the added complexity of multiple antennae. The main
difference in terms of performance between the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems
is evident in the presence of timing jitter. In the next chapter, another multiple-
antenna technique is proposed to exploit better the capacity of MIMO single-band
UWB communications.
Chapter 6
Space-timeTrellis Coding for Single-
Band UWB Communications
6.1 Introduction
The STTC technique in [54] was designed to further enhance multi-antenna sys-
tem performance in narrow-band communications. Similar to the STBC technique,
it allows the achievement of full spatial diversity, but with better coding gain. As
shown in Chapter 5, in a dense multipath log-normal fading environment, the benefits
of MIMO channel diversity are limited. Therefore, the added coding gain provided
by the STTC technique will allow, for instance, an increase in data rate without
increasing transmit power. The first attempt to combine the STTC technique with
single-band UWB systems was made in [28], where the scheme from [54] was adapted
to IR signalling and its performance was assessed over a simplistic channel model.
This work was then extended in [33] to include a performance assessment over the
150
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IEEE 802.15.3a channel and several novel optimum generator coefficients obtained
through extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. Finally in [30], as a particular signif-
icance of this work, novel STTC systems tailored for UWB communications were
designed, namely the STTC Orthogonal for IR (STTCO-IR) systems, and were then
compared to the STTC for IR (STTC-IR) system. An upper bound on the average
probability of error was analytically derived to obtain theoretical expressions of the
diversity and coding gains and propose new code design criteria for the STTCO-IR
and STTC-IR systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. These code design criteria
were used to obtain novel optimum codes for various encoding memory orders and
different numbers of transmit antennae. These works confirm the great improvement
potential of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems.
The sixth chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the STTC-IR and STTCO-
IR systems and an investigation of their performance over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel.
First, in Section 6.2, the transceiver structure of the multi-antenna multiuser STTC-
IR system is detailed and then a new upper bound on the probability of error is
derived for this system. In Section 6.3, two novel STTCO-IR systems are proposed
and their Euclidean distance path metric expressions are derived. These analytical
expressions indicate that the STTCO-IR systems can achieve an additional coding
gain compared to the STTC-IR system without impairing diversity gain. In Section
6.4, a new upper bound on the average probability of error is derived for the STTC-IR
and STTCO-IR systems, novel code design criteria are proposed and new optimum
codes are obtained for various encoding memory orders and different numbers of
transmit antennae. The simulation parameters, results from Monte-Carlo simulations
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and FER performance analysis are presented in Section 6.5. Finally, these results lead
to appropriate conclusions in Section 6.6.
The first contribution of this chapter is the combining of the STTC technique with
IR signalling and the subsequent analysis of this new system, reported in [28], [33]
and [30]. Then, two novel STTCO-IR systems are outlined and shown theoretically
and numerically to outperform the STTC-IR system over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel
in [30]. Also, in [30], new code-design criteria are used to obtain new optimum codes
for various encoding memory orders and different numbers of transmit antennae.
6.2 Space Time Trellis Coding for IR Signalling
6.2.1 Space Time Trellis Encoder for IR
In the Space-Time Trellis (STT) technique, the mapping of bits into ST symbols
can be illustrated by a trellis diagram. This technique is effective for M -ary constel-
lation where M ≥ 4. In other words, BPAM, OOK, and BPPM do not qualify to be
used with STTC-IR or STTCO-IR systems.
In any M -ary constellation and prior to the STT encoding, the input bits of any
user u are parsed into K = log2(M) streams. As shown in Fig. 6.1, each one of
these streams feeds a STT encoder input branch, b0u,i, through to b
K−1
u,i , where b
0
u,i
is the most significant bit and bK−1u,i is the least significant bit. Each input to the
encoder is then multiplied simultaneously by the generator coefficients gjn,l, where
n ∈ {0, Nt − 1}, j ∈ {0, K − 1}, l ∈ {0, νj}, and νj stands for the memory order per
input branch, i.e., the number of shift registers per input branch. The total memory
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Figure 6.1: Generic STT encoder.
order ν of an S-state STT encoder is given by
ν = log2(S) =
K−1∑
j=0
νj, (6.1)
where νj =
⌊
ν+j
K
⌋
and ⌊.⌋ is the integer floor operator. The generator coefficients gjn,l
can be stacked in a matrix G, as follows:
G = [G0, . . . ,Gl, . . . ,Gνj ]
T , (6.2)
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where each sub-matrix Gl is given by
Gl =

g00,l g
0
1,l . . . g
0
Nt−1,l
g10,l g
1
1,l . . . g
1
Nt−1,l
...
...
. . .
...
gK−10,l g
K−1
1,l . . . g
K−1
Nt−1,l

. (6.3)
Therefore, any STT encoder can be described by a matrix G, according to the values
of M , K, ν, Nt. Next, at the output of the encoder, the scalar-valued ST symbol
Iu,n(i) ∈ {0,M − 1} is obtained for any user u by the following modulo M addition
Iu,n(i) =
(
K−1∑
j=0
νj∑
l=0
gjn,lb
j
u,i−l
)
mod {M}. (6.4)
Each one of the resulting ST symbols is shaped into its corresponding UWB waveform
based on the type of modulation and the applied multiuser technique. At this point,
symbols encoded through an M -OCPPM encoder are considered and the DS multiuser
technique is applied. The expression of the u-th user transmitted signal per symbol
i over the n-th transmit antenna at any time t is then derived, as follows:
su,n(t, i) =
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)w(t− ([iM + Iu,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw), (6.5)
assuming that Tf/M = Tw in (2.20), and where ǫs,u is the u-th user transmitted
symbol energy and w(t) is a UE pulse. The baseband representation of the u-th user
signal transmitted over the n-th transmit antenna, using packets of Ns symbols can
be given by
su,n(t) =
Ns−1∑
i=0
su,n(t, i), (6.6)
and the transmission vector Su(t) is formed by stacking the su,n(t) as follows:
Su(t) = [su,0(t), . . . , su,n(t), . . . , su,Nt−1(t)] . (6.7)
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6.2.2 STTC-IR Receiver Structure
Coherent and non-coherent detection methods, along with rake receiver, are used
in UWB communications to process the received data, as shown in Chapter 2. The
coherent method is adapted for the STTC-IR system in this section.
STTC-IR Receive Signal
The transmitted signal su,n(t) sent over any of the Nt transmit antennae undergoes
distortion during its journey towards one of the Nr receive antennae. In MIMO-UWB
systems, the CIR of the (ρ, n)-th link can be expressed as in (5.13) and the resulting
channel matrix H(t) is given in (5.14). At the receiver side, any element ru,ρ(t) of the
reception vector Ru(t) is obtained via the summation of the element-wise convolution
of vectors Su(t) and matrix H(t) plus N (t) as in (5.15) and (5.16). The u-th user
received signal per receive antenna is given by
ru,ρ(t) =
Ns−1∑
i=0
r̂u,ρ(t, i) + nρ(t), (6.8)
where
r̂u,ρ(t, i) =
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)αρ,n,dw(t−([iM+Iu,n(i)]Nw+k)Tw−Tρ,n,d),
(6.9)
and Tρ,n,d is given in (5.16). The STT encoding process can be represented by a trellis
diagram. The encoder produces a codeword Iu(i)=[Iu,0(i),. . . , Iu,n(i),. . . , Iu,Nt−1(i)],
based on the input bit sequence, b0i,u through b
K−1
i,u , and the generator coefficients g
j
n,l.
An error occurs when the receiver makes an erroneous decision and chooses a different
codeword I ′u(i) = [I
′
u,0(i),. . . , I
′
u,n(i),. . . , I
′
u,Nt−1(i)] as the most likely one, from the
set of possible codewords allowed by the trellis.
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STTC-IR Coherent Reception
Applying either the EGC or MRC detection method as well as a rake receiver,
a coherent receiver estimates the channel parameters and provides the estimated
CIR h˜ρ,n(t) as in (5.17). This estimated CIR per link is then used to generate at
the receiver side, the template signal per user u, per transmitted symbol i and per
possible codeword allowed by the trellis, knowing the transmitted waveform w(t), the
constellation, the multiuser technique and the PR sequence of the u-th user. Applying
MRC detection, the template signal can be expressed as
s˜u,ρ(t, i) =
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)α˜ρ,n,F (f)w(t− ([iM + I ′u,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw
−τ˜ρ,n,F (f)).
(6.10)
The STT decoder is based on a ML Viterbi algorithm [44]. It tracks valid code
sequences within the trellis, and selects the closest one to the received sequence,
using the Euclidean distance path metric. This research derives an expression of the
Euclidean distance path metric between any received signal r̂u,ρ(t, i) and any possible
estimated template signal s˜u,ρ(t, i), considering the multiuser STTC-IR signalling, as
follows:
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) =
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
∫ (i+1)Ts+τmax
iTs
(r̂u,ρ(t, i)− s˜u,ρ(t, i))2 dt, (6.11)
where τmax is the largest delay of the CIR, i.e., τmax = max (τρ,n,Nm−1). Finally, the
Viterbi algorithm selects amongst all the possible d2 (Iu, I
′
u) the path with the lowest
accumulated path metric as the decoded sequence. The system model of the STTC-IR
scheme described in this section is graphically summarised in Fig. 6.2.
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The Euclidean Distance Path Metric Expression for IR
Applying the MRC detection method, the Euclidean distance path metric can be
derived by inserting (6.9) and (6.10) in (6.11), as follows:
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) =
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
∫ (i+1)Ts+τmax
iTs
(√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)ωu,ρ,n (t, i, k)
)2
dt,
(6.12)
where
ωu,ρ,n (t, i, k) =
Nm−1∑
d=0
αρ,n,dw(t− ([iM + Iu,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw − Tρ,n,d)
−
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)w(t− ([iM + I ′u,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw − τ˜ρ,n,F (f)).
(6.13)
Using (6.12) and (6.13), d2 (Iu, I
′
u) is re-expressed as
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) = ǫs,u
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nt−1∑
n′=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)Ru,ρ,n,n′(k, k′), (6.14)
where
Ru,ρ,n,n′(k, k
′) =
1
NtNw
Ns−1∑
i=0
∫ (i+1)Ts+τmax
iTs
ωu,ρ,n(t, i, k)ωu,ρ,n′(t, i, k
′)dt
=
1
NtNw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
αρ,n,dαρ,n′,d′Rw
(
([Iu,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)]Nw + (k − k′))
×Tw + (Tρ,n,d − Tρ,n′,d′)
)
+
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)α˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)Rw
(
([I ′u,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)]Nw + (k
−k′))Tw + (τ˜ρ,n,F (f) − τ˜ρ,n′,F (f ′))
)
−
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
αρ,n,dα˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)Rw
(
(
[
Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)
]
Nw
+(k − k′))Tw + (Tρ,n,d − τ˜ρ,n′,F (f ′))
)
−
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)αρ,n′,d′Rw
(
(
[
I ′u,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)
]
×Nw + (k − k′))Tw + (τ˜ρ,n,F (f) − Tρ,n′,d′)
)
,
(6.15)
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and Rw(.) is defined in (2.9). The relations in (6.14) and (6.15) can be re-expressed
as follows:
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) = ǫs,u
(
d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) +
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
nILI,u,ρ,n + nIAI,u
)
. (6.16)
Inserting n′ = n in (6.14) and d′ = F (d), f ′ = f , d = F (f ′) and d′ = F (f) in
(6.15), an expression for the optimum Euclidean distance path metric in the absence
of interference and assuming perfect channel estimation is obtained as
d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) =
1
NtNw
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)
Nf−1∑
f=0
2α2ρ,n,F (f)
(
NsRw((k − k′)
×Tw)−
Ns−1∑
i=0
Rw
((
[Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n(i)]Nw + (k − k′)
)
Tw + ερ,n,d
))
.
(6.17)
Then, assuming perfect synchronisation, the last term of (6.17) can be re-expressed
for any i such as
Rw(([Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n(i)]Nw + (k − k′))Tw) =
δ
(
Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n(i)
)
, if k′ = k,
0 , else.
(6.18)
Knowing with (2.14) that Rw (τ) = 0 for |τ | ≥ Tw, that 1/Nw
∑Nw−1
k=0 [C
DS
u (k)]
2 = 1,
and using (6.18) in (6.17), the optimum Euclidean distance path metric in the absence
of interference can be simplified as
d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) =
1
Nt
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
2α2ρ,n,F (f)
[
Ns −
Ns−1∑
i=0
δ
(
Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n(i)
)]
. (6.19)
Then, an expression which regroups both the IPI and ISI, namely the Intra-Link
Interference (ILI) is defined by inserting n′ = n in (6.14) and d′ 6= F (d), f ′ 6= f ,
d 6= F (f ′) and d′ 6= F (f) in (6.15), as follows:
nILI,u = ǫs,u
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
nILI,u,ρ,n (6.20)
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where the ILI of any link is given by
nILI,u,ρ,n=
1
NtNw
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
d′ 6=F (d)
αρ,n,dαρ,n,d′Rw
(
(k − k′))Tw
+(Tρ,n,d − Tρ,n,d′)
)
+
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
f ′ 6=f
α˜ρ,n,F (f)α˜ρ,n,F (f ′)Rw
(
(k − k′)Tw + (τρ,n,F (f) − τρ,n,F (f ′))
)
−
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
d6=F (f ′)
2αρ,n,dα˜ρ,n,F (f ′)Rw
( ([
Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n(i)
]
Nw + (k − k′)
)
Tw + (Tρ,n,d
−τρ,n,F (f ′))
)
.
(6.21)
In the same way as in Chapter 5, the expression of the IAI is obtained by inserting
n′ 6= n in (6.14) as follows:
nIAI,u =
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nt−1∑
n′=0
n′ 6=n
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)Ru,ρ,n,n′(k, k′), (6.22)
where Ru,ρ,n,n′(k, k
′) is defined in (6.15). Comparing the values of the optimum MRC
factor for the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems, in (2.37) and (5.36), respectively,
with the optimum Euclidean distance path metric in (6.19), it can be acknowledged
that the STBC-OW-IR and STTC-IR systems provide transmit and receive diversity
but with IAI, and that the STTC-IR system provides an extra coding gain. In order
to obtain full advantage from this coding gain and further improve the STTC-IR
system performance, the following section proposes two methods to mitigate IAI.
Theoretical Probability of Error for STTC-IR Systems
The probability of erroneously receiving a transmitted codeword Iu as I
′
u knowing
αρ,n,F (f) can be obtained through the probability for M -ary coded signals [44], as
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follows [54]:
P (Iu→I ′u|αρ,n,F (f)) ≤ exp
(−d2 (Iu, I ′u) /4N0). (6.23)
Using (6.16) in (6.23), an upper bound on the probability of error for STTC-IR
systems is obtained as
P (Iu→I ′u|αρ,n,F (f))≤ exp
(
−γs
4
(
d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) +
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
nIPI,u,ρ,n + nIAI,u
))
,
(6.24)
where γs = ǫs,u/N0 is the SNR per user and symbol.
6.3 Novel STTCO for IR Systems
IAI is a form of interference which tends to reduce the coding gain of the STTC-
IR system. In this section two different methods are proposed to mitigate IAI by
introducing orthogonality between signals sent over different transmit antennae. The
first method is based on symbol-combining technique and the second method is based
on pulse shaping. Both methods imply a modification of the STTC-IR transceiver
structure, as depicted in Fig. 6.2.
6.3.1 STTCO-IR based on Symbol Combining Technique
In a quasi-static environment, orthogonality between transmit signals can be
achieved by using a BC scheme [53]. Here, a combination of BC with the STTC-
IR system is applied to mitigate IAI.
Any ST symbol Iu,n(i) is obtained from the STT encoder in (6.4). Each ST symbol
is repeated L times and is multiplied by a BC coefficient en,j, where L = 2
q is defined
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such that (q − 1) < log2 (Nt) ≤ q, q ∈ N∗. Subsequently, each ST symbol is shaped
into a waveform and sent. An expression of the u-th user transmitted signal per
symbol i over the n-th transmit antenna can be expressed as
sBCu,n(t, i) =
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
L−1∑
j=0
en,j√
L
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)w (t− ([(iL + j)M + Iu,n (i)]Nw + k)Tw) .
(6.25)
A Nt × L matrix ENt is then formed by stacking coefficients en,j as follows:
ENt =
1√
L

e0,0 e0,1 · · · e0,L−1
e1,0 e1,1 · · · e0,L−1
...
...
. . .
...
eNt−1,0 eNt−1,1 · · · eNt−1,L−1
 . (6.26)
The coefficients en,j satisfy that each row vector en of ENt is an orthonormal basis
of RNt , i.e., ENt must be a unitary matrix. The general expression of a BC matrix,
presented in [53], can be used to build any ENt matrix, for any number of transmit
antennae. For instance, for Nt = 2 and Nt = 3, the matrices E2 and E3, respectively,
can be expressed as
E2 =
1√
2
 1 1
1 −1
 ,E3 = 1√
4

1 1 1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1
 . (6.27)
At the receiver side, the template signal s˜BCu,ρ(t, i) per user u, per receive antenna ρ,
per transmitted symbol i and per possible codeword is expressed as
s˜BCu,ρ(t, i) =
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)
L−1∑
j=0
en,j√
L
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)w
(
t− ([(iL+ j)M + I ′u,n(i)]
×Nw +k)Tw − τ˜ρ,n,F (f)
)
,
(6.28)
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where the coefficients en,j are known at the receiver. Applying the MRC detection
method, the Euclidean distance path metric can be derived, as follows:
d2 (Iu, I
′
u)=
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
∫ (i+1)LTs+τmax
iLTs
(√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)ω
BC
u,ρ,n (t, i, k)
)2
dt,
(6.29)
where ωBCu,ρ,n(t, i, k) is given by
ωBCu,ρ,n(t, i, k) =
L−1∑
j=0
en,j√
L
[
Nm−1∑
d=0
αρ,n,dw(t− ([(iL+ j)M + Iu,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw − Tρ,n,d)
−
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)w(t− ([(iL+ j)M + I ′u,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw − τ˜ρ,n,F (f))
]
.
(6.30)
Using (6.29) and (6.30), d2 (Iu, I
′
u) is re-expressed as
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) = ǫs,u
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nt−1∑
n′=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)RBCu,ρ,n,n′(k, k
′), (6.31)
where
RBCu,ρ,n,n′(k, k
′) =
Ns−1∑
i=0
∫ (i+1)LTs+τmax
iLTs
ωBCu,ρ,n(t, i, k)ω
BC
u,ρ,n′(t, i, k
′)dt
=
1
NtNwL
Ns−1∑
i=0
L−1∑
j=0
L−1∑
j′=0
en,jen′,j′
[
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
αρ,n,dαρ,n′,d′Rw(([(j − j′)M
+ Iu,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)]Nw + (k − k′))Tw + (Tρ,n,d − Tρ,n′,d′))+
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)α˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)
×Rw(([(j − j′)M + I ′u,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)]Nw + (k − k′))Tw + (τ˜ρ,n,F (f) − τ˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)))
−
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
αρ,n,dα˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)Rw(([(j − j′)M + Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)]Nw + (k − k′))Tw
+ (Tρ,n,d − τ˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)))−
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)αρ,n′,d′Rw(([(j − j′)M + I ′u,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)]Nw
+(k − k′))Tw + (τ˜ρ,n,F (f) − Tρ,n′,d′))
]
. (6.32)
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Inserting j 6= j′ in (6.32), the tail of the current symbol waveform overlaps with the
beginning of the next symbol waveform, resulting in an ISI. However, this interference
is negligible compared to the interference occurring within the same symbol duration
due to the double-exponential power decay of the multipath attenuation factors of the
CIR [17]. Then, inserting j = j′ and n 6= n′ in (6.32), having designed the coefficients
en,j such that
∑L−1
j=0 en,jen′,j = 0, (6.31) and (6.32) can be simplified as
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) = ǫs,u
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
CDSu (k)C
DS
u (k
′)Ru,ρ,n,n(k, k′)
= ǫs,u
(
d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) +
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
nILI,u,ρ,n
)
,
(6.33)
where Ru,ρ,n,n(k, k
′) is given in (6.15). Thus, the expression of d2 (Iu, I
′
u) in (6.31)
shows that most of IAI can be removed prior to the decision process by using BC to
achieve orthogonality between signals transmitted over different transmit antennae.
Nevertheless, this reduction of interference is obtained at the expense of data rate,
which is reduced by a factor of L compared to the STTC-IR system. Decreasing the
number of pulses per symbol, i.e., Nw, can compensate for the data rate reduction
without losing performance, as shown in Section 6.5.
6.3.2 STTCO-IR based on Pulse Shaping Technique
The second method to mitigate IAI is based on the reduction of the cross-correlation
between signals sent over various transmit antennae. In UWB signalling, this reduc-
tion of the cross-correlation can be achieved by a set of OW transmitted over different
transmit antennae.
Any ST symbol Iu,n(i) is obtained from the STT encoder designed based on (6.4).
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The u-th user transmitted signal per symbol i over the n-th transmit antenna at any
time t is expressed as follows:
sOWu,n (t, i) =
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)υn(t− ([iM + Iu,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw), (6.34)
where υn(t) is the n-th waveform belonging to a set of OW presented in Section 2.3.1.
Using the same set of OW at the receiver, the template signal s˜OWu,ρ (t, i) per user u, per
receive antenna ρ, per transmitted symbol i and per possible codeword is generated
and can be expressed as
s˜OWu,ρ (t, i)=
√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)C
DS
u (k)υn
(
t− ([iM + I ′u,n (i)]Nw + k)Tw
−τ˜ρ,n,F (f)
)
.
(6.35)
Then, applying the MRC detection method, the Euclidean distance path metric can
be derived, as follows:
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) =
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
∫ (i+1)Ts+τmax
iTs
(√
ǫs,u
NtNw
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
CDSu (k)ω
OW
u,ρ,n (t, i, k)
)2
dt,
(6.36)
where
ωOWu,ρ,n (t, i, k) =
Nm−1∑
d=0
αρ,n,dυn(t− ([iM + Iu,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw − Tρ,n,d)
−
Nf−1∑
f=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)υn(t− ([iM + I ′u,n(i)]Nw + k)Tw − τ˜ρ,n,F (f)).
(6.37)
Finally, using (6.36) and (6.37), d2 (Iu, I
′
u) is re-expressed as
d2 (Iu, I
′
u)=ǫs,u
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nt−1∑
n′=0
Nw−1∑
k=0
Nw−1∑
k′=0
Cu(k)Cu(k
′)ROWu,ρ,n,n′(k, k
′), (6.38)
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where
ROWu,ρ,n,n′(k, k
′) =
1
NtNw
Ns−1∑
i=0
∫ (i+1)Ts+τmax
iTs
ωOWu,ρ,n (t, i, k)ω
OW
u,ρ,n′ (t, i, k
′) dt
=
1
NtNw
Ns−1∑
i=0
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
αρ,n,dαρ,n′,d′Rυn,υn′
(
([Iu,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)]Nw + (k
−k′))Tw + (Tρ,n,d − Tρ,n′,d′)
)
+
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)α˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)Rυn,υn′
(
([I ′u,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)]
×Nw + (k − k′))Tw + (τ˜ρ,n,F (f) − τ˜ρ,n′,F (f ′))
)
−
Nm−1∑
d=0
Nf−1∑
f ′=0
αρ,n,dα˜ρ,n′,F (f ′)Rυn,υn′
(
(
[Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)]Nw + (k − k′))Tw + (Tρ,n,d − τ˜ρ,n′,F (f ′))
)
−
Nf−1∑
f=0
Nm−1∑
d′=0
α˜ρ,n,F (f)αρ,n′,d′
×Rυn,υn′
(
([I ′u,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)]Nw + (k − k′))Tw + (τ˜ρ,n,F (f) − Tρ,n′,d′)
)
,
(6.39)
and Rυn,υn′ (τ) is defined in (2.14). Application of (6.39) in (6.38) leads to
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) = ǫs,u
(
d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) +
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
n′ILI,u,ρ,n + n
′
IAI,u
)
, (6.40)
where d̂2 (Iu, I
′
u) is given in (6.18). The term n
′
ILI,u,ρ,n is obtained by inserting n
′ = n
in (6.38), and excluding d′ = F (d), f ′ = f , d = F (f ′) and d′ = F (f) from the
summation in (6.39). Similarly, n′IAI,u is obtained by excluding n
′ = n from the
summation in (6.38). Assuming that the delay distribution of the CIR of every link
is the same, i.e, high correlation of the links, and that every multipath of any CIR is
resolvable, then n′IAI,u = 0 due to the fact that Rυn,υn′ (0) = 0. In reality, especially
if the different links between transmit and receive antennae are low-correlated or
uncorrelated, the delay distribution of the CIR of any link is independent and the
IAI would depend on the cross-correlation of the various OW applied to generate
the transmit signals. In the STTC-IR system, only one pulse is used to transmit the
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information, therefore the IAI depends only on Rw(τ). Thus, if two waveforms υn and
υn′(t) can be found such that for any τ , Rw(τ) ≤ Rυ
n
,υn′
(τ), then it insures that the
IAI is reduced using these waveforms instead of w(t). Similarly, assuming that the
difference of delay distribution of the CIR between any link is uniformly distributed,
then the IAI could be reduced if
∫ +∞
−∞ |Rυn,υn′ (τ)|dτ <
∫ +∞
−∞ |Rw(τ)|dτ for any pair of
n and n′, where n 6= n′. Thus, an average correlation factor is defined as
ρn,n′ =
∫ +∞
−∞ |Rυn,υn′ (τ)|dτ∫ +∞
−∞ |Rw(τ)|dτ
, (6.41)
and the claim is made that if ρn,n′ < 1, the IAI will be reduced, as it is shown later in
Section 6.5. In Table 6.1, ρn,n′ values, n ∈ {1, 4} and n′ ∈ {1, 4} have been computed
for the case that w(t) = wG(t) and υn(t) = υ
H
n (t) with T0 = 0.2877 ns and T1 = 0.35
ns. These results show that the ILI of the STTCO-IR with OW system is similar to
the ILI of the STTC-IR system, i.e., n′ILI,u,ρ,n ≃ nILI,u,ρ,n, since for any n = n′, ρn ≃ 1.
These results also indicate that the use of OW helps to reduce the IAI, since for any
n 6= n′, ρn,n′ < 1. Therefore, the STTCO-IR with OW system mitigates the IAI
depending on the cross-correlation of the transmit waveforms. This system should
Table 6.1: Results of ρn,n′ for the case that w(t) is the second derivative of the
Gaussian pulse and υn(t) is a MHP of order n.
w(t) υ1(t) υ2(t) υ3(t) υ4(t)
w(t) 1 − − − −
υ1(t) − 1.0366 0.88911 0.80881 0.75475
υ2(t) − 0.88911 1.0226 0.90382 0.83448
υ3(t) − 0.80881 0.90382 1.0138 0.91174
υ4(t) − 0.75475 0.83448 0.91174 1.0066
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achieve performance in-between the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR with BC systems, but
with a lower complexity and an unscathed data rate compared to the latter.
6.4 Code Design Criteria
The STT encoding presented in (6.4), can be described by a generator G matrix
in (6.2) and (6.3). The G matrix imposes the set of possible codeword Iu(i) and
therefore the possible values for the ST symbols Iu,n(i) and I
′
u,n(i), at each stage i
of the trellis. Moreover, it is know from (6.19) that the values of Iu,n(i) and I
′
u,n(i)
influence the additional coding gain produced by the trellis structure of the coding
process. Thus, it is important to generate ST symbols with one of the optimum G
matrices in order to maximise this coding gain. The number of possible G matrices
for any STT encoder is related to M , K, ν, Nt, and is given by M
(K+ν)Nt . From
a practical point of view, it is difficult to find optimum G matrices for large values
of M , K, ν and Nt, randomly or through extensive Monte-Carlo simulations over
all the possible combinations. Therefore, it is crucial to set a search strategy based
on code-design criteria in order to pinpoint the optimum G matrices amongst all
possible ones [56], [4]. The code-design criteria depend on the channel properties, the
signal characteristics, and the type of modulation applied to convey the information
according to the work reported in [54] for narrow-band systems.
As explained in Chapter 4, under idealistic assumptions IPI and ISI can be ne-
glected. Here, using similar assumptions, the ILI for any link can be neglected. Then
in Section 6.3, it was shown that the IAI can be removed or mitigated. Thus, in or-
der to derive the code-design criteria for STTCO-IR systems, the interference terms
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in (6.16) are excluded and the Euclidean distance path metric is re-expressed using
(6.19) as follows:
d2 (Iu, I
′
u) =
ǫs,u
Nt
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nt−1∑
n=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
2α2ρ,n,F (f)
[
Ns −
Ns−1∑
i=0
δ
(
Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n(i)
)]
=
ǫs,u
Nt
Nr−1∑
ρ=0
Nf−1∑
f=0
Hρ,fA(Iu, I
′
u)H
T
ρ,f ,
(6.42)
where A(Iu, I
′
u) is a Nt ×Nt real matrix with elements denoted an,n′ such that
an,n′ =
Ns−1∑
i=0
δ (Iu,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)) + δ
(
I ′u,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i)
)− δ (Iu,n(i)− I ′u,n′(i))
− δ (I ′u,n(i)− Iu,n′(i)) ,
(6.43)
and Hρ,f = [αρ,0,F (f), . . . , αρ,n,F (f), . . . , αρ,Nt−1,F (f)] is a vector of channel coefficients.
The upper bound on the probability of error in (6.24) can then be simplified as
P (Iu → I ′u|αρ,n,F (f)) ≤
Nr−1∏
ρ=0
Nt−1∏
n=0
Nf−1∏
f=0
exp
(−γsλu,nα2ρ,n,F (f)/2Nt), (6.44)
where λu,n are the eigenvalues of A(Iu, I
′
u), λu,n = an,n since in absence of IAI
an,n′ = 0 for n 6= n′. Knowing from Chapter 3 that any independent RV α2ρ,n,F (f)
follows a log-normal
(
mρ,n,F (f), σρ,n,F (f)
)
distribution with a related pdf given in (4.4)
where α = α2ρ,n,F (f), an upper bound on the average probability of error can be derived
by averaging (6.44) over α2ρ,n,F (f), as follows:
P (Iu → I ′u) ≤
Nr−1∏
ρ=0
Nt−1∏
n=0
Nf−1∏
f=0
∫ +∞
0
1
α2ρ,n,F (f)
√
2πσρ,n,F (f)
exp
−1
2
γs
Nt
λu,nα
2
ρ,n,F (f)
+
ln
(
α2ρ,n,F (f)
)
−mρ,n,F (f)
σρ,n,F (f)
2

 dα2ρ,n,F (f).
(6.45)
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Using the derivation in Section 4.2 with α = α2ρ,n,F (f), (6.45) can be re-expressed as
P (Iu →I ′u)≤
Nr−1∏
ρ=0
Nt−1∏
n=0
Nf−1∏
f=0
η0√
2πσρ,n,F (f)
e
−vρ,n,f
[
η1(vρ,n,f)
η2−1+0.5σ2
ρ,n,F (f)
vρ,n,f
]
, (6.46)
where vρ,n,f = W0 (γszρ,n,f ) /σ
2
ρ,n,F (f) and zρ,n,f = λu,ne
mρ,n,F (f)σ2ρ,n,F (f)/(2Nt). Using
the fact that W0(x
(1+w)) ≥ ln(x) for x ≫ 1 and w ≥ 0.4 and ignoring the term
η1 (vρ,n,f )
η2−1 in (6.46), the previous relation is simplified as
P (Iu→I ′u) <
Nr−1∏
ρ=0
Nt−1∏
n=0
Nf−1∏
f=0
η0√
2πσρ,n,F (f)
e
−
(
2c[(1+w)σρ,n,F (f)]
2
)
−1
[γs(dB)+c ln (zρ,n,f )]
2
,
(6.47)
where c = 10/ ln (10). Assuming that c ln (zρ,n,f ) ≥ 1, a looser upper bound is found,
such as
P (Iu→I ′u) <
Nr−1∏
ρ=0
Nt−1∏
n=0
Nf−1∏
f=0
η0√
2πσρ,n,F (f)
[
e(γs(dB))
2
(zρ,n,f )
c
]−(2c[(1+w)σρ,n,F (f)]2)−1
.
(6.48)
Assuming that for any link and a given multipath, the standard deviation of the RV
α2ρ,n,F (f) remains similar, i.e., σρ,n,F (f) ≃ σF (f), (6.48) can finally be rewritten as
P (Iu→I ′u) <
(rA−1∏
n=0
λu,n
) c
rA
e(γs(dB))
2
−NrrA
∑Nf−1
f=0
(
2c[(1+w)σF (f)]
2
)
−1
×
(
Nf−1∏
f=0
η0√
2πσF (f)
)NrrA [Nr−1∏
ρ=0
Nt−1∏
n=0
Nf−1∏
f=0
(
emρ,n,F (f)σ2F (f)/(2Nt)
)−(2[(1+w)σF (f)]2)−1] ,
(6.49)
where rA denotes the rank of A(Iu, I
′
u), i.e., the number of nonzero eigenvalues
of A(Iu, I
′
u). The relation in (6.49) reveals that a diversity advantage of Dg =
NrrA
∑Nf−1
f=0
(
2c
[
(1 + w)σF (f)
]2)−1
can be achieved in STTCO-IR systems and that
the coding gain depends on the determinant of A(Iu, I
′
u), i.e., dA =
∏rA−1
n=0 λu,n.
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Thus, the diversity advantage is proportional to rA, and the coding gain increases as
the determinant of A(Iu, I
′
u) increases for a given rA. Therefore, by analogy with [54]
in narrow-band systems, the rank and the determinant of A(Iu, I
′
u) are chosen to be
our code design criteria for the STTCO-IR and STTC-IR systems. Notice that the
criteria for the STTCO-IR and STTC-IR systems are similar but with different values.
On the one hand, in the absence of IAI for STTCO-IR systems, the matrix A(Iu, I
′
u)
is diagonal and its eigenvalues are such that λu,n = an. On the other hand, in the
presence of IAI for the STTC-IR system, the matrix A(Iu, I
′
u) is square, with its
elements an,n′ 6= 0 for n 6= n′, and therefore the values of its eigenvalues are different.
Finally, a computer search algorithm based on these criteria is designed to obtain
novel optimum G matrices for various number of transmit antennae Nt and different
number of states S for both STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems. The algorithm is
designed according to the work in [4] and can be described, as follows:
To perform a full code search, all possible sets of combinations of coefficients in the
encoder, i.e., gjn,l, are considered. For each possible set of coefficients, all possible
codewords are transmitted, generated from all possible input-bit combinations for a
given length Ns, that follow all possible paths in the trellis starting from state zero
and ending in state zero. For each codeword, an Error Event Path (EEP), i.e., a
possible received path through the trellis that begins and ends in the same state as
the transmitted path but diverges in between, is generated. Correspondingly for each
EEP, a matrix A(Iu, I
′
u) is formed and any of its elements, i.e., an,n′ , is computed in
order to find the set of coefficients that best satisfy the code design criteria. Then,
for any G matrix, the rank and determinant of all the possible A(Iu, I
′
u) matrices
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are computed and the rank and determinant values of the A(Iu, I
′
u) matrix that
provides the minimum values for these parameters are retained. Then, the minimum
rank and determinant values are associated with the corresponding G matrix. Finally,
the optimum G matrices are the ones that maximise these values. Furthermore, the
efficiency of this method is insured by considering all possible codewords and insuring
that Ns is large enough.
The results of the search are reported in Table 6.2. The optimum G matrices for
the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems are different, since the IAI is included for the
STTC-IR system computation.
Table 6.2: Optimum G matrix coefficients of the 4 and 16-state STTC-IR and
STTCO-IR systems using a 4-OCPPM with two, three and four transmit antennae.
STTC-IR system STTCO-IR system
4 states 16 states 4 states 16 states
Nt = 2 Nt = 3 Nt = 4 Nt = 2 Nt = 2 Nt = 3 Nt = 4 Nt = 2
23 231 2213 03 23 122 1112 03
G 12 112 1232 32 12 211 2221 32
matrix 12 132 3221 22 22 232 1321 22
coef- 23 323 2113 02 11 121 2212 20
ficients 31 11
22 22
rA = 2 3 4 2 2 3 4 2
dA = 12 48 196 20 16 64 256 24
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6.5 Performance of STTC-IR and STTCO-IR Sys-
tems over the IEEE 802.15.3a Channel: Sim-
ulation Results
In the previous section, two performance criteria for STTC-IR and STTCO-IR
systems have been theoretically derived to obtain values for the optimum G matrix
coefficients. Here, these values are applied in the STTC-IR system simulator designed
in [1] to simulate the FER performance of both STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems.
Notice that contrary to the SL-IR and STBC-IR system analysis, the FER perfor-
mance is computed for the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems. In this case, a frame
is defined as a packet of Ns symbols. In SL-IR and STBC-IR systems, the decision
statistic for any symbol or bit is independent. In STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems,
any ST symbol depends on the previous one because of the trellis encoding structure,
and therefore the Euclidean distance path metric in (6.11) must be computed over
the length of a frame. Thus, a FER performance analysis is more relevant than a
BER performance analysis for the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems.
6.5.1 Assumptions and Simulation Parameters
• The channel estimation is assumed to be perfect at the receiver side.
• The synchronisation is assumed to be perfect at the receiver side, i.e., ερ,n,d = 0
in (6.9) for any ρ, n, d, except in the synchronisation error analysis in Fig. 6.4,
where ερ,n,d is then considered as a zero-mean Gaussian RV with a standard
deviation σj = 7.10
−11 second [37].
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• Any (ρ, n)-th link of the channel is assumed to be spatially uncorrelated from
the others [3], [60], except in the correlation effect analysis in Fig. 6.8.
• The simulation of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR with BC systems are performed
using the Gaussian monocycle in (2.3), and the STTCO-IR with OW system
simulations are performed using the unit-energy MHP of order n ∈ {1, 4} in
(2.5), with Tw = 0.7 ns, T0 = 0.2877 ns, and T1 = 0.35 ns.
• The simulation results are obtained by considering for any channel scenario the
full CIR generated by the Matlab program provided in [17].
• The FER is computed using 400-bit packets, with at least 100 channel realisa-
tions of each CIR, and at least 400,000 bits transmitted, for each SNR value.
• The results are presented for a single-user configuration with a repetition gain
of 10 dB, and a sampling rate of Np/0.7 Giga samples per second, where Np is
the number of sample per pulse. For all the simulations, Np = 10.
• The performance of the SL-IR, STBC-OW-IR, STTC-IR and STTCO-IR sys-
tems are compared for the same data rate of 714.3/Nw Mbps.
6.5.2 Results
Figure 6.3 presents the FER against SNR performance comparison of the SL-
IR and 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR systems with the 2Tx-1Rx-STTC-IR and 2Tx-1Rx-
STTCO-IR systems for a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector along with a 10-finger
S-rake receiver, over CM2. Results confirm that both STTC-IR and STTCO-IR
systems not only provide full diversity gain, but they also outperform both STBC-IR
and SL-IR systems in terms of coding gain and FER. The simplest STTC-IR system
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Figure 6.3: FER performance comparison of the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems
with the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems.
provides a SNR improvement of 4 dB and 6 dB in comparison with the STBC-IR and
the SL-IR systems, respectively, at a FER of 10−2. Moreover, these results confirm
performance enhancements of 0.5 dB for OW and 1 dB for BC as a result of IAI
mitigation discussed in Section 6.3. Furthermore, the results show that increasing
the number of states of the STTC encoder from 4 to 16 provides an increase of 1 dB
in coding gain. Finally, Fig. 6.3 indicates that a 16-state STTCO-IR system based on
BC can achieve a maximum improvement of 2 dB compared to the STTC-IR system
and a maximum improvement of 8 dB compared to SL-IR systems.
Figure 6.4 presents the effect of timing jitter on the FER against SNR perfor-
mance of the SL-IR, 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR, 4-state 2Tx-1Rx-STTC-IR and 2Tx-
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Figure 6.4: FER performance comparison of the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems
with the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR with OW systems in presence of timing jitter.
1Rx-STTCO-IR with OW systems for a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector along
with a 10-finger S-rake receiver, over CM2. Results show that performance degrada-
tion due to the timing jitter is more severe for SL-IR systems than for the STBC-OW-
IR, STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems. Therefore, spatial diversity helps to mitigate
the effect of timing jitter, as explained in Section 5.4.2 and in [60]. Also, it can be
remarked that both the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems are less affected by mist-
iming effects, i.e., 3 dB loss at a FER of 10−2, than the STBC-OW-IR system, i.e.,
5 dB loss at a FER of 10−2, and therefore they provide greater robustness against
timing jitter.
Figure 6.5 presents the effect of the number of rake fingers on the FER against SNR
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Figure 6.5: FER performance comparison of the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems
with the STTCO-IR with OW system for different rake finger numbers.
performance of the SL-IR, 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-OW-IR and 4-state 2Tx-1Rx-STTCO-IR
with OW systems, for a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector along with an S-rake
receiver with Nf = 5, 10, and 20 fingers, over CM2. Results show that for a small
number of fingers, spatial diversity itself is not sufficient to overcome the effect of IAI
and the performance of the STBC-OW-IR system is worse than that of the SL-IR
system, as showed in Fig. 5.8. Conversely, for different number of fingers, the FER
performance curve of the STTCO-IR system represents a fixed 6 dB improvement in
terms of SNR over the SL-IR system at a FER of 10−2. Moreover, a STTCO-IR system
with only 5 fingers performs better than the STBC-OW-IR and SL-IR systems with 10
fingers. Hence, our STTCO-IR design is robust and provides enhanced performance
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Figure 6.6: FER performance comparison of the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems
with the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR with OW systems over various channel scenarios.
even with few rake fingers.
In Fig. 6.6, the FER against SNR performance of the SL-IR and 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-
OW-IR systems with the 4-state 2Tx-1Rx-STTC-IR and 2Tx-1Rx-STTCO-IR with
OW systems are compared for a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector along with a
20-finger S-rake receiver, over CM2, CM3, and CM4. Clearly the performance gap
between the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems and the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR
systems increases with distance, and the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems provide
far better performance regardless of the channel scenario. Furthermore, the STTCO-
IR system over CM4 performs as good as SL-IR over CM2 at a FER of 10−2. Thus,
the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems can be used to increase transmission range.
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Figure 6.7: FER performance comparison of the STTCO-IR with OW system for
various numbers of transmit and receive antennae.
Figure 6.7 presents the effect of the number of transmit and receive antennae
on the FER vs. SNR performance of the 4-state STTCO-IR with OW system for
Nt = 2, 3, 4 and Nr = 2, 3, 4, considering a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector
along with a 10-finger S-rake receiver, over CM2. Results show that the diversity
gain provided as a result of transmit antennae, i.e., 0.5 to 2 dB at a FER of 10−2, is
smaller than the diversity gain achieved by increasing the number of receive antennae,
i.e., 3 to 6 dB at a FER of 10−2. These results confirm the results obtained in Fig.
5.10 for the STBC-OW-IR system.
Figure 6.8 represents the effect of the transmit antenna coupling on the FER vs.
SNR performance of the 2Tx-1Rx-STBC-Ow-IR, 4-state 2Tx-1Rx-STTC-IR and 4-
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Figure 6.8: Effect of transmit antenna coupling on the FER vs. SNR performance of
the STBC-OW-IR, STTC-IR and STTCO-IR with OW systems.
state 2Tx-1Rx-STTCO-IR systems, for a 4-OCPPM, applying a MRC detector along
with a 10-finger S-rake receiver, over CM2. The results show that for a correlation
factor of 0.5, both the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems suffer far less from antenna
coupling than the STBC-OW-IR system, which performs even worse than SL-IR
systems. Therefore, both STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems are robust against the
effect of antenna coupling.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, an adaptation of the STTC technique to single-band UWB com-
munications has been analysed and two novel STTCO-IR systems have been designed
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specifically for single-band UWB signalling. The performance of these systems have
been assessed over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel and compared against those of the
SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems in terms of FER. The basis of the STTC tech-
nique has been first presented and the multiuser STTC-IR transmit signal has been
then designed according to the ST symbols, the modulation schemes, and the detec-
tion methods. The transceiver structure of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems
presented in the chapter have then been summarised in Fig. 6.2. The Viterbi algo-
rithm has been applied to decode the transmitted sequences of data in a ML way
according to the Euclidean distance path metric. A theoretical expression of the Eu-
clidean distance path metric for the STTC-IR system has been derived to determine
the theoretical probability of error of this system. This expression showed that the
STTC-IR system can achieve diversity with an added coding gain compared to the
STBC-OW-IR system. Next, two novel STTCO-IR systems have been proposed and
their Euclidean distance path metrics have been derived. Both systems have proved
to be robust against IAI. Following the Euclidean distance path metric analysis of the
STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems, code design criteria have been established, i.e.,
the determinant and the rank of the matrix A(Iu, I
′
u), through an upper-bound on
the average probability of error. These criteria have been then used to find the best
possible STT generator coefficients for a different number of transmit antennae and
number of states S of the encoder. Finally using these coefficients, the STTC-IR and
STTCO-IR system performance has been assessed in various Monte-Carlo simulations
and compared against those of the SL-IR and STBC-OW-IR systems. Performance
comparison of the different systems has revealed that
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• FER performance of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems is markedly good
compared to that of the STBC-OW-IR and SL-IR systems, in any scenario or
configuration.
• the reduction of IAI increases the coding gain.
• the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems increase the diversity order without nec-
essarily increasing the number of rake fingers and maintain suitable performance
even for a small number of rake fingers.
• the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems can be used to increase the distance of
transmission.
• the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems significantly mitigate the effect of timing
jitter.
• both STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems are only minimally affected by the
effect of antenna coupling.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The initial aim of this thesis was to examine many unsolved issues related to
multiple-antenna systems for single-band UWB communications. As with any scien-
tific research, it has posed more questions than have actually been answered, some of
which are highlighted in the following summary. The concluding proposal introduces
possible research directions for future investigation.
7.1 Thesis Summary
The first chapter of this thesis began with the presentation of the current trend
in wireless communications towards the integration of various technologies in or-
der to create a ubiquitous network. A number of novel WPAN technologies have
been investigated during the last decade, and among them UWB technology has re-
cently emerged. This exciting technology can be perfected by using multiple-antenna
schemes; for instance, to improve coverage distance, to enhance spectral efficiency, or
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to solve synchronisation issues.
In Chapter 2, the reader was familiarised with the single-band UWB system. It
included a brief overview of the standardisation and regulation works which lead to
the formal definition of a UWB signal. It then described the different schemes and
techniques required to generate and process a multiuser baseband UWB signal. A
derivation of the SISO single-band UWB signalling was undertaken and decision-
statistic variables for various combinations of transmitter and receiver elements were
obtained. These variables were later used to theoretically assess the performance of
SISO single-band UWB systems.
In Chapter 3, the UWB channel model was investigated. First, an overview of the
UWB propagation characteristics were discussed and then the most popular chan-
nel model for short-distance high-data rate UWB communications, i.e., the IEEE
802.15.3a channel model, was presented. This channel can be modelled by four differ-
ent scenarios according to the antenna configurations and the distance of transmis-
sion. Using the definition of the channel model, a theoretical method was designed
to obtain an equivalent log-normal RV, with known mean and standard deviation,
to any attenuation factor of its CIR. The method was used to create an algorithm
computing the mean and standard deviation of any attenuation factor of the CIR
for any scenario. The results of this method were compared against results obtained
from simulations. They indicated that our method is quite accurate if the clusters
of multipath rays forming the channel CIR are disjointed. Finally, the results of this
method were combined in the following chapter with the decision-statistic variables
derived in the previous chapter.
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In Chapter 4, the numerical and theoretical performances of SL-IR systems over
the IEEE 802.15.3a channel were evaluated. The theoretical assessment was per-
formed using a parametric highly tight closed-form approximation of the average
probability of error over a log-normal fading channel with adjustable accuracy de-
rived in the chapter, along with parameters and results obtained in the previous
chapters. This closed-form expression proved to be accurate and was also later used
for a multiple-antenna system performance evaluation. The numerical assessment was
completed using Monte-Carlo simulations for different modulation schemes, types of
rake receivers, detection methods, channel scenarios, and in the presence or absence
of synchronisation errors. The results of both analyses showed that a large number
of multipaths must be combined to achieve acceptable performance and confirmed
that the multipaths that are not combined create IPI. It was also shown that the
performance of SL-IR systems is sensitive to the way of conveying data. The PPM
schemes better suit this kind of system than BPAM or PSM schemes. Moreover, the
results revealed that the MRC method for coherent detection and the DT method for
non-coherent detection should be considered in order to achieve good performance,
with different levels of complexity. Finally, the high level of sensitivity of this system
towards the transmission distance and synchronisation errors was underlined.
In Chapter 5, a novel multiple-antenna system tailored for single-band UWB com-
munications was proposed. A derivation of the STBC-OW-IR signalling was under-
taken and decision-statistic variables for both coherent and non-coherent detection
methods were obtained. The theoretical analysis of the system revealed that it can
generate full-rate codes regardless of the number of antennae and that it can increase
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the diversity order but the cost is IAI. Finally, the performance of the STBC-OW-IR
system was assessed over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel. Results first showed that the
performance gain in terms of BER of multiple antennae systems in single-band UWB
communications is much smaller than in narrow-band communications. They revealed
that the STBC-OW-IR system performs worse than SL-IR systems for a small num-
ber of rake fingers. Nevertheless, they also indicated that the STBC-OW-IR system
can increase diversity order without necessarily increasing the number of rake fingers;
therefore, it can achieve a similar performance compared to SL-IR systems with a
reduced number of rake fingers. Moreover, the STBC-OW-IR system reduces the
penalty of using a PAM scheme and of transmitting data through longer distances.
Finally and most importantly, spatial diversity provides a robust protection against
synchronisation and mistiming errors. Therefore, multiple-antenna systems can be
further exploited for timing synchronisation of UWB communication systems, which
is a crucial and difficult process for sub-nanosecond signalling.
In Chapter 6, an adaptation of the STTC technique to single-band UWB commu-
nications was performed and two novel STTCO-IR systems tailored for single-band
UWB communications were presented. The transceiver structure of three systems
were analysed and the Euclidean distance path metric expression of each system was
derived. A comparison of the different expressions revealed that the novel STTCO-IR
systems could, in theory, achieve a better performance than the STTC-IR system.
A new upper bound on the average probability of error for the STTCO-IR systems
was then derived to establish novel code design criteria. Next, these code design
criteria were used to obtain optimum generator coefficients that maximised the per-
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formance of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems. Finally, the FER performance
of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems were assessed over the IEEE 802.15.3a
channel. The simulation results showed that the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems
outperform the STBC-OW-IR and SL-IR systems for any scenario or configuration.
These systems markedly provide great performance improvement that can be used
to increase coverage distance or data rate of UWB systems and to obtain robust-
ness against timing-jitter and antenna-coupling effects. The results also confirmed
the extra gain provided by the STTCO-IR signalling design. In conclusion, both the
STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems can provide practical implementation solutions for
new short-distance high-data rate demanding applications, such as ubiquitous wire
replacements or Wireless PC connections, using UWB technology.
7.2 Recommendations for Further Work
The advantages of combining multiple-antenna system with single-band UWB
communications have been demonstrated in this thesis, nevertheless, there is always
scope for improvements
In Chapter 3, the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model was presented and a novel method
was designed to obtain the mean and standard deviation values of any attenuation
factor of its CIR. In the future, this method could be adapted to also obtain the
mean and standard deviation values of any attenuation factor of the IEEE 802.15.4a
CIR, i.e., the channel model for long-range low-data rate UWB communications, or
any channel modelled with a double-exponential decay of its amplitude distribution.
Moreover, the accuracy of the method could be increased by using a different tech-
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nique than Wilkinson’s method to estimate the sum of pseudo log-normal RVs [9].
Furthermore, this method provides the distribution of the strongest multipath com-
ponents amongst clusters and rays. This knowledge could be applied in the design
of an efficient S-rake receiver for UWB systems over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel.
Finally, the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model could be analysed in a different way, as
in [24].
In Chapter 4, a closed-form approximation of the average probability of error over
a log-normal fading channel with adjustable accuracy was derived. This expression
could be useful to derive an accurate expression of the capacity for single-band UWB
communication systems. Then, the theoretical analysis and results could be further
enhanced by taking into account IPI and ISI in the computation of the instantaneous
SNR. Moreover, other research directions could be followed to obtain new formu-
lae for the log-normal probability distribution and more accurate expressions of the
probability of error over the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model such as the works in [23]
and [25], respectively.
In Chapter 5, a STBC-OW-IR system was proposed. As shown in [60] and [31],
different orthogonal designs can be obtained by various means. Therefore, many
different ways of creating STBC-IR systems could exist. Using novel modulation
schemes or waveforms, these systems could, for instance, mitigate the IAI. In this
thesis, the STBC-OW-IR system has been analysed and its performance has been
assessed over an indoor channel model, i.e., the IEEE 802.15.3a channel model. In the
future, the analysis could be expanded for outdoor channel, e.g., the IEEE 802.15.4a
channel model, and could reveal some extended benefits. Moreover, multiple-antenna
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systems could be part of a synchronisation scheme for UWB communications, and
could be used for other purposes which have not been investigated in this thesis,
such as positioning or relaying. Finally, the analysis of the STBC-OW-IR system
performance could be complemented with multiuser and antenna-coupling scenarios.
In Chapter 6, the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems were presented. As for
STBC-IR systems, other designs of STTC-IR systems could be investigated or some
of the other STC techniques introduced in Chapter 1 could be adapted to IR sig-
nalling. The analysis and performance assessment of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR
systems proposed in this thesis could also be expanded for outdoor environment and
considering different channel models, e.g., the IEEE 802.15.4a channel model. In our
work the Viterbi algorithm is used to minimise the probability of codeword error.
The BCJR algorithm in [7] could be used to minimise the probability of symbol error
and then to compare the BER performance of the STTC-IR and STTCO-IR systems
with the SL-IR and STBC-IR systems. The code design criteria could be refined to
find even better codes by finding a tighter upper bound on the average probability of
error for the STTCO-IR systems. Moreover, novel optimum codes for greater memory
orders and modulation levels could be obtained with the existing criteria. Finally, a
multiuser performance analysis could be undertaken.
Appendix A
Combining Log-Normal and Other
Distributions
A.1 Log-Normal, Exponential and Pseudo Log-Normal
RVs
Consider two independent RVs z0 and y such as x0 = z0e
−y, where z0 follows a
(mz0 , σz0) log-normal distribution, y is a (ϕ) exponentially distributed RV, and x0 is
a RV with mean mx0 and standard deviation σx0 . Since both RVs are independent,
the first two moments of x0 are given by
E{x0} = E{z0}E{e−y}, and E{x20} = E{z20}E{e−2y}. (A.1)
According to p(y) = 1
ϕ
e−
y
ϕdy, i.e., the pdf of a (ϕ) exponentially distributed RV, the
expected value of e−y is given by E{e−y} = 1
ϕ+1
and the second moment of e−y is
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E{e−2y} = 1
2ϕ+1
. Therefore, E{x0} and E{x20} can be expressed as
E[x0} = e
(mz0+
1
2
σ2z0)
ϕ + 1
, E[x20} =
e2(mz0+σ
2
z0)
2ϕ + 1
. (A.2)
The mean and the standard deviation of any log-normal RV can be derived from their
first and second moments as
E{z0} = e(mz0+
1
2
σ2z0)
E{z20} = e2(mz0+σ
2
z0)
⇒
{
mz0 = 2 ln (E{z0})− ln
(
E{z02}
)
/2,
σz0 =
√
ln (E{z02})− 2 ln (E{z0}).
(A.3)
According to the effects of the RV e−y over the RV z0, it is considered that x0 is a
pseudo log-normal RV and derive its mean mx0 and standard deviation σx0 as
mx0 = mz0 + ln
(√
2ϕ + 1
(ϕ + 1)2
)
, σx0 =
√
σ2z0 + ln
(
(ϕ + 1)2
2ϕ + 1
)
. (A.4)
For simplicity of formulation, the dependence of the pair of first and second moments
of x0, i.e., (mx0 , σx0), on ϕ, mz0 and σz0 is indicated by
(mx0 , σx0) = Ψ(ϕ,mz0 , σz0). (A.5)
For ϕ constant, an alternative notation is adopted, such as
(mx0 , σx0) = Ψϕ(mz0 , σz0). (A.6)
Similarly, an RV z1 is considered that follows a (mz1 , σz1) log-normal distribution.
Let a pseudo log-normal RV x1 with parameters (mx1 , σx1) exists, such as
x1 = (z0 + z1). (A.7)
Applying Wilkinson’s method [9], mx1 and σx1 are obtained by matching the first and
second moments of x1 with the first and second moments of (z0 + z1)e
−y as
E{x1} = e(mz0+
1
2
σ2z0) + e(mz1+
1
2
σ2z1),
E{x21} = e2(mz0+σ
2
z0) + e2(mz1+σ
2
z1) + 2e(mz0+mz1+
1
2(σ2z0+σ
2
z1)).
(A.8)
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Applying (A.3) with (A.7), the parameters (mx1 , σx1) of x1 can be derived with respect
to mz0 , mz1 , σz0 , σz1 such as
mx1 = 2 ln (E{x1})− ln
(
E{x12}
)
/2,
σx1 =
√
ln (E{x12})− 2 ln (E{x1}).
(A.9)
As previously done, the dependence of the pair (mx1 , σx1) on mz0 , σz0 , mz1 and σz1 is
shown by the following notation
(mx1 , σx1) = ψ (mz0 , σz0 ,mz1 , σz1) . (A.10)
For the pair mz0 , σz0 constant, an alternative notation is adopted, such as
(mx1 , σx1) = ψ(mz0 ,σz0 ) (mz1 , σz1) . (A.11)
A.2 The Joint pdf of Two Log-Normal RVs
Let two independent RVs u0 and u1 follow log-normal distributions with parame-
ters (mu0 , σu0) and (mu1 , σu1), respectively. There then exists an RV w0 which follows
a (mw0 , σw0) pseudo log-normal distribution such as
w0 =
u0
u0 + u1
, w1 = u1. (A.12)
The joint pdf of two independent variables u0 and u1 with pdf fu0(u0) and fu1(u1),
respectively, is simply given by f(u0, u1) = fu0(u0)fu1(u1). A change of variables from
u0, u1 to w0, w1, respectively, with u0 = U0(w0, w1) and u1 = U1(w0, w1) results in the
following joint density function:
f(w0, w1) = fu0(U0(w0, w1))fu1(U1(w0, w1))|J |,where J =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂U0
∂w0
∂U0
∂w1
∂U1
∂w0
∂U1
∂w1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (A.13)
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Here with respect to (A.12), is the definition
U0(w0, w1) =
w0w1
1− w0 , U1(w0, w1) = w1, J =
∣∣∣∣∣
w1
(1− w0)2
w0
1− w0
0 1
∣∣∣∣∣ . (A.14)
Moreover, f(w0), i.e, the pdf of w0 according to (A.13), is given by
f(w0) =
∫
f(w0, w1)dw1. (A.15)
Furthermore, the expectation of w0 can be given by
E{w0} =
∫ ∫
w0f(w0, w1)dw1dw0. (A.16)
Finally, after simplification and a change of variables, E{w0} the expectation of w0
with respect to the pdf of a log-normal RV given in (4.4) and according to (A.13),
(A.14), and (A.16), can be re-expressed as
E{w0} =
∫ +∞
−∞
e
t− 1
2
(
t−(mu0−mu1 )√
σ2u0
+σ2u1
)2
(1 + et)
√
2π
(
σ2u0 + σ
2
u1
)dt. (A.17)
The second moment of w0, i.e, E{w20} can be derived as
E{w20} =
∫ +∞
−∞
e
2t− 1
2
(
t−(mu0−mu1 )√
σ2u0
+σ2u1
)2
(1 + et)2
√
2π
(
σ2u0 + σ
2
u1
)dt. (A.18)
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